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ABSTRACT 

During the past few years there has been a significant interest in spectrum splitting systems to 

increase the overall efficiency of photovoltaic solar energy systems.  However, methods for 

comparing the performance of spectrum splitting systems and the effects of optical spectral filter 

design on system performance are not well developed.   

This dissertation first establishes a method to analyze and compare spectrum splitting systems 

with different filters, PV cells types and geometries.  The method examines the system conversion 

efficiency in detail and the role of optical spectral filters. A new metric termed the Improvement 

over Best Bandgap is defined which expresses the efficiency gain of the spectrum splitting system 

with respect to a similar system that contains the highest constituent single bandgap photovoltaic 

cell. This parameter indicates the benefit of using the more complex spectrum splitting system 

with respect to a single bandgap photovoltaic system. Metrics are also provided to assess the 

performance of experimental spectral filters in different spectrum splitting configurations.  The 

methodology is used to evaluate spectrum splitting systems with different filter configurations and 

to indicate the overall efficiency improvement that is possible with ideal and experimental designs. 

Also, this work expands the analysis on dispersive spectrum splitting systems.  Although, 

systems with different methods and geometries have been proposed, they can generally be 

classified as either dispersive or non-dispersive.  Non-dispersive systems are based on reflective 

spectral filters that have minimum optical losses due to dispersion.  Dispersive systems use optical 

elements that spatially separate light as a function of wavelength. This class of spectrum system 
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operates in transmission and is shown to have an inherent optical loss.  The dispersive effects of 

transmission type filters are evaluated using a cross-correlation analysis.   

Lastly, this work presents a grating-over-lens design for dispersive spectrum splitting.  In this 

geometry, a transmission grating is placed at the entrance of a lens.  Part of the incident solar 

spectrum is diffracted off-axis from normal incidence to the lens.  The diffracted spectral range 

comes to a focus at an off-axis point and the undiffracted spectrum comes to a focus at the paraxial 

focus of the lens.  Since the diffracted wave is planar and off-axis, the off-axis focal points suffer 

from aberrations that increase system loss.  In this work, a novel aberration compensation 

technique is presented using non-planar transmission gratings recorded using a conjugate object 

beam to modify the off-axis wavefront.  Diverging sources are used as conjugate object and 

reference beams.  The spherical waves are incident at the lens and the grating is recorded at the 

entrance aperture of the solar concentrator.  The on-axis source is adjusted to produce an on-axis 

planar wavefront at the hologram plane.  The off-axis source is approximated to a diffraction 

limited spot producing a non-planar off-axis wavefront on the hologram plane.  Illumination with 

a planar AM1.5 spectrum reproduces an off-axis diffraction-limited spot on the focal plane.  

Models and experimental data are presented to quantify the reduction in losses achieved with 

aberration correction.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

Although solar energy is the most abundant energy source available, its implementation cost 

is considerable higher than other sources of energy, including fossil fuels.  The energy delivered 

by a solar-electric system in a year is given by: 

PV n PV nQ Q    (1) 

where Qn is the amount of solar radiation for a geographical location (in kW-hr/m2-year) and is 

directly proportional to the optical to electrical conversion efficiency PV.  Also, n is any year in 

the assumed useful lifetime of N years of the solar-electric system. 

A common financial metric to evaluate and compare dissimilar projects is the net present value 

(NPV)[1].  The NPV discounts the net cash flows (revenues Rn minus costs Cn) to present values 

in some currency (e.g. U.S. dollar, euro, etc.).  The NPV allows to compare projects of dissimilar 

size and frequency of distribution of revenue.  In a financial framework, the solar-electric system 

is a financial investment with heavy costs at year n=0 (installation), operation and maintenance 

costs during the life of the system (n=1 to N) and yearly revenues due to the delivery of the 

converted incident solar illumination to electrical power (QPV-n in Equation 1) at some sale of 

energy rate rn in ($/kWh)[1]:  
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The NPV can be computed for different projects for the same discount interest rate (d) to compare 

them[1].  NPVs larger than zero indicate projects or technologies that are worthwhile pursuing[1].  

Also, for solar-electric to be more attractive than other technologies (like fossil fuels or even solar-

thermal), the NPV for solar-electric must be larger than the alternatives [1].  Since the rate rn at 

which energy is sold is set by market conditions (and/or public policy), examination of Equation 

2 shows that maximizing PV and reducing costs are important research and development 

motivators to make the NPV more attractive. 

Considerable research is being devoted to increasing the conversion efficiency of photovoltaic 

(PV) systems. Increased efficiency will lower the cost per energy output of solar energy systems 

and make them a more viable renewable energy alternative. Shockley and Queisser have shown 

that systems based on single junction PV cells are limited to a system efficiency of 33%[2].  This 

restriction results from the mismatch between the photon energy of the incident solar illumination 

and the inability of a single junction device to optimally convert the broad incident spectrum. 

One approach to overcome this difficulty is to incorporate multiple bandgap PV cells that are 

optimized to convert different parts of the incident spectrum to electrical power. Two approaches 

are being investigated to implement this concept: integrated multi-junction PV cells in tandem [3], 
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and a spatially separated collection of single junction cells[4]–[6]. Tandem multi-junction cells 

must be made from similar materials that can be latticed matched and the cell interfaces. In addition 

the different junction cells are connected in series and therefore the output current is limited by the 

cell with the lowest output current[7]. Finally tandem cell systems are typically used at high 

efficiency to increase cell conversion efficiency and to reduce the cost of the system by 

incorporating a large collection optic with a lower cost/area than the multi-junction PV cell. 

Spectrum splitting configurations distribute incident photons onto several single bandgap PV 

cells that are spatially separated[4].  This allows PV cells with dissimilar materials to be used and 

is not restricted by current matching effects. In addition the system can be operated at lower 

concentration ratios thereby requiring less stringent tracking and cooling techniques. However, the 

spectrum splitting optical system must be designed to spatially separate spectral bands that 

optimally match the spectral responsivity of the PV cells in the system.  The optical system must 

also provide high transfer efficiency and negligible overlap between spectral bands. 

Although there have been different spectrum splitting geometries proposed to date, they have 

not been presented with a uniform and detailed evaluation method[5], [6].  In particular, the overall 

advantage (or disadvantage) of using a particular SSS design has not been quantified equivalently 

across different systems.   
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1.2 Research Objectives 

The research objectives of this dissertation are: 

1- Develop important metrics for spectrum splitting systems to provide an assessment of 

conversion efficiency, the influence of spectral filters on system performance, and 

guidance on system design.   

2- Analyze the dispersive effects of transmission type filters on spectrum splitting system 

performance using a cross-correlation analysis. 

3- Investigate and implement a holographic grating-over-lens dispersive spectrum splitting 

system. 

4- Investigate and implement holographic aberration compensation to reduce losses. 

5- Apply the metrics and methodology presented in this research to different spectrum 

splitting systems including the grating-over-lens design presented in this dissertation. 

1.3 Dissertation Outline 

Chapter 1 explains the motivation, and lists the objectives and contributions of this research.  

Also, the publications related to this work are listed in this chapter. 

Chapter 2 establishes a method to analyze and compare spectrum splitting systems with 

different filters, PV cells types, and geometries.  The method examines the system conversion 

efficiency in detail and the role of optical spectral filters. Metrics are also provided to assess the 

performance of experimental spectral filters in different spectrum splitting configurations.   
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In Chapter 3, spectrum splitting systems are classified in absorptive (tandem), reflective and 

dispersive.  The spectrum splitting system efficiency general expression is obtained for each of 

type of system.  This chapter expands the analysis on dispersive spectrum splitting systems.       

Non-dispersive systems are based on reflective spectral filters that have minimum optical losses 

due to dispersion.  Dispersive systems use optical elements that spatially separate light as a 

function of wavelength. This class of spectrum system operates in transmission and is shown to 

have an inherent optical loss.  The dispersive effects of transmission type filters are evaluated using 

a cross-correlation analysis.   

Chapter 4 presents a grating-over-lens design for dispersive spectrum splitting.  In this 

geometry, a transmission grating is placed at the entrance of a lens.  Part of the incident solar 

spectrum is diffracted off-axis from normal incidence to the lens.  The diffracted spectral range 

comes to a focus at an off-axis point and the undiffracted spectrum comes to a focus at the paraxial 

focus of the lens.  Since the diffracted wave is planar and off-axis, the off-axis focal points suffer 

from aberrations that increase system loss.  Also in Chapter 5, a novel aberration compensation 

technique is presented using non-planar transmission gratings recorded using a conjugate object 

beam to modify the off-axis wavefront.   

In Chapter 5, the methodology presented in this dissertation is used to evaluate spectrum 

splitting systems with different filter configurations (including the grating over lens design 

presented in Chapter 4) and to indicate the overall efficiency improvement that is possible with 

ideal and experimental designs.  Experimental and model data for the spectral filters is used to 

model the overall optical system performance (to include optical and tracking losses). 
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Finally, Chapter 6 contains a concise list of conclusions and the appendices include all the 

scripts used for modeling in this work. 

1.4 Dissertation Contributions 

The contributions of this dissertation include: 

1- Method and metrics to analyze and compare spectrum splitting systems with different 

filters, PV cells types, and geometries. 

2- Cross-correlation analysis to evaluate dispersive effects of transmission type filters in 

dispersive spectrum splitting systems. 

3- Design and modeling of broadband transmission gratings for holographic grating-over-lens 

dispersive spectrum splitting in dichromated gelatin DCG emulsions. 

a. Methodology to increase index modulation and reduce scattering in DCG 

emulsions. 

b. Design and modeling of a novel holographic aberration compensation technique for 

holographic grating-over-lens dispersive spectrum splitting. 

The research in this dissertation has resulted in the following journal and conference publications: 

1- J. M. Russo, D. Zhang, M. Gordon, S. D. Vorndran, Y. Wu, and R. K. Kostuk, “Grating-

over-lens concentrating photovoltaic spectrum splitting systems with volume holographic 

optical elements,” in Proc. of SPIE Vol. 8821 882106, 2013, vol. 8821, pp. 1–8. 
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2- J. M. Russo, D. Zhang, M. Gordon, S. Vorndran, Y. Wu, and R. K. Kostuk, “Spectrum 

splitting metrics and effect of filter characteristics on photovoltaic system performance,” 

Opt. Express, vol. 22, no. S2, p. A528, Mar. 2014. 

3- J. M. Russo, S. Vorndran, Y. Wu, and R. Kostuk, “Analysis of dispersive spectrum splitting 

systems,” in Proc. SPIE 9175, High and Low Concentrator Systems for Solar Energy 

Applications IX, 2014, vol. 9175, no. 2, p. 91750H. 

4- J. M. Russo, S. Vorndran, Y. Wu, and R. K. Kostuk, “Cross-correlation analysis of 

dispersive spectrum splitting techniques for photovoltaic systems,” J. Photonics Energy, 

vol. 5, no. 1, p. 054599, Jan. 2015. 
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CHAPTER 2: PHOTOVOLTAIC AND SPECTRUM SPLITTING PERFORMANCE 

METRICS 

2.1 Introduction 

Semiconductor solar cells are devices that have the capability to generate an electron-hole (e-

h) pair upon the absorption of an incident photon.  The solar cell is also designed to sweep the 

generated carriers to terminals or electrodes for collection and to produce an external circuit when 

a load is applied.  In this work, the PV cell is considered as a semiconductor device designed for 

absorption in the solar illumination spectral range using a semiconductor PN diode structure for 

the collection of the generated carriers.   

2.1.1 Photon Absorption 

 

Figure 1.  Photon absorption in semiconductors: (a) Photon energy (Eph) below the bandgap energy (Ebg) (not 
allowed), (b) Eph = Ebg, (c) Eph > Ebg (thermalization losses).  (d) External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) vs. wavelength.  

(e) Spectral Responsivity vs. wavelength in A/W. 

Incident photons can cause an electronic transition between the valence and conduction band 

in the semiconductor material if their energy is equal or larger than the semiconductor’s bandgap.  

The bandgap energy (Eg) is the separation between valence band (the highest occupied electronic 
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state) and the conduction band (the next allowed electronic state). As shown in Figure 1 (a), if the 

photon energy is below the band gap energy of the semiconductor, the photon is transmitted 

through the material.  If the energy of the photon is equal or above of the band gap of the 

semiconductor, the photon is absorbed and generates and electron-hole (e-h) pair as shown in 

Figure 1 (b) and (c).   

The external quantum efficiency (EQE) is defined as the ratio of incident photons that generate     

e-h pairs in the semiconductor and is shown in Figure 1 (d).  The EQE is defined by the following 

expression: 

   
 

,SCJ
EQE

q f








 (3) 

where JSC is the short circuit current density resulting from the incident photon flux f (in 

photons/sec-m2-nm) of wavelength  and q is the charge of the electron.  Ideally, the EQE is unity 

for all energies above the bandgap of the semiconductor and zero below it.  Recombination and 

reflection losses cause the EQE to deviate from ideal[3, pp. 100–101].  The EQE can be converted 

to current flow using the following expression: 

  ,
q

SR EQE
hc

 
 

(4) 

where SR is the spectral responsivity in A/W and shown in Figure 1 (e). 

2.1.2 PN Diode 

A PN diode is a junction of two semiconductors each doped with excess carriers.  One of the 

semiconductors is doped with excess holes (p-type) and the other with excess electrons (n-type).  
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The physical contact of the junction causes the excess carriers’ diffusion to each side of the 

boundary.  Diffusion leaves behind exposed ionic cores that are fixed to the crystal lattice of each 

of the semiconductors.  The exposed ionic cores (fixes charges) generate a built-in electric field 

with opposite polarity to the diffusion current, drifting (drift current) the free carries against 

diffusion.  In complete darkness/equilibrium, the drift current cancels out the diffusion current 

resulting in zero net current as shown in Figure 2.   

 

Figure 2.  PN Diode at equilibrium 

Applying a forward bias voltage on the device reduces the built-in field and the drift current.  

The forward bias increases the diffusion current, giving rise to conduction.  A reverse bias 

increases the field and drift, reducing the probability of diffusion, further preventing conduction.   

The reverse bias voltage can only increase so much until avalanche multiplication and quantum 

mechanical tunneling occurs allowing conduction in reverse bias.  Since the PV cell is not 

operating in the reverse bias region, these processes are beyond the scope of this work and will not 

be discussed further. 
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Figure 3. Forward biased PN diode 

Figure 3 shows a diagram of a PN diode in forward bias with the diffusion forces highlighted 

on the free carriers.  The current-voltage (IV) characteristic of a diode (shown highlighted in 

yellow in Figure 3 at right) is given by: 

 1 ,
q V

n k T
oI I e A


 

 
  

 
 (5) 

where q is the charge of the electron, V is the applied voltage, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the 

absolute temperature and n is the ideality factor for the diode. 

2.1.3 Photovoltaic Effect 

As mentioned in the photon absorption section, photons incident on the diode depicted in 

Figure 2, can generate e-h pairs in both semiconductor regions.  Minority carriers (light-generated 

holes in the n region and light-generated electrons in the p region) are quickly swept across the 

depletion region by the built-in field, where they become majority carriers.  In the absence of the 
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built in field, the light-generated carriers would recombine before crossing the boundary of the 

junction. 

 

Figure 4. PN Diode photovoltaic effect operation 

Contrary to the forward bias case (diffusion current), the photovoltaic effect is driven by the 

drift current and operates opposite direction.  This explains the negative shift in current in the ideal 

IV characteristic curve shown in Figure 4 and can be described by: 

 L1 I ,
q V

n k T
oI I e A


 

 
   

 
 (6) 

where IL is the light generated current. 

In the absence of a load, (R = ), charge builds up on both sides of the boundary, increasing 

the open circuit voltage VOC between the terminals of the junction.  The VOC can be calculated 

using the following expression: 

 ln 1 .L
OC

o

In k T
V V

q I
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In the case when the load is a short circuit (R = 0), majority carriers drift away from the 

boundary and exit the diode through the load.  The short circuit current (ISC) can be calculated as: 

 A ( ) ( )SCI SR E d A


      (8) 

where A is the area of the device and E() is the incident spectral irradiance in W/m2-nm. 

2.1.4 Single Diode Operation Model 

 

Figure 5.  Single diode model 

Operation under load conditions between short and open circuit can be calculated using a single 

diode model: 

 LI 1 ,
Sq V I R

Sn k T
o

sh

V IR
I I e A

R

  
 

  
    

 
 (9) 

where Rs and Rsh are the series and shunt parasitic resistances as shown in Figure 5 (a).  For 

convenience, the polarity of the current has been reversed in comparison to expression 6. 

Iteration of the expression above is used to obtain the IV characteristic graph in Figure 5 (b).  

The operating point at which maximum power transfer occurs can be found as: 
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   MPP MPPV IMPP MAX
P V I W     (10)

where IMPP is the current and VMPP voltage that produces the maximum power output.  The Fill 

Factor (FF) is the ratio of the maximum power over the product of the VOC and ISC: 

MPP MPP

OC SC

V I
.

V I
FF





 (11)

The FF will depend on the effects of the parasitic resistances (on the IMPP) as well as 

recombination losses (on the VMPP).  The FF can be seen as a measure of the “squareness” of the 

IV characteristic of the PV cell in Figure 5 (b).  Also, as discussed in [8], the VOC will be reduced 

from a maximum of Eg/q due to thermodynamic (Carnot cycle) and entropy losses (caused by 

radiative and non-radiative recombination, and incomplete light trapping in the PV cell). 

2.2 Overall Conversion Efficiency 

The overall conversion efficiency of a PV cell or system is the ratio of electrical output power 

to the optical power of the incident solar illumination.  For a single junction PV device, the optical-

to-electrical conversion efficiency can be expressed as[3], [9]: 

OUT PV SC OC

IN optical IN optical

P I V FF

P P
 

 

 
   (12)

where the output power is the product of the short circuit current ISC, the open circuit voltage VOC, 

and the fill factor (FF) of the cell.  The incident optical power PIN-optical [W] is obtained by: 

 IN optical INP E d     (13)
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where EIN in [W/m2-m] is the spectral irradiance incident on the cell.  PV cells are typically 

characterized at standard testing conditions (STC) with an incident spectrum corresponding to the 

Air Mass 1.5 standard spectrum (EAM1.5) [10].  In this case PIN-optical = PAM15.  

2.2.1 Detailed Balance: Radiative Efficiency Limit of Photovoltaic Cells 

The theoretical maximum efficiency of the PV cell can be found using the detailed balance 

method developed by Shockley and Queisser [2], [11].  For this method all recombination losses 

are assumed radiative, and non-radiative losses are assumed negligible.   The basis of the detailed 

balance method consists in considering the sun and earth as sources of radiation and the cell as an 

absorber.   The total photon flux absorbed by the PV cell is: 
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   (14)

where C is the concentration factor TSun and TEarth are the black body emission temperatures of 

the Sun and Earth as radiation sources.  The limits of integration (from Eg to infinity) are based on 

the assumption that the PV cell completely absorbs photon energies at or above the bandgap.  The 

PV cell itself is also considered a radiator at a lower temperature than the sun with photon flux 

expressed as: 

2

3 3

2

1g Cell
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E
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  (15)

where TCell is the black body emission temperature of the cell and  is the separation of the 

quasi-Fermi levels EFc and EFv (conduction and valence band respectively) given by[3]: 
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C VF FE E qV     (16)

The quasi-Fermi levels describe the electron population in the conduction and valence band of 

the semiconductors as they are altered by light exposure and the value of the attached load as 

shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 6. (a) IV characteristic curve as it corresponds to the (b) quasi-Fermi levels of a (c) PN-diode based PV cell. 

The power delivered to the load in Figure 6 (c) is proportional to the difference between the 

input flux and the output flux and can be calculated as:  

( ( )) .OUT PV IN OUTP q          (17)

The efficiency is found as the ratio of the output power to the incident power from the sun as 

calculated in expression 13: 

( ( ))
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IN optical IN optical

P q

P P

    

 

  
   (18)

Equivalent to the iteration of the diode model in expression 9, the quasi-Fermi level separation 

is iterated to find the IV characteristic curve, VOC, ISC, MPP and the maximum ideal efficiency [2], 

[11]. 
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Figure 7 below shows the ideal efficiency for different bandgaps calculated using the procedure 

described above.   

 P
V
 [

%
] 

 Wavelength [m] 

Figure 7.  Detailed balance ideal PV efficiency for different bandgap energies. 

Instead of using a black body model for the photon flux of the sun (first term of Equation 11) 

the AM1.5 photon flux is used to take into account deviations from the black body behavior and 

atmospheric effects on the solar spectra that reaches the solar cell[2], [11].  The result of this 

calculation is shown in red in Figure 7. 

2.3 Spectral Conversion Efficiency 

The Spectral Conversion Efficiency (SCE) is a useful PV cell parameter that expresses the 

absorption properties of the cell (SR(λ)), the bandgap properties (VOC), and the circuit properties 

of the PV cell (FF) and is defined as: 
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as the efficiency of the cell per unit wavelength in [1/m]. 

The properties of the PV cell can be modeled as simple diode, using detailed balance or 

obtained experimentally from the literature. 

Using Equation 13 for AM1.5 spectrum, Equation 19 can be rewritten as: 

   1.5
1.5

1
,k AM

AM

E SCE d
P

       (20)

where the sub-index k is added to indicate that a system has multiple PV cells.   

When a PV cell is used in a spectrum splitting system the transmittance of the spectral filters 

used to separate different spectral bands must be included in the conversion efficiency expression.  

The efficiency for the kth PV cell in the system is expressed as:  

     *
1.5

1.5

1
k AM k

AM

T E SCE d
P

         (21)

where ηk
* is the filtered efficiency and T(λ) is the transmittance of the filter (incident on the kth 

PV cell).    The wavelength dependent filter transmittance function, T(λ), allows for ideal and non-

ideal filter characteristics to be used in determining the efficiency of the multiple bandgap PV 

system. 

For a system with K different PV cells, the total overall system efficiency is given by the 

following expression: 

*

1

K

SSS k   (22)
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where ηSSS is the total efficiency of the spectrum splitting system.  The total efficiency of the 

spectrum splitting system (ηSSS) is the optical-to-electrical conversion efficiency reported in the 

literature for any spectrum splitting system (for example in Table 1 of[6]).  

2.4 Optical efficiency 

 

Figure 8.  Ideal PV cell SCE spectral response with bandgap wavelengths corresponding to four different material 
systems. The AM1.5 solar reference spectrum is also shown. 

The optical efficiency of a spectrum splitting system is a function of the spectral transmittance 

and the ability of the optical system to deliver different spectral components to their respective PV 

cells. However the definition is complicated by the overlap of the spectral responsivities of the 

different PV cells used in the system.  Figure 8 above shows the response for four ideal PV cells 

with different bandgaps and absorption properties. Since the ideal PV cell responsivity is a linear 

function of wavelength there is overlap at short wavelengths and as a result it is not possible to 
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isolate a distinct spectral band with an optical filter. In addition it is not possible to separate the 

optical efficiency (oe) as a spectrally distinct factor affecting the total efficiency as: 

,oe
SSS PV     (23)

since components with overlapping spectra would not be properly taken into account.  Therefore 

a spectrum splitting system efficiency must be evaluated using the integrated form for the ηSSS 

metric as in Equations 21 and 22. 

2.4.1 Filter performance 

 

Figure 9.   SCE for InGaP2-Emcore, GaAs-Alta and Si-PERL.  An ideal filter for the GaAs-Alta PV cell in a SSS will 
have a shortwave cutoff of S = 0.64m and long wave cutoff of L = 0.877m.     

Spectrum splitting filters separate wavelength bands for use by different PV cells with 

matching spectral responsivities. The process of specifying a filter is complicated by the overlap 

and lack of sharp transitions of PV cell spectral responsivity characteristics. As a result the filter 

set must be optimized for the particular set of PV cells used in the system. An ideal spectral filter 
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will have a transmittance or reflectance value of 100% within the selected spectral band and zero 

outside the band.  Figure 9 shows the spectral responsivities for three different PV cells: InGaP2-

Emcore[12], [13], GaAs-Alta[12] and Si-PERL[14] PV cells. The figure also shows the filter 

transmittance for an ideal and experimental filter implemented with a volume hologram that are 

designed to select the kth (GaAs) spectral band.  In addition, if more than two PV cells are 

considered, then significant spectral overlap of the cell SCEs can occur making optimization of 

the filter the transmittance function more complex. 

It is possible to consider the filter performance within (In-Band) and outside (Out-of-Band) the 

designed spectral band of the filter.  These two regions have the following characteristics:  

1. In-Band Filter Region: This region contains spectral components that are in the primary 

transmission band of the filter and overlap with the spectral range where the maximum 

SCE of the kth PV cell occurs. There is no appreciable overlap with adjacent PVk±1 cell 

spectral response.  This is the optimized spectral range for the bandgap energy. This filter 

region corresponds to the maximum output from kth filter-PV cell combination.   

2. Out-of-Band Region: This filter region consists of two areas. The first corresponds to long 

wavelengths that are not absorbed by the kth PV cell.  As shown in Fig. 2,  SCE = 0 in this 

range for the kth PV cell, changes to the filter do not have any effect on the performance of 

the kth PV cell but affect the output of the kth+1 PV cell.  Wavelengths shorter than the in-

band spectral range have significant response from both the kth and (kth-1) PV cells. 

Therefore in this region, the spectral range and transmittance of the filter must be optimized 
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in conjunction with consideration of the in-band performance of the kth-1 filter/PV cell 

combination. 

2.5 Improvement over best single bandgap (IoBB):  

The total efficiency is frequently stated as a performance metric for a variety of PV systems 

including spectrum splitting[5], [6], [15].  However this parameter does not provide insight into 

how much of an improvement the spectrum splitting system provides with respect to using a single 

type of PV cell with one bandgap over the same system aperture.  Comparing the performance of 

a spectrum splitting systems with the output when a single cell with the highest conversion 

efficiency indicates the performance gain that will be obtained with the more complex system.  

This metric is called the Improvement over Best Bandgap (IoBB) and is defined as: 

 1 2 2

1
,

SSSIoBB
MAX


  

 


 (24)

where η1, η2… ηk are the full-spectrum efficiencies of the individual PV cells that are part of the 

system as reported by the manufacturer.  If this ratio is less than zero, the system performs worse 

than one (or more) of its PV cells.  Conversely, if this ratio is larger than zero, the efficiency of 

the system is larger than any single PV cell performance.  If the improvement is marginal or equal 

to the single junction system then the value of implementing the spectrum splitting system is 

questionable and may not be worthwhile.  
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2.6 Filter Overlap and Filter Overlap Losses 

In order to evaluate SSS configurations and compare them with ideal filter performance, the 

filter overlap O is defined as, 

Ideal

IoBB
O

IoBB
  (25)

where the IoBB is calculated using Equation 24 with practical filter performance data (measured, 

simulated, etc.) and IoBBIdeal is calculated using ideal filter parameters (i.e. a filter with 100% in-

band performance and no spectral components in the out-of-band regions as shown in Figure 9 and 

is the maximum improvement that can be obtained for a specific combination of PV cells.  The 

overlap metric (O) indicates how close particular filter is of achieving the maximum ideal 

improvement. 

Deviation of actual filter performance with respect to ideal filter characteristics can be 

quantified with: 

1filter lossO O   (26)

where Ofilter loss is the total loss caused by the non-ideal filter.  Since the filter overlap metric 

includes the IoBB, filter crosstalk and overlap with adjacent PV cell spectral responses are 

included in this quantity. 
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2.7 Chapter Conclusions 

In this chapter, the model for the operation of a PV cell was described and a set of metrics were 

presented for evaluating spectrum splitting systems. These metrics will be used in Chapter 3 to 

evaluate the specific issues related to different types of spectral filters for spectrum splitting 

systems.  

The system efficiency (ηsss) incorporates the spectral conversion efficiency (SCE(λ)) of the 

cell and the filtered Air Mass (T()EAM1.5()) spectrum and provides a quantitative method to 

compare different configurations. Another important metric that was defined is the Improvement 

over Best Bandgap (IoBB) and indicates the degree to which the efficiency increases with respect 

to a similar system that uses a single bandgap PV cell. This parameter provides an indication of 

whether the improved performance is worth the greater complexity of the spectrum splitting 

system. Parameters specific to the spectral filter performance were also introduced and include the 

spectral overlap with adjacent spectral bands in the filter system and loss with respect to an ideal 

filter.  
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS OF SPECTRUM SPLITTING SYSTEMS 

3.1 Introduction 

The metrics from the previous chapter provide a methodology to analyze, evaluate, and 

compare different spectrum splitting systems.  For clarity, the expressions below only include PV 

cell and filter spectral characteristics of the components used in the spectrum splitting system.  

Other factors (such as shadowing, reflectance, tracking error, etc.) have been omitted but can be 

easily included in the analysis if necessary[16].  

3.2 Absorptive spectrum splitting PV systems 

In an absorptive spectrum splitting configuration, the absorption of each junction effectively 

filters the incident spectrum for subsequent PV cells. Multi-junction PV cells are typically 

designed so that the top layer completely absorbs shorter wavelength bands allowing longer 

wavelengths to penetrate to the lower energy bandgap junction that is near the bottom of the multi-

junction stack.  For a three bandgap system, the total efficiency can be calculated as: 
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  (27)

where Ti is the transmittance of each of the junctions above.  Since all photons with energy higher 

than the bandgap of a junction are absorbed, the multi-junction stack performs as a cascade of low-
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pass filters (in frequency, red-pass in wavelength).  The transmittance Ti of a bandgap as a red-

pass filter is given by following expression: 

      1
ii i BGT SCE u        (28)

where the u(-BGi) is a step function with cut-off wavelength corresponding to the ith bandgap 

wavelength λBGi. 

3.3 Reflective Spectrum Splitting Systems 

 

Figure 10.  (a) Reflective band pass filter transmittance and reflectance operation.  (b) Cascaded configuration. 

Reflection type band pass filters can be formed using dielectric coating (dichroics) or with 

holographic reflection gratings[17].  The mth reflected spectral band, Rm(λ), is laterally separated 

as the transmitted band Tm(λ) continues down the optical axis as shown in Figure 10 (a).  In order 

to realize a multi-PV cell system the filters can be cascaded as shown in Figure 10 (b).  In this 

case, the total efficiency of a system with M=K-1 cascaded band pass filters and K PV cells can 

be calculated as: 
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where the transmittance Ti(λ)  is the transmittance of each band pass filters expressed as: 

   1 .i iT R    (30)

In reflective spectrum splitting, each PV cell is affected by filter performance, including the 

first one.  This is in contrast to tandem spectrum splitting, where the first junction in the system 

receives direct unfiltered illumination while subsequent junctions receive filtered sunlight.  Note 

that the effective collection area is greater than the incident beam diameter (DA) since the cells are 

perpendicular to the optical axis and should be taken into account when computing the system 

efficiency.   

3.4 Dispersive spectrum splitting 

 

Figure 11. (a) A single dispersive filter projects the complete spectrum along the receiver plane (x). (b) Focusing 
power is combined with the dispersive element.  The geometrical parameters for the cross-correlation analysis are 

shown. 
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In dispersive spectrum splitting systems, spectral separation is achieved by means of 

diffraction or refraction by one or more optical elements[18]–[21].  When a dispersive filter is 

illuminated with the solar spectrum (i.e. AM1.5), each wavelength is dispersed into a continuum 

of wavelengths spatially separated along the receiver plane[22].  The spectral overlap function 

τk(λ) is defined as the degree to which the spatially dispersed spectrum on the receiver plane is 

matched to the position, size, and responsivity of a PV cell width.  Insufficient spectral separation 

results in the projection of the system aperture with an overlap of wavelengths onto the receiver 

plane.  The incomplete separation of wavelengths on the receiver plane as shown in Figure 11 (a) 

results in spectral mismatch losses between the separated spectral components and the PV cell 

spectral responsivity.  

In order to include dispersion effects in the calculation of the efficiency, a spectral overlap 

function must be included for each PV cell.  These functions are the result of the spatial cross-

correlation of the wavelength distribution as a function of position and the spatial aperture function 

of the cells on the receiver plane.   

The total efficiency of a SSS using a dispersive optical element with K different PV cells can 

be calculated using the following expression: 

     1.5
11.5

1 K

SSS AM k k
kAM

E SCE T d
P

     


 
    

  (31)

where T(λ) is the transmittance (or efficiency for diffractive optical elements) of the filter and τk(λ) 

is the overlap function for the kth PV cell.  The value of the kth overlap function at each wavelength 

is the fraction of the energy incident at the receiver plane that is collected by the aperture of the kth 
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PV cell.  As shown in Equation 31, each PV cell (k) has a distinct overlap function,  k  , 

associated with it.  

Depending on the type of PV cells that comprise the SSS, there will be an optimum spectral 

range for each cell such as: 

   ( ) ( )
2 1 1, .k k

k k k k Kfor all where SCE MAX SCE SCE SCE          (32)

The optimum range for a combination that includes a GaAs[23], InGaP2[13], and silicon[14] 

PV cell is shown in Figure 12.  The fraction of incident light in the k range that is collected by 

the kth PV cell can be calculated as:  
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where k is the optical transfer efficiency of the aperture of PV kth cell.   Ideally, a system for 

maximum collection (k=1) will be designed to have k() = 1 in the k range for a specific PV 

cell and k() = 0 outside of it as shown in Figure 12. 

3.4.1 Dispersion and Geometrical Parameters 

The spectral overlap function will depend on the dispersion and geometrical parameters of the 

SSS listed in Table 1 below and shown in Figure 11. 
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Table 1. Dispersion and geometrical parameters used to calculate the spectral overlap function 

Parameter Symbol Description 
Optical Axis z


 Direction of solar incidence in length units (typically mm). 

Dispersion 
Factor 

DF 
DF = d/d is the dispersion characteristic of the filter used.  In 
units of [/m]. 

Dispersion 
Angle () 

Angle from the optical axis at which each wavelength component 
is deviated from the optical axis in degrees. 

System Aperture A 
Entrance aperture dimension along the dispersion axis (x) in length 
units (typically mm). 

Spot size A’ 
RMS spot size dimension along the dispersion axis (x) and at the 
receiver plane along x


 in length units (typically mm). 

Focusing Power M Ratio of the system aperture to spot size 

Receiver 
Aperture 

ak 
Entrance aperture dimension along the dispersion axis (x) of the 
PV cell or secondary optic in length units (typically mm). 

Receiver Axis x


 
Axis along the receiver plane where the PV cells are placed in 
length units (typically mm). 

Receiver 
position 

x = ck 
Central position of kth PV cell.  Constant (in terms of wavelength) 
in length units (typically mm). 

Spot position x() 

A function of wavelength.  Defines the continuum of positions of 
each wavelength component.  Each component will have a 
different position due to dispersion (DF ≠ 0).  In length units 
(typically mm). 

Optical-receiver 
plane separation 

d 
Distance between the dispersive element and the receiver plane in 
length units (typically mm). 

 

3.4.1.1 Dispersion 

The dispersion factor DF is given by[22]:   

 
,FD

 






 (34)

where () is the dispersion angle from the filter in the medium between the filter and the receiver 

plane as shown in Figure 11.  The magnitude of the dispersion factor is a function of the type of 
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dispersive element used (prism, diffraction grating, etc.).  The position of a particular wavelength, 

x(), within the continuum of dispersed wavelengths can be calculated using:   

    tan ,x d     (35)

where d is the separation distance between the dispersive filter and the receiver plane. 

3.4.1.2 System Aperture, Spot Size and Focusing 

For systems without secondary optics[20], the receiver parameters (position and aperture) refer 

to the aperture of the PV cell itself.  For systems with a secondary optic (such as a 

homogenizer[24], lens, or compound parabolic concentrator[16], [18], [25]) the receiver 

parameters refer to the position and size of the entrance aperture of the secondary optic.  

In this section the focusing power is defined as the ratio of the system entrance aperture (A) 

over the R.M.S. spot size (A’) at the receiver plane as shown below: 

.
'

A
M

A
  (36)

In a concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) system without spectrum splitting (DF = 0), the term 

focusing as defined is interchangeable with geometrical concentration[26].   

3.4.1.3 Receiver Size and Position 

Although the PV cell size and position depends on fabrication and design constrains, the 

selection of semiconductor materials (their spectral responsivities) will dictate the optimum 

spectral range k defined in Equation 32 above.  It is possible to calculate optimum size and 
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position for each of the PV cells based on the SCE of the cells that comprise the SSS using 

Equation 35 to convert the optimum spectral range from wavelengths to positions at the receiver 

axis using the following expressions: 
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 (37)

The expressions above were used to obtain the correspondence between horizontal axes of the 

two sections (above and below) of Figure 12.  The expressions above guarantee that the ( )
1

k and

( )
2

k  wavelength components of the dispersed continuum align with the edges of the kth PV cell at 

the receiver plane.  The optimum size for a PV cell depends on the separation distance d and the 

dispersion factor DF as shown in Equation 37 and Figure 12. Also shown in Figure 13 is the fact 

that as the separation distance, d, is reduced, the optimum PV cell aperture, ak, is also reduced. 
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Figure 12. (Above) Optimum receiver axis with PV cell size and position parameters shown for InGaP2 (blue), GaAs 
(red) and Si (black) as given by the optimum spectral range (Below) for a diffraction grating (DF = 16/m) with ideal 

overlap functions.  Equation 35 was used to convert from position (above) to wavelength (below). 
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Figure 13.  PV aperture size (ak) vs. separation distance (d).  Increasing the dispersion increases the slope of the 
graph. 

If all dispersed wavelength components, k , are focused down to a perfect image point, all 

the wavelength components in the optimum spectral range are collected by an optimum sized PV 

cell, the overlap function k is ideal (as shown in Figure 12) and the dispersion losses are zero. 

However, since the wavelength components k  have a finite extent, they either overlap 

completely, partially or miss the PV aperture giving rise to dispersion loss. 

3.4.2 Dispersive Cross-Correlation Analysis 

In this section, the spectral components of the dispersed spectrum will be defined as rectangular 

functions of position.  The spectral overlap function will be defined and the dispersion losses will 

be explained. 
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3.4.2.1 Rectangular Function Representations at the Receiver Plane 

 

Figure 14  Overlap functions for A’ = ak (above) and for A’ = ak/20 (below).  
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As shown in Figure 11, the continuum incident at the receiver plane is comprised of 

consecutive and overlapping wavelength components that have finite extent.  The size and 

separation of the components will depend on the amount of focusing defined in Equation 36 and 

the parameters in Table 1.  It is possible to represent the spectral continuum as a set of rectangular 

functions S(x) positioned along the receiver axis as: 

( )
S( ) ,

'

x x
x rect

A

   
 

 (38)

where the width is a function of the RMS spot size (A’).   

As shown in Figure 12, the kth PV cell can be represented as a rectangular function PVk(x) 

along the receiver axis as: 

kPV (x) ,k

k

x c
rect

a

 
  

 
 (39)

where the width and position of the rectangular function are the size (ak) and displacement (ck) of 

the PV cell respectively.   

3.4.2.2 Cross-correlation analysis to obtain the spectral overlap function 

Dispersion will cause the wavelength components S(x) to have varying degrees of overlap with 

different PV cell apertures on the receiver plane.  A spectral overlap function can be obtained by 

computing the overlap between S(x) functions and the PV cell aperture function PVk(x) for 

different positions of the dispersed wavelengths  x() as: 
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The operation shown in Equation 40 is equivalent to a cross-correlation[27] between the 

rectangular functions PVk(x) and S(x) with wavelength projection position x() with: 

1(x( )) ( ) ( ) .k kPV x S x m  
     

 (41)

The spectral overlap function k() can be obtained as a function of wavelength using the 

expression for x(λ) from Equation 35 in 41.  The result of the cross-correlation operation is shown 

in Figure 14 for equal spot size to PV cell aperture size (A’ = ak) and for a spot size 20 times 

smaller (A’ = ak/20). This Figure shows, as expected, that reducing the R.M.S spot size relative to 

the PV cell aperture size results in a more square-like shape for the spectral overlap function. 

3.4.2.2.1 Dispersion Losses and Aperture Transfer Efficiency 

Incident light illuminate one or more cells, or miss the apertures of all of the cells (resulting in 

a loss).  Since energy must be conserved, the summation of all the overlap functions for all 

wavelengths is: 

 
1

1.
K

k    (42)

Dispersed light that does not illuminate any of the PV cell apertures is a dispersion loss and 

can be calculated as: 
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For the case where the summation term in Equation 43 is equal to zero (as in Figure 15 where        

k-1()+k()+k+1() = 0 for <0.3m and >1.2m), the dispersed light misses all the cells in the 

system at that wavelength range and is completely lost due to dispersion.  If the summation term 

in Equation 43 is less than one (as in Figure 15 where k-1()+k()+k+1() < 1 for =[0.3-

0.565]m and =[0.975-1.2]m), some of the light at that wavelength is incident on one or more 

a PV cells and some of it is lost due to dispersion.  Finally, if the summation term is equal to one 

(as in Figure 15 where k-1()+k()+k+1() = 1 for =[0.565-0.975]m),  all of the light is incident 

on one or more PV cells and there is no aperture loss.  Note that a value larger than one for the 

summation term would indicate more energy at the receiver axis than at the entrance aperture and 

is invalid since it violates energy conservation.   

In a SSS, PV cells that are not properly matched with the incident spectrum will incur in 

thermalization losses below ( )
1

k and will not be absorbed above ( )
2

k  similar to a broadband PV 

system.  Figure 15 shows ideal and non-ideal overlap functions for a GaAs PV cell (in red).  The 

non-ideal overlap function extends beyond and, doesn’t completely fill the k optimal wavelength 

range (as shown in Figure 15).  The extension of the overlap function beyond its corresponding 

k range is defined as a mismatch loss.  These losses are proportional to the difference between 

the kth (mismatch cell) SCE and the maximum possible SCE of the system and can be calculated 

as: 
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, (44)

where the SCEs are a functions of wavelength.  The expression above is equal to zero in the optimal 

spectral range since SCEk is matched and maximum.  At wavelengths corresponding to energies 

below the bandgap energy SCEk = 0 and the mismatch loss is maximum. 

The dispersion loss terms defined in this section (in Equations 43 and 44) quantify the amount 

the overlap function deviates from ideal conditions and affects the overall efficiency of the SSS.  

Using these loss definitions, the efficiency of the SSS can be calculated as: 

  ,ideal ideal
SSS SSS dispersion loss SSS aperture loss missmatch loss           (45)

where   is the efficiency in absence of dispersion losses. 

 

Figure 15.  Spectral overlap functions for a system using InGaP2 (blue), GaAs (red) and Si (black) with aperture and 
spatial crosstalk losses highlighted.  The optimal spectral range is highlighted for GaAs. 
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3.4.2.3 Form Factor: Spectral Shape of the Overlap Function 

In Equation 40 with A’ = ak (equal spot size and PVk aperture size), only a narrow spectral 

band will be collected completely (k() = 1) by the PV cell.  This is indicated by the triangular 

spectral shape of the overlap functions in Figure 15 where k = 1 at the peaks of each function.  In 

Figure 15, k < 1 for the rest of the wavelength components due to a mix of aperture and mismatch 

losses defined in the previous section.  As shown in Figure 16 (a), when the spot size A’ and the 

PV aperture size ak are equal, all the wavelength components of the continuum preceding and 

subsequent to the peak only partially overlap with the PV cell aperture, hence the k < 1 overlap 

function value and only a part of the matched spectrum is collected.    

 

Figure 16.  Spectral overlap function for a form factor of (a) unity and (b) ¼.  Above, overlapping projections S(x) 
shown for (a) two and (b) three wavelengths.  The spatial crosstalk due to incomplete separation is highlighted for both 

cases. 
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Changing the relationship between the spot size and the PV aperture to A’ < ak by incorporating 

focusing (M) in the collection aperture, the width of the spectral band captured by the cell 

increases.  This case is shown in Figure 16 (b), where A’ = ak/4 and the overlap function has a 

trapezoidal shape as a function of wavelength.  Assuming that the geometry of the system allows 

for A’ << ak, the spectral overlap function can approximate a square shape.  Another useful 

parameter in specifying a spectrum splitting system is the form factor Fk defined as: 

'
k

k k

A A
F

a M a
 


. (46)

The form factor is analogous to specifying a spatial frequency of the spectrum splitting system. 

In this context the energy collection efficiency ητk can be considered the transfer efficiency of the 

system. The ‘transfer efficiency’ can be used to determine the amount of focusing power (M) 

required to achieve a desired amount of energy collection efficiency for a spectrum splitting system 

with a fixed collection aperture (A) and PV cell aperture size (ak).  For example Fk = ½ results in 

an energy collection efficiency of k=87% as defined in equation 33. If the ratio of A/ak = 5, a 

focusing power of M = 10 is required to achieve this collection efficiency.  Reducing the form 

factor to values much less than ½ increases the aperture transfer efficiency to values close to unity 

and reduces the dispersion losses to a minimum.  This effect can be seen in Figure 17, where the 

aperture transfer efficiency of the PV apertures is near 100% with form factor values Fk << ½.  
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Figure 17.  Optical transfer efficiency (k), SSS efficiency (SSS) and dispersion loss (disp = aper.loss+mismatch loss) as a 
function of form factor (F) for optimum sized PV cells for InGaP2 (k-1), GaAs (kth) and Si (k+1). 

Values of Fk > 1 correspond to incomplete spectrum separation due to a spot size larger 

than the PV aperture (A’ > ak).  As seen in seen in Figure 17, the mismatch loss       

(mismatch loss) is much larger than the aperture loss due to the mismatched light that falls 

on neighboring PV cells. 
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3.4.2.3.1 Non-Optimal Cell Size  

 

Figure 18.  Optical transfer efficiency (k), SSS efficiency (SSS) and dispersion loss (disp = aper.loss+mismatch loss) as a 
function of form factor (Fk) for non-optimal cell size for ak-1 and ak+1.  Only the size of the kth cell has been optimized 

for its corresponding optimum wavelength range k.  

Minimizing the form factor increases the optical transfer efficiency to near 100% for PV 

apertures with optimum sizes following Equations 32 and 37.  In the case shown in Figure 18, ak 

(GaAs) is optimally sized while ak-1 (InGaP2) and ak+1 (Si) are not (both are smaller than optimal).  

Examination of the optical transfer efficiency in Figure 18 shows that reducing the form factor 

doesn’t compensate for aperture losses caused by non-optimally sized cells as seen by the InGaP2 

and Si cells reaching a maximum of 70% and 85% optical transfer efficiency respectively.  The 

optimally sized cell (Si) reaches nearly 100% for Fk << ½ as expected. 
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3.4.2.3.2 Scaling Effects 

 

Figure 19.  (Above) RMS Spot Size (A') vs. distance from Filter (d) for Fk = ¼ < ½ and k=96% shown for multiple 
values of the dispersion factor (DF). (Below) The form factor increases as the optical system cannot achieve the 

optimum spot size and hence the optical transfer efficiency drops to cero close to the entrance aperture. 

Since a form factor Fk << ½ (as shown in Figure 17) is required for maximum optical transfer 

efficiency of the PV cell aperture, a spot size A’ << ak/2 (following Equation 46) is also required.  

When the height of the system (d) is reduced (Figure 12) greater focusing power M (i.e. smaller 

f#) is required which produces a smaller diffraction limited spot on the receiver plane.  Figure 19 

shows the required spot size when the separation height is reduced from 100mm to 0.001mm for 
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a system with 10mm aperture.  This figure also shows that there is a critical separation distance 

for this system (near 10mm or f/1) below which the optical transfer efficiency rapidly goes to zero. 

3.5 Chapter Conclusions 

A description of different types of spectral filters and spectrum separation mechanisms was 

provided giving an overview of the capabilities and limitations of each approach. These include: 

absorption filtering in absorptive (tandem) PV cell systems, reflective band pass filters, and 

dispersive filters. 

In this chapter it was shown that controlling the spatial extent of the spectral distribution is 

critical for maintaining high energy collection efficiency of dispersive spectrum splitting systems. 

The spatial extent of different spectral components that are separated by the dispersive element are 

controlled using focusing power at the collection aperture of the system. This approach was 

quantified using a cross-correlation analysis for energy collection efficiency as a function of the 

form factor of the system that includes the collection and PV cell apertures and the focusing power 

of the spectrum splitting system. With the cross-correlation analysis the spectral overlap function 

of each PV cell of the spectrum splitting system was obtained. This approach was shown to provide 

many useful design characteristics for spectrum splitting systems such as overall system efficiency 

and scaling effects that are useful in assessing the performance with respect to other types of PV 

systems.   
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CHAPTER 4: HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING-OVER-LENS DISPERSIVE SPECTRUM 

SPLITTING SYSTEM 

4.1 Introduction 

A grating-over-lens spectrum splitting configuration consists of a planar transmission grating 

placed at the entrance aperture of a plano-convex lens.  Part of the incident spectrum is diffracted 

(at 15-30°) relative to the optical axis of the lens.  Light not diffracted by the hologram enters the 

lens on axis and comes to a focus at the paraxial focus.  The diffracted spectral component is 

dispersed and comes to a focus on a surface determined by the field curvature of the lens[28].   

(a) 
 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure 20.  Holographic grating-over-lens CPV geometry for spectrum splitting.  Operation diagram (a) and bench top 
and outdoor (visible range) demonstration prototypes (b and c respectively) 
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Although systems with both dichroic [13], [29] and holographic reflection filters [30] have 

been demonstrated, they have the following disadvantages: 

 Reflective approaches require at least N-1 filters for N junction [13], [29], increasing 

system complexity, tracking sensitivity, and reduced reliability.  

 Reflective approaches require the spectrum splitting filter to operate under concentrated 

illumination to minimize the required area and cost of the filter.   

 Dichroic filter performance degrades with non-normal incident beams used in 

concentrating configurations [31].  

These issues are avoided using the grating-over-lens geometry shown in Figure 20 (a) which 

divides the spectrum before concentration with a single broadband filter, reducing the incident 

angle and power density on the filter.  In addition, large holographic optical elements can be 

fabricated using inexpensive materials, such as dichromated gelatin (DCG) [32], [33] and 

photopolymers [34]. 

4.2 System Design 

Planar transmission gratings were designed and numerically modeled to obtain spectral and 

angular performance data for AM1.5 illumination.  The numerical model for the grating was then 

used in ray trace software (Photon Engineering FRED [35] and Optometrika Library[36] in 

MATLAB) to model the optical efficiency, tracking losses, and overall system efficiency.  
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Measured diffraction efficiency characteristics from experimental holograms were also 

incorporated into the system evaluation process. 

 

Figure 21.  SSS with one bandgap in the visible and two in the near infrared used for modeling.  Inset shows tracking 
error analysis. 

Using high performance PV cell data [12]–[14], [29], [37] and following Equations 4 through 

22, a configuration with one PV cell in the visible (GaAs) and two in the NIR (Si and GaSb) was 

modeled (System 1).  An additional configuration with and additional bandgap in the visible range 

(InGaP2) was also modeled (System 2).   

Table 2.   Bandgap summary for the system design. 

K 
System 1: 
Infrared BG 

System 2: 
Visible BG 

1 GaAs 0.87m InGaP2 0.67m 
2 Si 1.1m GaAs 0.87m 
3 GaSb 1.75m Si 1.1m 
4 -  GaSb 1.75m 
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4.2.1 Holographic Gratings 

In this section, the steps to model and fabricate the holographic gratings are detailed.  Also, 

the spectra corresponding to the holographic gratings at normal incidence are presented. 

As shown in Chapter 3, dispersive spectrum splitting systems are implemented with broadband 

dispersive optical elements[18]–[21].  Dichromated gelatin (DCG) was selected to prototype the 

holographic grating-over-lens design presented in this work due to its large index modulation and 

the ability to chirp or vary the grating period.  DCG holograms exhibit high refractive index 

modulation on the order of 0.1, low scattering and absorption losses[38]–[45]. It has been shown 

that it is possible to increase the bandwidth of reflection and transmission type gratings by inducing 

a change in the slant angle and grating period as a function of thickness[38]–[46].   These 

characteristics permit the fabrication of broadband holographic gratings[47].  In addition, DCG 

has been shown to have excellent long-term stability once encapsulated[46], [48].    

4.2.1.1 Grating Modeling  

Although Kogelnik’s coupled wave theory (CWT)[49] provides an approximate approach to 

obtain the spectral and angular response of holographic gratings with constant period and slant 

angle.  The simplifying assumptions of the Kogelnik’s CWT include: 

1. Monochromatic light incident on the hologram at or near the Bragg condition.  

2. Only two waves are considered: the incident “Reference wave” (R) and the diffracted 

“Signal wave” (S). 
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3. The two waves exchange energy slowly in the grating medium. 

4. The refractive index has a sinusoidal modulation profile: 

 0 1 cosn n n K r  
 

 (47)

where n1 is the index modulation and K is the grating vector. 

5. The grating is boundless in the directions tangential to the grating surface normal. However 

the grating thickness is finite. 

Dispersive spectrum splitting requires broadband illumination incident on the hologram.  Also, 

to increase the bandwidth of the pass band, a non-sinusoidal index modulation is obtained by 

chirping the index modulation and slant angle as a function of thickness.  Both conditions make 

CWT assumptions invalid. 
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Figure 22.  RCWA phase matching conditions for reflection and transmission orders. 

Rigorous coupled wave theory[50], [51] (RCWA) is more suitable for gratings with these 

characteristics.  The RCWA applies electromagnetic theory to an arbitrary index modulation 

profile that is tangentially periodic (along x in Figure 22) to obtain an accurate representation of 

the total electric field inside the grating.  The electric field inside the grating (region 2 of Figure 

22) is expressed in terms of modes that individually satisfy Maxwell’s equations [51]: 

 2 2( )expi
i

E S z jk iK




  
 

 (48)

where k2 is the wavevector of the incident wave inside the grating medium and i is an integer 

corresponding to the ith harmonic[51].  The K vector is the grating vector defined as: 
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   2
ˆ ˆsin cos ,K x z

     


 (49)

where  is the period of the grating and  is the slant angle as shown in Figure 22. 

The normalized amplitudes of the fields inside the grating Si(z) are determined by solving the 

wave equation in the modulated medium: 

2 2
2 2 2(x, y, z) E 0,E k    (50)

where k2
2 the propagation constant is periodic in the tangential direction (x). 

The normalized total electric field in region 1 in Figure 22 is given by: 

   1 1 1exp exp ,i i
i

E jk r R jk r




     
  

 (51)

where k1 and k1i are the wavevectors of the incident wave and reflected orders respectively and Ri 

is the normalized amplitude of the ith reflected wave.  The first term in the equation above is the 

incident wave.  Similarly the normalized total electric field in region 3 in Figure 22 is given by: 

 3 3exp ( ,i i
i

E T jk r d z




   
  

 (52)

where k3i is the propagation vector of the transmitted orders and Ti is the normalized amplitude of 

the ith transmitted wave. 

After obtaining the field representation outside of the grating, the direction and amplitudes of 

the backward (reflective) and forward (transmissive) propagating diffracted orders are obtained by 

applying boundary conditions and phase matching to the modes inside the grating[51]. 
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4.2.1.1.1 Scripting Procedure 

A commercial package for RCWA, RSOFT DiffractMODTM, was used as part of the design 

and optimization process to model the gratings for this work. 

The procedure was scripted in MATLAB with the following steps: 

1- MATLAB modifies grating parameters 

2- MATLAB calls RSOFT DiffractMOD to simulate grating 

3- Table with transmittance and diffraction efficiency is returned 

4- MATLAB computes IoBB (Equation 24) based on the PV cell selection, transmittance, 

and diffraction efficiency. 

5- Script compares IoBB with previous iteration, increases or decreases parameter 

6- Repeat. 

The script and functions for this procedure are included in the appendices of this dissertation. 

4.2.1.1.2 Chirped Slant and Index Modulation 

The diagram in Figure 23 (a) summarizes the grating chirp parameters in a transmission grating 

for low (black), medium (blue) and high (red) chirping.  Chirping was induced using hot 

dehydration baths in the DCG post exposure processing[38]–[46].  
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                              (a)                                                                     (b) 

Figure 23.  Effect of chirping in the slant angle and K vector orientation. (a) Diagram shown the parameters of 
chirping the slant angle and (b) Contour map of the index profile of a grating with slant angle at 11.5 degrees and 

chirp=0.25 and n1=0.9 

Slant angle chirping was modeled assuming an exponential profile of the position of the fringes 

as a function of thickness z: 

Slant Chirp

1

exp

( ) tan ,

z z
x

d d

x x
z

z
 

     
 

    
 

 (53)

where (z) is the slant angle, z is the distance from the hologram/glass interface, and Slant Chirp was 

empirically determined by matching experimental results to the model.  Close to the 

hologram/glass interface (z=0), regardless of chirp the slant angle is near constant unchirped slant 

values as shown in Figure 23 (a).   
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Similar to the slant angle, the index modulation was assumed to be exponentially chirped 

according to the following expression: 

1 1 1(d) 1 exp ,
z z

n n n
d d

        
  

 (54)

where n1(d) is the index modulation at the top of the hologram/air interface and the parameter n1 

was empirically determined by matching experimental results to the model.  In the index contour 

map of Figure 23 (b) it can be seen that both the index and slant angle are chirped.  The index 

modulation is highest at the hologram/air interface (z=d). 

The slant angle chirping (Slant Chirp) was found to have the effect of both increasing the 

bandwidth and blue shifting the peak wavelength of the diffraction efficiency curve as shown in 

Figure 24 (a).  To find the effect of the index modulation chirp independently of the slant chirp, 

the simulation was performed for different values of n1 keeping the slant angle chirp constant.  

For increasing values of index modulation chirp n1 at a constant value of Slant Chirp = 0.25, the 

bandwidth increases without changing the spectrally shifting the peak wavelength as shown in 

Figure 24 (b). 
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Diffraction Efficiency vs. Wavelength for different Slant Chirp|n1 values. 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 24.  Modeling of diffraction efficiency vs. wavelength for combinations of Slant Chirp|n1. (a) With increasing 
chirp in the slant (Slant Chirp|n1=constant), the bandwidth and blue shift increases. (b) Increasing the chirp in the index 

modulation (Slant Chirp=constant |n1), increases the bandwidth without a spectral blue shift. 
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4.2.1.2 Grating Fabrication, Processing 

4.2.1.2.1 DCG Substrata Fabrication 

Different coating techniques have been demonstrated for depositing sensitized gelatin layer on 

glass and polymer substrates.  Bovine gelatin dissolved in de-ionized (DI) water at 40  C was 

sensitized with ammonium dichromate (AD), poured into glass molds as shown in Figure 25, and left 

to gel in a temperature controlled environment for 15 minutes.  After gelling, the mold cover were 

removed and the plates were left to dry in a fume hood for 24 hours in the dark.  To reduce scattering 

and obtain high index modulation, the parameters shown in Table 3 were used for each system. 

 

Figure 25.  Mold coating process. 

Table 3.   Substrate Fabrication. (Sensitivity = AD/(Gelatin+AD) 

Parameter 
System 1: 
Infrared 

System 2: 
Visible 

DI Water 100g 100g 
Gelatin 12g 13.6g 

AD 2g 3g 
Gelling 

Temperature 
7 degs. C 10 degs. C 

Thickness 32 36 
Sensitivity 14.3% 18.0% 

dspacer

cover sheet mold

sensitized
mixture
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The thickness was determined using the thickness of the spacer (dspacer) of the mold, and the 

total masses (m) and the densities () of the AD gelatin, and water (assuming all the water 

evaporates): 

2

.AD AD gel gel
spacer

AD AD gel gel H O

m m
d d

m m m

 
 




 
 (55)

4.2.1.2.2 Hologram exposure 

 

Figure 26.  Holographic exposure setup for grating construction.  The setup consists of a 532nm DPSS laser with a 
spatial filter beam expander using a 10X microscope objective, a 15m pin hole and a 300mm plano-convex lens. 

After drying, the plates are cut to fit the sample holder of the exposure setup.  The plates were 

exposed in a holographic setup using 532nm illumination from a diode pumped solid state (DPSS) 

laser using the parameters shown in the table below: 
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Table 4.   Holographic construction geometry at 533nm 

Parameter 
System 1: 
Infrared 

System 2: 
Visible 

Angle 1 3.5 9.5 
Angle 2 11.5 21.5 

Inter-beam 8 12 
Slant Angle 7.5 11.5 
Beam Ratio 1:1 1:1 

Exposure Energy 75mJ/cm2 250mJ/cm2 
Exposure Time 12sec 23sec 

 

The exposure energy parameters were optimized experimentally by varying the exposure 

energy from 25 to 400mJ/cm2.  The geometry parameters (inter-beam and slant angles) were 

optimized experimentally starting from simulation results.   

As shown in Figure 27, the holographic construction setup exposes the plate to a sinusoidal 

interference pattern of alternating bright and dark areas of 532nm laser light.  In the bright areas 

of the interference pattern, the hexavalent chromium (Cr6+) gains an electron and becomes Cr5+ 

and is bound to the gelatin matrix.  In the dark areas of the fringe, Cr6+ remains unchanged.  In 

storage, the light reduced Cr5+ crosslinks with the gelatin matrix to become gelatin bound Cr3+ 

rendering it less soluble than the non-crosslinked gelatin matrix[52].  This process is summarized 

in Figure 27 and in the following expression: 

6 5 3 ,phCr g Cr g Cr       (56)

where g is the gelatin matrix. 
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4.2.1.2.3 Hologram processing 

The development procedure described in[46], [52] was used to process the exposed plates.  The 

process was modified as shown in the following steps: 

1- Process plate in room temperature Kodak Rapid Fixer A 

2- Process plate in room temperature Kodak Rapid Fixer A&B 

3- Rinse in room temperature tap water 

4- Wash with a room temperature mixture of 50% isopropanol and 50% de-ionized water. 

5- Wash with a mixture of 75% isopropanol and 25% de-ionized water at 35 degrees C. 

6- Dehydrate 99% isopropanol at 45 degrees C. 

7- Dry in 80°C oven with an internal fan for 5 minutes. 

The procedure differs from[46], [52] in the isopropanol temperatures and in the addition of the 

Pre-Fixer bath (step 1).  The impact of the Pre-Fixer bath on grating parameters will be shown in 

the next section.  The parameters in this work are described in the following table: 

Table 5.   Holographic construction geometry 

Step  
# 

Step  
Description 

Parameter 
System 1: 
Infrared 

System 2: 
Visible 

1 Pre-Fixer Time 15sec 1min 
2 Fixer/Hardener Time 1.25min 1.5min 
3 Rinse Time 1min 1min 
4 50/50 ISO/Water Time Skip 30sec 
5 75/25 ISO/Water Time 1min 30sec 
6 100% ISO Time 2min 1min 
7 Oven Time 5min 5min 
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The development procedure reduces Cr6+ in the dark regions of the fringe into water soluble 

Cr5+ that is subsequently removed and replaced by water in the rinsing step.  Gradually, the 

isopropanol steps dehydrate the emulsion and the oven step evaporates the isopropanol leaving 

behind air voids.  As summarized in Figure 27, the resulting index of refraction in the emulsion 

can vary between the index of the cross-linked g-Cr3+ (index close to glass) and the index of an 

area with less density due to the inclusion of air voids (n=1).  Some references in the literature 

attribute the index modulation capabilities of DCG only to the crosslinking of the Cr3+ in the 

bright areas[53, pp. 317–318] (as an increase in density), conversely a wider body of 

references[41], [54], [55] converges in considering air voids as the explanation to DCG’s large 

reported index modulation capabilities (n1 = 0.1). 
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Figure 27.  Hologram formation diagram. 
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4.2.1.2.3.1 Effects of the Pre‐Fixer Bath 

The Kodak Rapid Fixer A&B is a two-in-one processing step: (1) reduction of unexposed Cr6+ 

and (2) hardening of the gelatin matrix.  Part A of the bath, reduces Cr6+ to Cr5+ without binding it 

to the gelatin matrix and leaving it water soluble for its removal [52].  Part B increases the hardness 

of the soft gelatin in the dark areas[52].  Also, Part B prevents the fixer from reducing the Cr6+ and 

removing the resulting Cr5+[52].   

In this work the introducing a Pre-Fixer step with only the components of the Part A Kodak 

Rapid Fixer caused:  

1. An increase in the index modulation,  

2. An increase in diffraction efficiency  

3. A reduction of overall scattering.   
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Figure 28.  Comparison of adding a pre-fixer bath to DCG holographic processing.  Matching to simulation: index 
modulation increased n= 0.025 to 0.03, increased swelling from 20% to 25%, blue shift of 86nm and FWHM 

bandwidth increase at 4nm (from 282nm).  The transmittance at 533nm increased from 85% to 93%. 
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Results comparing DCG holographic processing with and without the pre-fixer step are shown 

in Figure 28.  The spectral blue shift shown in Figure 28 (b) was matched to an increase in the 

slant chirp factor Slant Chirp from 0.2 to 0.25 using the modeling described in the previous chapter.  

Since the observed bandwidth increase induced by Pre-Fixer step observed was negligible (<2%), 

it was assumed that the increase in the index modulation chirp factor n1 was also negligible. 

4.2.1.2.4 Holographic Grating Spectra 

Using the parameters listed and the procedures described in the previous section the following 

gratings were obtained for the systems in this work.  The diffraction efficiency was obtained using 

the monochrometer setup described in [46, pp. 113–114].  For the infrared system, a broadband 

grating with suppressed side lobes and secondary orders was fabricated.  The spectra for this 

grating is shown in Figure 29.  For the visible system, a broadband grating with a secondary order 

was fabricated.  In this configuration, light from the secondary diffraction order is used for the 

InGaP2 cell for wavelengths below 0.67m.   The zeroth order (wavelength components between 

0.67m and 0.87m) is used for the GaAs PV cell.  The primary diffraction order (above 0.87m) 

is used for the Si and GaSb PV cells.  The spectrum for this grating is shown in Figure 30. 
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Figure 29.  Diffraction Efficiency vs. wavelength for system 1 (infrared) 
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Figure 30.  Diffraction Efficiency vs. wavelength for system 2 (visible) 
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The model described in Chapter 3 was matched to the experimental values to determine the 

post-processing grating parameters shown in Table 6. 

Table 6.   Post-processing grating parameters determined using model fitting. 

Parameter 
System 1: 
Infrared 

System 2: 
Visible 

Period 2.45m 1.70m 
Slant 8 15.5 

Index Modulation 0.06 0.065 
Thickness 36m 45m 

DF1 10.86/m 13.75/m 
DF2 - 29.45/m 
Chirp 0.20 0.25 
n1 0.9 0.9 

 

The dispersion for the grating parameters presented above is shown in Figure 31. 

   

Figure 31.  Modeling of the dispersion of gratings for system 1 (left) and 2 (right).  Direct incidence is shown in solid 
lines. Tracking errors of +/-1.5 degrees are shown and cross-dashed respectively. 
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4.2.2 Lens Selection 

 

Figure 32.  Grating-over-Lens (a) entrance aperture and (b),(c) Fresnel losses due to lens curvature.     

The grating and pupil of the lens must match in size and position in order to avoid entrance 

aperture losses, as shown in the diagram of Figure 32 (a).  The curvature of the lens and diffraction 

angle must be carefully balanced in order to reduce Fresnel reflection losses at the glass-air 

interface as shown in Figure 32 (b) and (c).  To prevent entrance aperture losses, a plano-convex 

lens is used with the grating index-matched to the flat surface, and using the grating as the entrance 

aperture of the system.  To minimize the Fresnel losses, the bounds of the off-axis incidence angle, 

and hence the diffraction angle, were determined by the total internal reflection (TIR).  The 

diffraction angles, at which total internal reflection occurs ( ) at the curved surface of the 

lens, were calculated for a set of lens parameters (range of f/# with different focal lengths and 

diameter combinations) and are shown in Figure 33 below.  From this analysis, for a f/40, a 

maximum diffraction angle of 40 degrees can be used.  As explained in Chapter 3, the grating 

projects a continuum of wavelengths at the receiver plane.  A consequence of the continuum of 
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wavelengths is that, for example, an f/40 system, the = 40 degrees corresponds to the 

diffraction angle of the longest wavelength of the spectral range of interest k. 

 

Figure 33.  Maximum allowed Diffraction Angle before total internal reflection losses vs. focal length (above) and f/# 
(below). 

Based on the analysis shown in Figure 33, the lenses selected for the systems had the 

specifications detailed in the following table: 
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Table 7.   Lens Selection 

Parameter 
System 1: 
Infrared 

System 2: 
Visible 

Make Thorlabs Thorlabs 
Model LA1384 LA4078 

Material N-BK7 Fused Silica 
Focal length 125.0mm 75.0mm 
Back Focal 

Length 
119.6mm 65.3mm 

Diameter 50.8mm 50.8mm 
f/# f/2.46 f/1.48 

 

4.2.3 Tracking and optical losses 

 
(a) 

Tracking error orientation    
relative to grating plane 

(b) 
Along 
±1.5º 

(c) 
Across
+1.5º 

(d) 
Across
-1.5º 

(e) 
No tracking error 

0º 

Figure 34.  Tracking error (±1.5º) white light spot diagrams at the focal plane of Figure 21.   

The numerical simulations for the diffraction efficiency performance of the holographic 

gratings include off-axis angles of incidence with AM1.5 illumination at angles up to ±1.5º from 

the normal to simulate tracking errors.  

The tracking error analysis is summarized in Figure 34.  For tracking errors in a positive 

direction across the grating fringe and non-normal incidence (up to +1.5º), the change in 

Along

Across
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diffraction angle and lens field curvature couple to produce worst-case loss (>1% net efficiency 

drop).  The opposite occurs (diffraction angle change compensates lens field curvature) when the 

tracking error is towards the normal (-1.5º).  The coupling/compensation of the diffraction and 

field curvature can be seen in the “Loss due to Tracking” values in Table 8 and  

Table 9 below for system 1 and 2 respectively.   

Table 8.   Improvement over Best Bandgap (IoBB) analysis including optical, filter and tracking losses for system 1 
(infrared). 

PV Cell 
Ideal (No Losses) 

* Incl. Losses 
w/Tracking Error of: 

  *  No Error  +1.5ᵒ  ‐1.5ᵒ 

GaAs  28.19% 27.94% 26.28% 26.28% 26.28% 

Si  24.73% 6.29% 3.89% 3.73% 3.83% 

GaSb  11.97% 4.01% 3.26% 2.81% 3.26% 

SSS = 38.24% 33.43% 32.82% 33.37% 

Loss due to Tracking error of ±1.5ᵒ =  ‐1.83% ‐0.19% 

IoBB =  35.65% 18.59% 16.42% 18.36% 

 

Table 9.   Improvement over Best Bandgap (IoBB) analysis including optical, filter and tracking losses for system 2 
(visible). 

PV Cell 
Ideal (No Losses) 

* Incl. Losses 
w/Tracking Error of: 

  *  No Error  +1.5ᵒ  ‐1.5ᵒ 

InGaP2  18.15% 17.33% 8.25% 7.58% 7.98% 

GaAs  28.19% 14.02% 20.04% 20.04% 20.04% 

Si  24.73% 6.29% 4.84% 4.64% 4.76% 

GaSb  11.97% 4.01% 0.91% 0.78% 0.91% 

SSS = 41.65% 34.04% 33.05% 33.70% 

Loss due to Tracking error of ±1.5ᵒ =  ‐2.92% ‐1.04% 

IoBB =  47.75% 20.75% 17.22% 19.53% 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 35.  Diffraction deviation for tracking errors of +/- 1.5 degrees for (a) system 1 (NIR range) and (b) system 2 
(visible range). 

The coupling/compensation of the diffraction can be modeled by computing the deviation of 

the diffraction angle from normal incidence: 

@ 1.5 @0 1.5 ,Diffracted Diffracted Diffracted          (57)

where Diffracted@±1.5 is the diffraction angle for Incidence = ±1.5 and Diffracted@±0 is the 

diffraction angle for direct (normal) incidence.  Using the expression above, the Diffracted was 
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computed for the gratings in systems 1 and 2 and is shown in Figure 35 above.  It can be seen that, 

for both gratings (systems), the deviation is smaller for the -1.5 degrees incidence, resulting in a 

reduction in the off-axis incidence into the lens.  This smaller deviation accounts for the reduction 

in the tracking losses observed in Table 8 and  

Table 9 in the negative tracking angle errors across the grating fringe direction. 

Tracking error induced losses are similar in either direction from the normal for angle changes 

along the grating fringe direction. 

4.2.4 Aberration and receiver position compensation 

In Figure 34, it can also be seen that regardless of the tracking error, the spot diagram shows 

significant aberration losses for the off-axis receivers.  Since larger wavelengths diffract at larger 

angles, the effects are more significant with increasing wavelength as seen with the increasing 

width of the “tail” of the spot diagram in Figure 34 and in the diffraction pattern of the prototype 

in Figure 20 (c). 

Aberration compensation is achieved with a non-planar construction geometry.  Instead of 

using two planar wavefronts in the (real) direction of propagation, two spherical beams (point 

sources) are used in the conjugate direction as shown in Figure 36 (a).  The reference point source 

is positioned at the paraxial focus of the lens and the object source at the desired receiver location 

as shown at the bottom of Figure 36.  The conjugate recording geometry also allows the position 

of the receiver to be adjusted (i.e. to flatten the focal plane).  The non-planar geometry compensates 
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for aberrations by means of a period and slant angle that are not constant across the lens aperture 

as shown in Figure 39. 

Amitai et al in [56], [57] propose correcting for aberrations in a focusing holographic optical 

element with intermediate holograms.  The approach proposed in this work is different to Amitai 

et al in[56], [57] in that it corrects for the off-axis aberrations of a glass lens and no intermediate 

holograms are used.  The approach proposed in this work is based on the phase conjugation 

techniques described by Gaylord and Moharam in Fig. 28 in[51]. 
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(a) 

  
(b)                                                     (c) 

Figure 36.  (a) Diagram of Real vs. Conjugate holographic construction.  Real holographic recording setup (b).  
Conjugate construction (c) is used to compensate for aberration and to locate the receiver (bandgaps) on a flat 

surface. 
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The reference point source at the paraxial focal point is converted into a planar wavefront by 

the lens.  Conversely, the object point source is converted into an aberrated, quasi-planar wavefront 

by the lens. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 37.  At left, reconstruction of a grating recorded with a real construction setup (planar grating) for (a) 
monochromatic light (HeNe at 633nm) and (b) white light (Xenon arc solar simulator).  At right, reconstruction of a 

grating recorded with a conjugate construction setup (compensated grating) for (c) monochromatic and (d) white light. 

Comparison of Figure 37 (a) and (c) shows that the conjugate construction compensates for 

aberration bringing light to a tighter focus.  Similar results can be seen for monochromatic and 

white light reconstruction.  In order to quantify the holographic aberration compensation (HAC) 

the visible geometry (system 2) was used experimentally and modeled. 
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4.2.4.1 Aberration Compensation Modeling 

 

Figure 38.  K vector closure for holographic aberration compensation. 

In the model, rays from each point source: reference and off-axis object, are traced through the 

lens to the entrance aperture as shown in Figure 36 (a).  The grating vector K is computed for each 

ray intersection in order to compile a matrix of grating vectors to represent the lens aperture as 

shown in Figure 39 (a) and (b).  Using Figure 38, the slant angle can be geometrically expressed 

as: 
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    , (58)

where the construction beam angles 1 and 2 are dependent on the pupil position (x and y), the 

lens curvature R and index of refraction n. 
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Also, the grating period can be calculated as[58, p. 333]: 

 1 2

( , )
2 sin ( , ) ( , )

cx y
x y x y


 

 
 

, (59)

where c is the recording wavelength. 

The construction angle 1(x,y) corresponds to the on-axis beam (where y = 0) in Figure 38 

traced after the curved surface into the hologram plane H.  Conversely, 2(x,y) corresponds to the 

off-axis beam where y ≠ 0. 

The derivatives in terms of pupil position (x and y) for the slant angle and the grating period: 
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 (60)

As shown by the expressions above, both beam angles have a pupil position dependency.  The 

objective of the holographic aberration compensation technique presented in this work is to 

compensate for the ∂2/∂x and ∂2/∂y terms while assuming the ∂1/∂x and ∂1/∂y to be negligible 

(negligible on-axis aberrations). 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 39.  (a) K-Vector matrix at the lens aperture.  (b) In-set of the K-Vector matrix, construction rays are shown in 
green and the K-vector in red.  (c) Period and slant angle as a function of aperture (xp and yp) for a HAC grating in the 

visible range. 

The resulting period and the slant angle as a function of lens pupil position (to compensate for 

moving 2mm the object point away from the lens to flatten the focal plane) for the dispersion 

parameters of the in Table 6 (DF1 = 13.75/m) are shown in Figure 39 (c). 

To model reconstruction, the incident ray’s position at the entrance pupil is used to select the 

appropriate grating vector matrix element.  The appropriate angle of the diffracted ray is calculated 

based with K-vector closure [49], [51]: 
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m m K   


 (61)

where m and  are the propagation vectors of the diffracted and incident rays respectively, K is 

the grating vector, and m is the order number.  The diffraction efficiency was calculated by using 

the modeling described in the Grating Modeling section of this chapter. 

The holographic aberration compensation was modeled using a MATLAB script and the 

grating parameters for the system in the visible spectral range (system 2).  Modeling was performed 

for comparison with and without aberration compensation.  The reconstruction wavelength was 

modeled at 0.633m.  In Figure 40 it can be seen that the tangential ray fans improve (ray error 

reduces) when HAC is applied.  The script is attached in Appendix C of this dissertation. 

 

Figure 40.  Sagital and tangential ray fans for (left) planar grating and (right) HAC. 
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Figure 41.  Encircled energy vs. spot radius(mm) modeling results: (left) planar grating and (right) HAC.  

Also, comparison of the encircled energy diagrams of Figure 41 shows that the R.M.S spot 

size remains at 3.3mm but the encircled energy increases from 51% to 74%. 

 

 

 

Figure 42.  On and off-axis spot diagrams modeling results: (left) planar grating and (right) HAC. 
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The modeling was repeated in the spectral range from 0.35m to 1.8m in order to obtain the 

R.M.S. spot size and R.M.S. radius encircled energy as a function of wavelength.   

 

Figure 43.  RMS spot size and encircled energy vs. wavelength for an off-axis point source with the parameters of 
Table 6. 

The results show that HAC increases the encircled energy with increasing wavelength while 

keeping the RMS radius at a comparable size to a planar grating.   

Inspection of the ray fans of Figure 40 shows that the HAC system has uncompensated 

spherical aberration.  The use of a spherical lens records spherical aberration when the reference 

point source is converted into a planar wavefront at grating construction as shown in Figure 44 (a).  

Reconstruction with a planar wavefront results in reconstruction of spherical aberration.  This 

limitation of the HAC technique is consistent with the analytical Equations 59 and 60 for the slant 

and period where the pupil position dependency for the on-axis aberrations was required to be 

negligible.   
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Figure 44.  (a) Spherical vs. (b) Aspheric lens HAC.  (a) De-focus is used to compensate for spherical aberration in the 
spherical lens case. 

In order to correct for spherical aberration, the construction reference point source position 

was modified to introduce de-focus[28, p. 255].  As shown in, Figure 45, -2mm de-focus produced 

marginal improvement before becoming detrimental to system performance.  
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Figure 45. RMS spot size and encircled energy vs. wavelength for the grating parameters of Table 6 including (+) 
+2mm and        (o) -2mm de-focus. 

 

Figure 46. Ray fans at 0.633m for HAC with (left) spherical (repeated for convenience) and (right) aspheric lenses. 
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improvement of adding the aspheric lens can also be observed in by comparing the 0.633m ray 

fans in Figure 46 above.  Also, the HAC-aspheric lens combination increases in the encircled 

energy increased from 74% to 88% in Figure 47 below. 
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Figure 47. Encircled energy at 0.633m for HAC with (left) spherical (repeated for convenience) and (right) aspheric 
lenses. 
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4.2.4.2 Aberration Compensation Experimental Results 

 

Figure 48.  Measurement setup for HAC.  A collimated Microvision Showwx Laser pico-projector BX10 was used as 
source (co-linear laser wavelengths at 0.450, 0.530 and 0.638m) and a Lumenera camera LW625M to measure the 

spot parameters for each wavelength. 

Using the holographic setup in Figure 36 (c) a HAC grating was recorded using the geometry 

parameters for the visible range in Table 4.  The setup shown in Figure 48 was used to measure 

the spot profile and determine the encircle energy vs. radius.  This procedure was used to compare 

the performance of a HAC and a planar grating.  Figure 48 shows the spot intensity profiles 

captured with the camera at the off-axis focal point for each wavelength. 
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Planar Grating HAC Grating 

0.450m 

0.530m 

0.638m 

Figure 49.  Spot profiles for a (left) planar grating and a (right) HAC grating.  (The white circle is 0.15mm radius) 

The centroid of the spot intensity profiles was determined using a script in MATLAB to 

establish the center for the encircled energy graphs shown in Figure 50.  Experimental results of 

the encircled energy vs. radius shows that the HAC grating encircles more energy with a smaller 

spot radius.  Also, comparing the different reconstruction wavelengths in Figure 50, it can be seen 

that the performance advantage of HAC over planar gratings is proportional with wavelength as it 

was shown in modeling in the previous section. 
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Figure 50.  Encircled energy vs. spot radius for (a) 0.450m, (b) 0.530m, and (c) 0.638m. 

4.3 Chapter Conclusions 

A holographic grating-over-lens geometry has been described and both simulation and 

experimental results have been presented.  System parameters for near infrared and visible spectral 

ranges were presented.  The IoBB was shown to be larger for systems with more bandgaps in the 

visible range (<0.9μm).  The design, modeling and fabrication of the gratings as well as the select 

of system components was described. 

The off-axis diffraction angle of the grating-over-lens geometry results in aberration and 

significant system loss.  A method to compensate for this loss using conjugate recording geometry 

was presented and demonstrated via modeling and experimental results. 
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CHAPTER 5: COMPARISON OF SPECTRUM SPLITTING SYSTEMS OVERALL 

PERFORMANCE 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the metrics and methodology discussed in Chapter 2 are applied to systems 

using ideal and experimental PV cell data and filter characteristics.  Since PV cells were not readily 

available to build a complete prototype of the systems, cell data from the literature was used along 

with model and experimental data of the optical systems (including the filter performance).  A 

MATLAB script detailed in the Appendix A of this dissertation was used to generate the plots 

shown in this chapter. 

5.1.1 Ideal filter band pass spectrum splitting system with ideal PV cell SCE performance 

Figure 51 shows the results of modeling a spectrum splitting configuration with ideal filter 

characteristics with 4 PV cells and the highest efficiency PV cell as PV3.  Each curve was obtained 

using: the SCE definition in Chapter 2, Equation 20, the bandgap wavelength[13], [59] indicated 

in the graph for each cell, and the Current-Voltage (IV) characteristics were obtained with detailed 

balance analysis  [2], [11].  The filters were modeled with ideal spectral response (with 100% in-

band and 0% out-of-band transmittance as shown overlaid on the SCE curves).  The filter 

parameters (bandwidths: short and long wavelength cutoffs, and central wavelengths) were 

obtained by maximizing the total system efficiency ηSSS. The filtered efficiencies are less than the 
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reported STC full spectrum efficiencies but the overall SSS efficiency is larger than any of the PV 

cells that comprise the system. 

 

Figure 51. (Top) SCE of each PV cell is shown with the ideal filter performance transmittance overlaid.  (Bottom) The 
converted spectral power is shown color coded according to the PV cell used for conversion.  The single junction 

efficiency k, filtered efficiency *k and bandgap wavelength BG are indicated on the graph. 

For this case, all components of the SSS have ideal characteristics and the efficiency is 

maximum at SSS = 51.89% (for the four PV cells selected).  The system’s efficiency corresponds 

to an IoBB of 67.02% over the Alta-GaAs PV cell (best single junction efficiency).  Since the 

filters are ideal, the IoBB = IoBBIdeal and the filter overlap O is equal to unity. 
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Figure 52. Reported data for InGaP2-Emcore, GaAs-Alta, Si-PERL, and GaSb PV cells from the literature is used 
instead of ideal for the analysis with ideal filters. 

 

5.1.2 Ideal filter band pass spectrum splitting system with reported PV cell SCE 
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performance can be expected to be 47.78% more efficient that the GaAs-Alta PV cell (at 28.19%) 
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5.1.3 Holographic filter spectrum splitting systems with reported PV cell SCE 

characteristics 

Reflection and transmission (dispersive) holographic filters experimental data is presented and 

compared in the following sections based on their IoBB, overlap O and filter loss Ofilter loss 

parameters. 

5.1.3.1 Reflective Spectrum Splitting: Holographic Reflection Grating 

In the following system experimental values for a holographic reflection filter are used with 

two different PV cells (GaAs-Alta and Si-PERL PV cells). The resulting system performance is 

shown in Figure 53 as well as results for the same PV cells with ideal spectral filters.  With ideal 

filters, a maximum system efficiency (SSS) of 34.38% can be achieved and the improvement over 

best single cell efficiency is (IoBB = IoBBIdeal) 21.99%.  The overall system efficiency and the 

IoBB are reduced to 31.88% and 13.09% respectively when experimental holographic filter 

performance[30], [46] is considered.  From examination of Figure 53 it can be seen that out-of-

band loss is primarily due to secondary Bragg matching at a wavelength near 0.5m.  Light 

diffracted away from the GaAs cell by the secondary order is incident on the Si-PERL cell with 

lower SCE than GaAs and therefore reduces the overall system performance.  The in-band losses 

are caused by the non-square spectral shape and limited bandwidth of the holographic filter 

reflectance spectrum.  As a result the most efficient part of the Si-PERL cell is not utilized 

effectively. 
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Figure 53.  SCE analysis of the SSS system in [17] using GaAs-Alta and Si-PERL. At left, the system with an ideal filter 
and at right with experimental holographic filter data. 
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the system efficiency can be significantly increased with improved hologram diffraction efficiency 

within the in-band spectral range at the expense of increasing the efficiency of the secondary order 

of the hologram and its effect on the out of band loss. 
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Emcore[13], [23], GaAs-Alta[23], Si-PERL[14], and GaSb[59], [60] PV cells) are used.  The 

results are summarized in the following table. 

Table 10.   Summary of performance results for systems 1 and 2. 

Parameter 
Ideal Cells 

Ideal Filters 
Lit. Cells 

Ideal Filters 
Reflective 

System 
System 1: 
Infrared 

System 2: 
Visible 

PV Cells 4 4 2 3 4 
SSS (ideal) 51.89% 41.65% 34.38% 38.24% 41.65% 

IoBBIdeal  67.01% 47.78% 21.99% 35.66% 47.78% 
SSS (holographic) - - 31.88% 33.43% 34.04% 

IoBB - - 13.09% 18.61% 20.78% 
O 100% 100% 59.53% 52.18% 43.49% 

Ofilter loss 0% 0% 40.47% 47.81% 56.50% 
 

 

Figure 54.  Grating-lens dispersive SSS using a transmission holographic grating for the NIR system. 
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shows that improving the filter shape for k=2 followed by reducing the loss for k=3 can 

significantly improve the performance of this configuration. 

 

 

Figure 55.  Grating-lens dispersive SSS using a transmission holographic grating.  Although the experimental system 
uses a broadband grating, dominated by in-band losses. 
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In the visible system (system 2), the in-band losses are then 52.39%, 4.45%, 22.89%, and 

77.31% for PV cells k = 1(InGaP2), 2 (GaAs-Alta), 3 (Si-PERL) and 4 (GaSb) respectively.  The 

out-of-band losses are small (1%) and are caused by the SCE mismatch of the portion of the solar 

illumination below 0.67m that incident on the GaAs (more efficient SCE for InGaP2). The filter 

overlap analysis shows that improving the filter shape for k=1 followed by reducing the loss for 

k=3 can significantly improve the performance of this configuration. 

5.1.3.3 Reflection vs. Transmission Holographic Grating Comparison 

The overlap metric (O) can be used to compare systems that have different configurations and 

different numbers of PV cells, (i.e. the systems shown in Figure 53 and Figure 54).  The dispersive 

system in Figure 54 has a better IoBB and system efficiency than the reflective system of Figure 

53.  But the larger filter overlap metric of the reflective system indicates a filter that is closer to 

ideal.  The improved performance of the dispersive system is due to increased number of PV cells 

with different bandgaps offsetting the losses of the dispersive transmission grating. 

5.2 Chapter Conclusions 

An analysis was performed of two spectrum splitting configurations: a system with ideal 

spectral filters and 4 ideal PV cells compared to a similar system with ideal spectral filters and 4 

experimental PV cells; and a system with ideal spectral filters and two experimental PV cells 

compared to a similar system with experimental holographic spectral filters. The results showed: 

SSS = 51.89% and IoBB of 67.02% for the ideal filter with four ideal PV cell system compared to 
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SSS = 41.65% and IoBB of 47.78% for the ideal filter with 4 experimental PV cells. For the two 

cell system SSS = 34.38% and IoBB = 21.99% for the ideal filter system and SSS = 31.88% and 

IoBB = 13.09% for the holographic filter case. Analysis of the holographic filter characteristics 

shows that the primary loss with respect to an ideal filter occurs due to lower in-band efficiency 

rather spectral overlap with adjacent PV cell spectral bands.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS 

In this dissertation, a set of metrics were presented to evaluate spectrum splitting systems. 

These metrics were used to evaluate the specific issues related to different types of spectral filters 

used in spectrum splitting systems.   

 The Improvement over Best Bandgap (IoBB) was defined to indicate the degree to which 

the efficiency increases with respect to a similar system that uses a single bandgap PV cell. 

This parameter provides an indication of whether the improved performance is worth the 

greater complexity of the spectrum splitting system. Parameters specific to the spectral 

filter performance were also introduced and include the spectral overlap with adjacent 

spectral bands in the filter system and loss with respect to an ideal filter. 

 In order to evaluate SSS configurations and compare them with ideal filter performance, 

the filter overlap O was defined as the ratio of the IoBB of the system with a realistic filter 

over the IoBB of a system with a filter with ideal spectral characteristics.  Filter losses 

where quantified with Ofilter losses = 1-O. 

Filter losses were characterized as in-band and out-of-band: 

 The in-band losses are in the spectral region that contains the spectral components that are 

in the primary transmission band of the filter and overlap with the spectral range where the 

maximum SCE of the kth PV cell occurs.   
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 The out-of-band losses consists of two areas. The first corresponds to long wavelengths 

that are not absorbed by the kth PV cell and are completely lost since SCE = 0.  The second 

corresponds to short wavelengths where the SCE is less than optimum and the loss 

corresponds to the SCE mismatch between the incident PV cell and the optimum. 

It was found that for spectrum splitting systems it is not possible to separate the optical 

efficiency (oe) as a spectrally distinct factor from the rest of the system efficiency. 

A description of different types of spectral filters and spectrum separation mechanisms was 

provided giving an overview of the capabilities and limitations of each approach using the metrics 

described. These include: absorption filtering in absorptive (tandem) PV cell systems, reflective 

band pass filters, and dispersive filters. 

In this dissertation it was shown that controlling the spatial extent of the spectral distribution 

in a dispersive spectrum splitting system is critical for maintaining high energy collection 

efficiency. The spatial extent of different spectral components that are separated by the dispersive 

element are controlled using focusing power at the collection aperture of the system. This approach 

was quantified using a cross-correlation analysis for energy collection efficiency as a function of 

the form factor of the system that includes the collection and PV cell apertures and the focusing 

power of the spectrum splitting system.  

A holographic grating-over-lens dispersive spectrum splitting system has been described and 

both simulation and experimental results have been presented.  System parameters for near infrared 

and visible spectral ranges were presented.  The IoBB was shown to be larger for systems with 
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more bandgaps in the visible range (<0.9μm).  The design, modeling and fabrication of the gratings 

as well as the select of system components was described. 

It was found that chirping the slant angle Chirp in a transmission grating has the effect of 

increasing the bandwidth and blue shifting the peak wavelength of the diffraction efficiency curve.  

For increasing values of index modulation chirp n1 (constant Chirp) the bandwidth increases 

without changing the spectrally shifting the peak wavelength.  The modeled chirping parameters 

were correlated to experimental results.  It was also found that the slant chirp Chirp could be 

increased without increasing bandwidth by the inclusion of a Pre-Fixer step in the post-exposure 

processing of the DCG material.   

Ray tracing was used to quantify the losses due to tracking errors of ±1.5 along and across the 

grating fringes.  For tracking errors in a positive direction across the grating fringe and non-normal 

incidence (up to +1.5º), the change in diffraction angle and lens field curvature couple to produce 

worst-case loss (>1% net efficiency drop).  The opposite occurs (diffraction angle change 

compensates lens field curvature) when the tracking error is towards the normal (-1.5º). 

The off-axis diffraction angle of the grating-over-lens geometry was found to result in 

aberration and significant system loss.  A method to compensate for this loss using conjugate 

recording geometry was presented and demonstrated via modeling and experimental results.  

Modeling and experimental results showed that the improvement in RMS radius encircled energy 

increases with wavelength.  Also it was found through modeling that the method described in this 

is not capable of compensating for spherical aberration.  A combination of aspheric lens for 

spherical aberration compensation and HAC for off-axis aberration compensation reduces the 
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RMS spot size to a minimum and increases the encircled energy to a maximum for most 

wavelengths in the 0.35 to 1.8m range. 

Finally, the IoBB analysis was applied to the grating-over-lens geometries described in Chapter 

4 and compared to ideal and experimental spectrum splitting systems available in the literature.  

Analysis of the holographic filter characteristics shows that the primary loss with respect to an 

ideal filter occurs due to lower in-band efficiency rather spectral overlap with adjacent PV cell 

spectral bands. 

In this dissertation it was shown that spectrum splitting can be used as an alternative to tandem 

(multi-junction) cells to increase the conversion efficiency of the solar-electric system in order to 

increase the net present value (NPV) and make it more attractive in comparison to alternative 

energy sources. 
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APPENDIX A: IMPROVEMENT OVER BEST BANDGAP SCRIPT 

This script allows to calculate the IoBB for ideal or experimental values for the SCE of PV 

cells and/or filters for different system configurations:[13], [16], [30]. 

%Solar cell EQEs 
%Script that loads solar cell EQEs obtained from literature and loads AM1.5 spectrum using 
SMARTs.  
  
function [IoBB, sce, filters, spectralPower, spectralPowerIncident, wavelength] = 
IoBB(sysSelection, caseSelection, verbose, filter) 
  
%Init 
switch nargin 
    case 0 
        sysSelection = '0'; 
        caseSelection = '0';  
        verbose = '1'; 
    case 1 
        sysSelection = num2str(sysSelection); 
        caseSelection = '0'; 
        verbose = '1'; 
    case {2,3} 
        sysSelection = num2str(sysSelection); 
        caseSelection = num2str(caseSelection); 
        verbose = '1'; 
    case 4 
        sysSelection = num2str(sysSelection); 
        caseSelection = num2str(caseSelection); 
        verbose = num2str(verbose); 
        [m,~]=size(filter); 
        if m ~= 2  
            clc; 
            fprintf('ERROR: 4rd Argument: Filter format parameter not recognized \n') 
            return;  
        end 
        clear m;     
    otherwise 
        clc; 
        fprintf('ERROR: TOO MANY ARGUMENTS \n') 
        return;     
end 
verbose 
pause 
loadConstants; %Loads physics and unit conversion constants 
  
%% Wavelength axes values for interpolation 
startWavelength = 0.2; 
deltaWavelength = 0.0005; 
endWavelength = 2.5; 
wavelength = startWavelength:deltaWavelength:endWavelength; 
  
%% Load bandgap and filter parameters 
loadLiteratureCellParameters; %Loads digitized EQEs and the VOC, JSC and Eff values from 
literature 
loadHolographicFilters; 
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if exist('filter','var') 
    filter = interp1(filter(1,1:length(filter)),filter(2,1:length(filter)),wavelength, 'pchip', 
0); %Fixes input filter 
end 
  
%% SMARTS spectrum 
temp = smartsRunASTMG173_03('8 12'); 
temp = temp'; 
temp8 = temp(2,2:length(temp)); 
temp12 = temp(3,2:length(temp)); 
smarts.Irradiance.AM15 = interp1(temp(1,2:length(temp))*nano/micro,temp8,wavelength, 'pchip', 0); 
smarts.PhotonFlux.AM15 = interp1(temp(1,2:length(temp))*nano/micro,temp12,wavelength, 'pchip', 
0); 
smarts.wavelengthPaddedAxis = wavelength; 
incidentIrradianceAM15 = sum(smarts.Irradiance.AM15)/nano*deltaWavelength*micro; 
spectralPowerIncident = smarts.Irradiance.AM15; 
clear temp temp8 temp12; 
  
  
%% System Description (Bandgaps and filters) 
  
sysSelectionError = 1; 
while sysSelectionError == 1 
    if sysSelection == '0'; %If there is no selection input, ask... 
        sysSelection = input('\nSelect System: (1) VIS-NIR-IR w/emcore (2) VIS-NIR-IR w/Alta (4) 
4-Bandgap, (5) 4-Bandgap (Alta) (6) 2-BG (si-PERL/GaSb) (7) VIS-NIR-IR w/GaAs-NL (8) VIS-NIR 
w/GaAs-NL (DZ): ','s'); 
    end 
    switch lower(sysSelection) 
        case '1' 
            ssVIS_IR_NIR; 
            sysSelectionError = 0; 
        case '2' 
            ssVIS_IR_NIR_alta; 
            sysSelectionError = 0; 
        case '3' 
            ssVIS_alta; 
            sysSelectionError = 0; 
        case '4' 
            ssQUAD; 
            sysSelectionError = 0; 
        case '5' 
            ssQUAD_alta; 
            sysSelectionError = 0; 
        case '6' 
            ssDUAL; 
            sysSelectionError = 0; 
        case '7' 
            ssVIS_IR_NIR_nl; 
            sysSelectionError = 0; 
        case '8' 
            ssDUAL_DZ; 
            sysSelectionError = 0; 
        case '9' 
            ssQUAD_All_Ideal; 
            sysSelectionError = 0; 
        case '10' 
            ssQUAD_altaZeroth; 
            sysSelectionError = 0; 
             
        otherwise 
            sysSelectionError = 1; 
            clc; 
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            fprintf('Selection: %s UNKNOWN, try again...\n',sysSelection); 
            sysSelection = '0'; 
    end 
end             
  
  
%Total System Performance 
spectralPowerSystem = zeros(1,length(wavelength)); 
for indexBG = 1:bandgaps 
    spectralPowerSystem = spectralPowerSystem+spectralPower(indexBG,:); 
end 
convertedIrradiance = sum(spectralPowerSystem); 
efficiencySystem = sum(spectralPowerSystem)/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
IoBB = efficiencySystem/max(efficiency)-1; 
  
  
%% Plotting and verbose 
%Verbose 
verbose == '1' 
pause  
  
if verbose == '1'; 
    %clf; 
    rows = 2 
    fprintf('\nIrradiance (AM1.5):%fkW/m^2 ',incidentIrradianceAM15/1000); 
    fprintf('Irradiance (Filtered):%fkW/m^2 ',efficiencySystem*incidentIrradianceAM15/1000); 
    fprintf('\nnSSS (Efficiency):%f%% ',100*efficiencySystem); 
    fprintf('IoBB is: %f \n',IoBB); 
  
    %Plotting Engine: 
    %close all; 
    figH = figure; 
    set(figH,'Name',['IoBB = ' num2str(IoBB) '%'],'Position',[500 400 800 500]); 
    %figure('Position',[2088 655 498 557],'Resize','off'); %for Papers 
     
     
    switch bandgaps 
        case 2 
            colorChain = 'br'; 
            colorMatrix = [0 0 1 
                           1 0 0]; 
        case 3 
            colorChain = 'bgr'; 
            colorMatrix = [0 0 1 
                           0 1 0 
                           1 0 0]; 
        case 4 
            colorChain = 'cbgr'; 
            colorMatrix = [0 1 1 
                           0 0 1 
                           0 1 0 
                           1 0 0]; 
    end 
     
  
                
    
subplot(rows,bandgaps,bandgaps+1:rows*bandgaps);plot(wavelength,smarts.Irradiance.AM15,':k');hold 
on;axis([0.25 1.8 0 1.1*max(smarts.Irradiance.AM15)]); 
    subplot(rows,bandgaps,bandgaps+1:rows*bandgaps);text(0.9,1.4,['INPUT: P_{AM1.5}= ' 
num2str(incidentIrradianceAM15/1000) ' kW/m^{2}.']); 
    subplot(rows,bandgaps,bandgaps+1:rows*bandgaps);text(0.9,1.1,['OUTPUT: P_{SSS}= ' 
num2str(convertedIrradiance/1000) ' kW/m^{2}.  n_{SSS}= ' num2str(efficiencySystem*100) '% IoBB = 
' num2str(IoBB*100) '%']); 
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    subplot(rows,bandgaps,bandgaps+1:rows*bandgaps);legend('Spectral E_{AM1.5} Irradiance 
(Incident)'); 
     
    for indexBG = 1:bandgaps 
        
       %Bandgap Labeling 
       subplot(rows,bandgaps,indexBG);title(['PV Cell #' num2str(bandgaps-indexBG+1) ': ' 
labels{indexBG}]);  
               
       subplot(rows,bandgaps,indexBG);hold 
on;area(wavelength,sce(indexBG,:),'FaceColor',colorMatrix(indexBG,:));hold on; 
       
subplot(rows,bandgaps,indexBG);plot(wavelength,filters(indexBG,:),colorChain(indexBG),'Linewidth'
,3);hold on;axis([0.25 1.8 0 1.05]); 
       subplot(rows,bandgaps,indexBG);plot(wavelength,filters(indexBG,:),'k','Linewidth',1);hold 
on; 
        
       
subplot(rows,bandgaps,bandgaps+1:rows*bandgaps);area(wavelength,spectralPower(indexBG,:),'FaceCol
or',colorMatrix(indexBG,:));hold on;%axis([min(wavelength) max(wavelength) 0 
1.2*1/3*max(smarts.Irradiance.AM15)]); 
        
       if indexBG ~= bandgaps+1 
        subplot(rows,bandgaps,bandgaps+1:rows*bandgaps);text(bandgapWavelength(indexBG)-
0.150*0,max(spectralPower(indexBG,:))+0.17,['n*_{' num2str(indexBG) '}= ' 
num2str(filteredEfficiency(indexBG)*100,'%0.2f') '%'],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 
1],'EdgeColor',colorMatrix(indexBG,:)); 
        
subplot(rows,bandgaps,indexBG);text(bandgapWavelength(indexBG)+0.05,max(sce(indexBG,:))+.01,['n_{
' num2str(indexBG) '}= ' num2str(efficiency(indexBG)*100,'%0.2f') '%']); 
        subplot(rows,bandgaps,indexBG);text(bandgapWavelength(indexBG)+0.06,0.09,['\lambda_{BG}=' 
num2str(bandgapWavelength(indexBG),'%0.2f')  '\mum']); 
       else 
           subplot(rows,bandgaps,bandgaps+1:rows*bandgaps);text(bandgapWavelength(indexBG)-
0.3,max(spectralPower(indexBG,:))+0.17,['n*_{' num2str(indexBG) '}= ' 
num2str(filteredEfficiency(indexBG)*100,'%0.2f') '%'],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 
1],'EdgeColor',colorMatrix(indexBG,:)); 
           subplot(rows,bandgaps,indexBG);text(bandgapWavelength(indexBG)-
0.7,max(sce(indexBG,:))+.07,['n_{' num2str(indexBG) '}= ' 
num2str(efficiency(indexBG)*100,'%0.2f') '%'],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
           subplot(rows,bandgaps,indexBG);text(bandgapWavelength(indexBG)-
0.8,0.09,['\lambda_{BG}=' num2str(bandgapWavelength(indexBG),'%0.2f') 
'\mum'],'BackgroundColor',colorMatrix(indexBG,:)); 
       end 
    end 
    %y-Labeling 
    subplot(rows,bandgaps,bandgaps+1:rows*bandgaps);ylabel('[kW/m^{2}-um]');  
    subplot(rows,bandgaps,1);hold on;ylabel('Filter T and PV Cell SCE [%]'); 
    %x-Labeling: 
    subplot(rows,bandgaps,bandgaps+1:rows*bandgaps);xlabel('Wavelength [um]'); 
     
end 
clearConstants; 
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A.1 ssQUAD_All_Ideal:  

 Script for four Ideal PV cells described in Figure 51 with Ideal Filters as called by the IoBB 

function from the previous section. 

%University of Arizona.  Electrical and Computer Engineering. Photonic Systems Lab 
%(R) 2014 Juan Russo 
  
%System Description Script: 
% QUAD Bandgap: Ideal bandgaps at 650, 870, 1100, 1750 
  
%Init 
switch exist('caseSelection','var'); 
    case 0 
        caseSelection = '0';                 
    case 1 
        caseSelection = num2str(caseSelection); 
    otherwise 
        clc; 
        fprintf('ERROR: TOO MANY ARGUMENTS \n') 
        return;     
end 
  
  
%System Description: 
%Select Bandgaps 
bandgaps = 4; %how many 
labels = {'Ideal-InGaP2';'Ideal-GaAs';'Ideal-Si'; 'Ideal-GaSb'}; 
bandgapWavelength = [0.670 0.870 1.1 1.75]; 
  
%Bandgap's SCEs; 
sce1 = Ideal650.SCE; 
sce2 = Ideal870.SCE; 
sce3 = Ideal1100.SCE; 
sce4 = Ideal1750.SCE; 
sce = [sce1;sce2;sce3;sce4]; 
  
%SCE for Filter Generation 
sceA = emcore.topCell.SCE; 
sceB = Alta.SCE; 
sceC = siPERL.SCE; 
sceD = GaSb.SCE; 
sceFilter = [sceA;sceB;sceC;sceD]; 
  
  
%% Filter Selections: 
  
selectionError = 1; 
while selectionError == 1 
    if caseSelection == '0' 
        caseSelection = input('\nSelect case: (1) Ideal, (2) Cascaded non-Ideal Filters, (3) 
Grating-Over-Lens Single Filter: ','s'); 
    end 
    switch lower(caseSelection) 
        case '1' 
            filterRise = deltaWavelength; 
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            filters = ssFilterMaker(wavelength,deltaWavelength,bandgaps,sceFilter,filterRise); 
            filter1 = filters(1,:); 
            filter2 = filters(2,:); 
            filter3 = filters(3,:); 
            filter4 = filters(4,:); 
             
            selectionError = 0;%Exit the selection loop. 
             
        case '2' % Assume three filters,one for GaAs, one for Si and one for GaSb (cascaded) 
            filterRise = 0.05; 
            filters = ssFilterMaker(wavelength,deltaWavelength,bandgaps,sceFilter,filterRise); 
             
            filter2 = filters(2,:); 
            filter3 = filters(3,:); 
            filter4 = filters(4,:); 
                        
            filter1 = (1-filter2).*(1-filter3).*(1-filter4); %(zeroth order) Since BG1 is behind 
both filters 
            filter2; %Filter 2 is first 
            filter3 = filter3.*(1-filter2); %Filter 3 is behind filter 2 
            filter4 = filter4.*(1-filter2).*(1-filter3); %Filter 4 is behind Filter 3 and 2. 
             
            selectionError = 0;%Exit the selection loop. 
        case '3' %Grating-Over-Lens Single Filter with aperture transfer functions: 
            taoRise = deltaWavelength; 
            tao = ssFilterMaker(wavelength,deltaWavelength,bandgaps,sceFilter,taoRise); 
             
            if exist('filter', 'var') == 0 
                filter = broadbandTransmission.DE; %Use this filter if none is specified. 
            end 
                         
            %Bandgap 1: 
            tao1 = ones(1,length(wavelength));  %No dispersion => aperture xfer function is ones 
vector 
            overlap1 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter1 = overlap1.*tao1.*(1-filter); 
             
            %Bandgap 2: 
            tao2 =  tao(2,:); %Dispersion => aperture xfer function is vector dependent on 
aperture size and position 
            overlap2 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter2 = overlap2.*tao2.*filter; 
             
            %Bandgap 3: 
            tao3 =tao(3,:); %Dispersion => aperture xfer function is vector dependent on aperture 
size and position 
            overlap3 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter3 = overlap3.*tao3.*filter; 
             
            %Bandgap 4: 
            tao4 = tao(4,:); %Dispersion => aperture xfer function is vector dependent on 
aperture size and position 
            overlap4 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter4 = overlap4.*tao4.*filter; 
                         
            selectionError = 0; %Exit the selection loop. 
        otherwise 
            selectionError = 1; 
            clc; 
            fprintf('Selection: %s UNKNOWN, try again...\n',caseSelection); 
            caseSelection = '0'; 
    end 
end 
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%% Efficiency calculations 
%Bandgap 1: emcore (top) 
efficiency1 = 
sum(sce1.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15)/nano*deltaWavelength*micro/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
spectralPower1 = sce1.*filter1.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15/nano*deltaWavelength*micro; 
filteredEfficiency1 = sum(spectralPower1)/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
  
%Bandgap 2: Alta (GaAs) 
  
efficiency2 = 
sum(sce2.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15)/nano*deltaWavelength*micro/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
spectralPower2 = sce2.*filter2.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15/nano*deltaWavelength*micro; 
filteredEfficiency2 = sum(spectralPower2)/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
  
%Bandgap 3: si-PERL 
  
efficiency3 = 
sum(sce3.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15)/nano*deltaWavelength*micro/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
spectralPower3 = sce3.*filter3.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15/nano*deltaWavelength*micro; 
filteredEfficiency3 = sum(spectralPower3)/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
  
%Bandgap 4: GaSb 
  
efficiency4 = 
sum(sce4.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15)/nano*deltaWavelength*micro/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
spectralPower4 = sce4.*filter4.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15/nano*deltaWavelength*micro; 
filteredEfficiency4 = sum(spectralPower4)/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
  
%System Computation Output 
spectralPower = [spectralPower1;spectralPower2;spectralPower3;spectralPower4]; 
efficiency = [efficiency1;efficiency2;efficiency3;efficiency4]; 
filteredEfficiency = 
[filteredEfficiency1;filteredEfficiency2;filteredEfficiency3;filteredEfficiency4]; 
filters = [filter1;filter2;filter3;filter4]; 

A.2 ssQUAD_AltaZeroth 

 Script four PV cells (InGaP2, GaAs-Alta (in the Zeroth Order), Si-PERL and GaSb) for 

Visible Grating over Lens System as in Figure 55 as called by the IoBB function from the previous 

sections. 

%University of Arizona.  Electrical and Computer Engineering. Photonic Systems Lab 
%(R) 2014 Juan Russo 
  
%System Description Script: 
% QUAD Bandgap: EMCORE InGaP2(top),Alta GaAs,Si-PERL and GaSb system 
  
%Init 
switch exist('caseSelection','var'); 
    case 0 
        caseSelection = '0';                 
    case 1 
        caseSelection = num2str(caseSelection); 
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    otherwise 
        clc; 
        fprintf('ERROR: TOO MANY ARGUMENTS \n') 
        return;     
end 
  
  
%System Description: 
%Select Bandgaps 
bandgaps = 4; %how many 
labels = {'emcore-InGaP2';'Alta-GaAs';'si-PERL'; 'GaSb'}; 
  
%Bandgap's SCEs; 
sce1 = emcore.topCell.SCE; 
sce2 = Alta.SCE; 
sce3 = siPERL.SCE; 
sce4 = GaSb.SCE; 
sce = [sce1;sce2;sce3;sce4]; 
bandgapWavelength = [0.670 0.870 1.1 1.75]; 
 
%% Filter Selections: 
 
selectionError = 1; 
while selectionError == 1 
    if caseSelection == '0' 
        caseSelection = input('\nSelect case: (1) Ideal, (2) Cascaded non-Ideal Filters, (3) 
Grating-Over-Lens Single Filter, (4) Grating-Over-Lens Two Overlapping Filters: ','s'); 
    end 
    switch lower(caseSelection) 
        case '1' 
            filterRise = deltaWavelength; 
            filters = ssFilterMaker(wavelength,deltaWavelength,bandgaps,sce,filterRise); 
            filter1 = filters(1,:); 
            filter2 = filters(2,:); 
            filter3 = filters(3,:); 
            filter4 = filters(4,:); 
             
            selectionError = 0;%Exit the selection loop. 
             
        case '2' % Assume three filters,one for GaAs, one for Si and one for GaSb (cascaded) 
            filterRise = 0.5; 
            %Non-ideal Filters: 
            %   Cascaded: GaSb/Si/Alta/InGaP2 
             
            passBandLoss = 0.00; 
            fresnelLoss = 0.00; 
                         
            filter4 = (1-passBandLoss)*squareFilter(wavelength, 1.1345+(1.95-1.1345)/2,(1.95-
1.1345),filterRise); 
            filter3 = (1-passBandLoss)*squareFilter(wavelength, 0.8765+(1.134-0.8765)/2,(1.134-
0.8765),filterRise); 
            filter2 = (1-passBandLoss)*squareFilter(wavelength, 0.641+(0.876-0.641)/2,(0.876-
0.641),filterRise); 
             
            filter1 = (1-fresnelLoss)^3*(1-filter4).*(1-filter3).*(1-filter2); 
            filter2 = (1-fresnelLoss)^2*(1-filter4).*(1-filter3).*filter2; 
            filter3 = (1-fresnelLoss)*(1-filter4).*filter3; 
             
             
             
            selectionError = 0;%Exit the selection loop. 
        case '3' %Grating-Over-Lens Single Filter with aperture transfer functions: 
            taoRise = deltaWavelength; 
            tao = ssFilterMaker(wavelength,deltaWavelength,bandgaps,sce,taoRise); 
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            if exist('filter', 'var') == 0 
                filter = broadbandTransmission.DE; %Use this filter if none is specified. 
            end 
                         
            %Bandgap 2: 
            tao2 = ones(1,length(wavelength));  %No dispersion => aperture xfer function is ones 
vector 
            overlap2 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter2 = overlap2.*tao2.*(1-filter); 
             
            %Bandgap 1: 
            tao1 =  squareFilter(wavelength, min(wavelength)+(0.7-min(wavelength))/2,(0.7-
min(wavelength)),deltaWavelength); %Dispersion => aperture xfer function is vector dependent on 
aperture size and position 
            overlap1 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter1 = overlap1.*tao1.*filter; 
             
            %Bandgap 3: 
            tao3 =tao(3,:); %Dispersion => aperture xfer function is vector dependent on aperture 
size and position 
            overlap3 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter3 = overlap3.*tao3.*filter; 
             
            %Bandgap 4: 
            tao4 = tao(4,:); %Dispersion => aperture xfer function is vector dependent on 
aperture size and position 
            overlap4 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter4 = overlap4.*tao4.*filter; 
                         
            selectionError = 0; %Exit the selection loop. 
             
            case '4' %Grating-Over-Lens Two Overlapping Filters with aperture transfer functions: 
            taoRise = deltaWavelength; 
            tao = ssFilterMaker(wavelength,deltaWavelength,bandgaps,sce,taoRise); 
             
            if exist('filter', 'var') == 0 
                filterA = broadbandTransmission.DE; %Use these filters if none is specified. 
                filterB = narrowbandTransmission750.DE;  
            end 
                         
            %Bandgap 1: 
            tao1 = ones(1,length(wavelength));  %No dispersion => aperture xfer function is ones 
vector 
            overlap1 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter1 = overlap1.*tao1.*(1-filterA).*(1-filterB); 
             
            %Bandgap 2: 
            tao2 =  tao(2,:); %Dispersion => aperture xfer function is vector dependent on 
aperture size and position 
            overlap2 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter2 = overlap2.*tao2.*(filterA+(1-filterA).*filterB); 
             
            %Bandgap 3: 
            tao3 =tao(3,:); %Dispersion => aperture xfer function is vector dependent on aperture 
size and position 
            overlap3 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter3 = overlap3.*tao3.*(filterA+(1-filterA).*filterB); 
             
            %Bandgap 4: 
            tao4 = tao(4,:); %Dispersion => aperture xfer function is vector dependent on 
aperture size and position 
            overlap4 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter4 = overlap4.*tao4.*(filterA+(1-filterA).*filterB); 
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            selectionError = 0; %Exit the selection loop. 
        otherwise 
            selectionError = 1; 
            clc; 
            fprintf('Selection: %s UNKNOWN, try again...\n',caseSelection); 
            caseSelection = '0'; 
    end 
end 
  
  
%% Efficiency calculations 
%Bandgap 1: emcore (top) 
  
efficiency1 = 
sum(sce1.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15)/nano*deltaWavelength*micro/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
spectralPower1 = sce1.*filter1.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15/nano*deltaWavelength*micro; 
filteredEfficiency1 = sum(spectralPower1)/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
  
%Bandgap 2: Alta (GaAs) 
  
efficiency2 = 
sum(sce2.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15)/nano*deltaWavelength*micro/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
spectralPower2 = sce2.*filter2.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15/nano*deltaWavelength*micro; 
filteredEfficiency2 = sum(spectralPower2)/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
  
%Bandgap 3: si-PERL 
  
efficiency3 = 
sum(sce3.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15)/nano*deltaWavelength*micro/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
spectralPower3 = sce3.*filter3.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15/nano*deltaWavelength*micro; 
filteredEfficiency3 = sum(spectralPower3)/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
  
%Bandgap 4: GaSb 
  
efficiency4 = 
sum(sce4.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15)/nano*deltaWavelength*micro/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
spectralPower4 = sce4.*filter4.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15/nano*deltaWavelength*micro; 
filteredEfficiency4 = sum(spectralPower4)/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
  
%System Computation Output 
spectralPower = [spectralPower1;spectralPower2;spectralPower3;spectralPower4]; 
efficiency = [efficiency1;efficiency2;efficiency3;efficiency4]; 
filteredEfficiency = 
[filteredEfficiency1;filteredEfficiency2;filteredEfficiency3;filteredEfficiency4]; 
filters = [filter1;filter2;filter3;filter4]; 
 

A.3 ssVIS_IR_NIR_alta:  

Script four PV cells (InGaP2, GaAs-Alta (in the Zeroth Order),  Si-PERL and GaSb) for Visible 

Grating over Lens System as in Figure 54 as called by the IoBB function from the previous 

sections. 

%University of Arizona.  Electrical and Computer Engineering. Photonic Systems Lab 
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%(R) 2014 Juan Russo 
  
%System Description Script: 
% VIS-IR-NIR: Alta,Si-PERL and GaSb system 
  
%Init 
switch exist('caseSelection','var'); 
    case 0 
        caseSelection = '0';                 
    case 1 
        caseSelection = num2str(caseSelection); 
    otherwise 
        clc; 
        fprintf('ERROR: TOO MANY ARGUMENTS \n') 
        return;     
end 
  
%% System Description: 
bandgaps = 3; %how many 
labels = {'GaAs-Alta';'si-PERL';'GaSb'}; 
bandgapWavelength = [0.870 1.1 1.75]; 
  
  
%Bandgap's SCEs; 
sce1 = Alta.SCE; 
sce2 = siPERL.SCE; 
sce3 = GaSb.SCE; 
sce = [sce1;sce2;sce3]; 
  
%% Filter Selections: 
selectionError = 1; 
while selectionError == 1 
    if caseSelection == '0' 
        caseSelection = input('\nSelect case: (1) Ideal (2) Cascaded Filters, (3) Grating-

Over-Lens Single Filter: ','s'); 
    end 
    switch lower(caseSelection) 
        case '1' 
            filterRise = deltaWavelength; 
            filters = ssFilterMaker(wavelength,deltaWavelength,bandgaps,sce,filterRise); 
            filter1 = filters(1,:); 
            filter2 = filters(2,:); 
            filter3 = filters(3,:); 
            selectionError = 0;%Exit the selection loop. 
                     
        case '2' % Assume two filters, one for Si and one for GaSb (cascaded) 
            %filter1 = squareFilter(wavelength,0.58,0.585,2*0.00001); 
            filter2 = broadbandReflection.DE;%squareFilter(wavelength,0.99,0.2375,0.00001); 
            filter3 = squareFilter(wavelength,1.4287,0.64,0.0001); 
            filter1 = (1-filter2).*(1-filter3); %(zeroth order) Since BG1 is behind both 

filters 
            filter3 = filter3.*(1-filter2); %Filter 3 is behind filter 2 
             
            selectionError = 0;%Exit the selection loop. 
        case '3' %Grating-Over-Lens Single Filter with aperture transfer functions: 
            filterRise = deltaWavelength; 
            taos = ssFilterMaker(wavelength,deltaWavelength,bandgaps,sce,filterRise); 
            tao1 = ones(1,length(wavelength)); %No dispersion => aperture xfer function is 

ones vector 
            tao2 = taos(2,:); 
            tao3 = taos(3,:); 
          
            filter = broadbandTransmission.DE; %one broadband filter for all bandgaps. 
            %Bandgap 1: 
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            overlap1 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter1 = overlap1.*tao1.*(1-broadbandTransmission.DE); 
             
            %Bandgap 2: 
            overlap2 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter2 = overlap2.*tao2.*broadbandTransmission.DE; 
             
            %Bandgap 3: 
            overlap3 = 1; %Assuming spot size fits on aperture of bandgap 
            filter3 = overlap3.*tao3.*broadbandTransmission.DE; 
                         
            selectionError = 0; %Exit the selection loop. 
        otherwise 
            selectionError = 1; 
            clc; 
            fprintf('Selection: %s UNKNOWN, try again...\n',caseSelection); 
            caseSelection = '0'; 
    end 
end 
  
%% Efficiency calculations 
  
%Bandgap 1: emcore (dual junction) 
efficiency1 = 

sum(sce1.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15)/nano*deltaWavelength*micro/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
spectralPower1 = sce1.*filter1.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15/nano*deltaWavelength*micro; 
filteredEfficiency1 = sum(spectralPower1)/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
  
%Bandgap 2: silicon PERL 
efficiency2 = 

sum(sce2.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15)/nano*deltaWavelength*micro/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
spectralPower2 = sce2.*filter2.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15/nano*deltaWavelength*micro; 
filteredEfficiency2 = sum(spectralPower2)/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
  
%Bandgap 3: GaSb 
efficiency3 = 

sum(sce3.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15)/nano*deltaWavelength*micro/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
spectralPower3 = sce3.*filter3.*smarts.Irradiance.AM15/nano*deltaWavelength*micro; 
filteredEfficiency3 = sum(spectralPower3)/incidentIrradianceAM15; 
  
%System Computation Output 
spectralPower = [spectralPower1;spectralPower2;spectralPower3]; 
efficiency = [efficiency1;efficiency2;efficiency3]; 
filteredEfficiency = [filteredEfficiency1;filteredEfficiency2;filteredEfficiency3]; 
filters = [filter1;filter2;filter3]; 

 

A.4 Support Functions: 

 Support functions are called by the main IoBB function in order to compute necessary 

parameters. 
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A.4.1 ssFilterMaker: Ideal Spectral Filter 

Computes ideal (square) filter spectral response based on the amount of bandgaps and SCE 

crossings for optimized SSS efficiency. 

function [filters,idealFilterLimits] = 
ssFilterMaker(wavelength,deltaWavelength,bandgaps,sce,filterRise) 

  
%Determine bandgaps intersections for ideal filters: 
idealFilterLimits = [min(wavelength)-deltaWavelength;zeros(bandgaps-1,1);max(wavelength)]; 
%Find filter boundaries at efficiency decreasing points 
for indexBG = 2:bandgaps 
    for indexWavelength = 2:length(wavelength)-1 
        if sce(indexBG-1,indexWavelength-1) > sce(indexBG-1,indexWavelength+1) 
            if sce(indexBG,indexWavelength-1) < sce(indexBG,indexWavelength+1) 
                if sce(indexBG-1,indexWavelength+1) < sce(indexBG,indexWavelength+1) 
                    if sce(indexBG-1,indexWavelength-1) > sce(indexBG,indexWavelength-1) 
                        idealFilterLimits(indexBG) = wavelength(indexWavelength); 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
% Make the filters 
  
filters = zeros(bandgaps,length(wavelength)); 
  
  
for indexBG = 1:bandgaps 
    tempBW = idealFilterLimits(indexBG+1)-idealFilterLimits(indexBG)+deltaWavelength; 
    tempCentralWavelength = idealFilterLimits(indexBG)+deltaWavelength+tempBW/2; 
    filters(indexBG,:)=squareFilter(wavelength,tempCentralWavelength,tempBW,filterRise); 
    clear tempBW tempCentralWavelength; 
end 

 

A.4.2 Spectral Irradiance: SMARTS 

These functions drive NREL SMARTS[10] and format its output in order to compute the 

spectral irradiance necessary to perform spectral calculations in this work. 

A.4.2.1 SMARTSRun 

% smartsRun: function that runs the smartsAll function to get a AM1.5 standard spectrum 
% specified in the IOUT variable: 
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% IOUT (string) specifiying the desired spectrum output separated by space: 
    % 1 Extraterrestrial spectrum W m-2 
    % 2 Direct normal irradiance W m-2 
    % 3 Diffuse horizontal irradiance W m-2 
    % 4 Global horizontal irradiance W m-2 
    % 5 Direct horizontal irradiance W m-2 
    % 6 Direct tilted irradiance W m-2 
    % 7 Diffuse tilted irradiance W m-2 
    % 8 Global tilted irradiance W m-2 
    % 9 Experimental direct normal irradiance (with circumsolar) W m-2 
    % 10 Experimental diffuse horizontal irradiance W m-2 
    % 11 Circumsolar irradiance within radiometer field of view W m-2 
    % 12* Global tilted photon flux per wavelength cm-2 s-1 nm-1 
    % 13 Direct normal photon flux per wavelength cm-2 s-1 nm-1 
    % 14 Diffuse horizontal photon flux per wavelength cm-2 s-1 nm-1 
    % 15 Rayleigh transmittance — 
    % 16 Ozone transmittance — 
    % 17 Transmittance from all trace gases — 
    % 18 Water vapor transmittance — 
    % 19 Mixed gas transmittance — 
    % 20 Aerosol transmittance — 
    % 21 Beam radiation transmittance — 
    % 22 Rayleigh optical thickness — 
    % 23 Ozone optical thickness — 
    % 24 Optical thickness from all trace gases — 
    % 25 Water vapor optical thickness — 
    % 26 Mixed gas optical thickness — 
    % 27 Aerosol optical thickness — 
    % 28 Aerosol single scattering albedo — 
    % 29 Aerosol asymmetry factor — 
    % 30 Zonal surface reflectance — 
    % 31 Local ground reflectance — 
    % 32 Atmospheric reflectance — 
    % 33* Global foreground reflected irradiance on tilted surface W m-2 
    % 34* Upward hemispheric ground-reflected irradiance W m-2 
    % 35* Global horizontal photosynthetic photon flux ?mol m-2 s-1 nm-1 
    % 36* Direct normal photosynthetic photon flux ?mol m-2 s-1 nm-1 
    % 37* Diffuse horizontal photosynthetic photon flux ?mol m-2 s-1 nm-1 
    % 38* Global tilted photosynthetic photon flux ?mol m-2 s-1 nm-1 
    % 39* Spectral photonic energy eV 
    % 40* Global horizontal photon flux per eV cm-2 s-1 eV-1 
    % 41* Direct normal photon flux per eV cm-2 s-1 eV-1 
    % 42* Diffuse horizontal photon flux per eV cm-2 s-1 eV-1 
    % 43* Global tilted photon flux per eV cm-2 s-1 eV-1 
% output (double matrix) with (:,1) elements being wavelength in nm and 
%   (:,2) elements being the spectrum in the units as specified above. 
% status (string) with error string. 
  
function output = smartsRun(IOUT) 
  
%% Card 1: Comment 
CMNT = 'ASTMG173-03 (AM1.5 Standard)'; 
  
%% Card 2: ISPR is an option for site’s pressure. 
% ISPR = 0 to input SPR on Card 2a; 
% ISPR = 1 to input SPR, ALTIT and HEIGHT on Card 2a; 
% ISPR = 2 to input LATIT, ALTIT and HEIGHT on Card 2a. 
ISPR = '1'; 
  
% Card 2a (if ISPR = 0): SPR 
SPR = '1013.25'; %mbar 
  
% Card 2a (if ISPR = 1): SPR, ALTIT, HEIGHT 
% SPR: Surface pressure (mb). 
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% ALTIT: Site’s altitude, i.e., elevation of the ground surface above sea level (km); must be 
% ? 100 km. In case of a flying object, ALTIT refers to the ground surface below it. 
% HEIGHT: Height of the simulated object above the ground surface underneath (km); must be 
% ? 100 km (new input). 
% The total ALTIT + HEIGHT is the altitude of the simulated object above sea level and 
% must be ? 100 km. 
  
% Card 2a (if ISPR = 2): LATIT, ALTIT, HEIGHT 
% LATIT: Site’s latitude (decimal degrees, positive North, negative South); e.g., -17.533 for 
% Papeete, Tahiti. If LATIT is unknown, enter 45.0. 
% ALTIT: Site’s altitude, i.e., elevation of the ground surface above sea level (km); must be 
% ? 100 km. In case of a flying object, ALTIT refers to the ground surface below it. 
% HEIGHT: Height of the simulated object above the ground surface underneath (km); must be 
% ? 100 km (new input). 
% The total ALTIT + HEIGHT is the altitude of the simulated object above sea level and 
% must be ? 100 km. 
  
ALTIT = '0.805'; %km 
HEIGHT = '0'; 
LATIT = '32.'; %dec degs END WITH DOT 
  
%% Card 3: IATMOS is an option to select the proper default atmosphere 
% Its value can be either 0 or 1. 
% Set IATMOS = 0 to define a realistic (i.e., non-reference) atmosphere. Card 3a will then have 
to 
% provide TAIR, RH, SEASON, TDAY. 
% Set IATMOS = 1 to select one of 10 default reference atmospheres (i.e., for ideal conditions). 
The 
% shortened name of this atmosphere must be provided by ATMOS on Card 3a. 
  
IATMOS = '1'; 
  
% Card 3a (if IATMOS = 1): ATMOS 
% ATMOS is the name of the selected reference atmosphere; 4 characters max. This name can 
% be one of the following:  
% ‘USSA’ (U.S. Standard Atmosphere) ‘MLS’ (Mid-Latitude Summer)  
% ‘MLW’ (Mid-Latitude Winter) ‘SAS’ (Sub-Arctic Summer)  
% ‘SAW’ (Sub-Arctic Winter) ‘TRL’ (Tropical) ‘STS’ (Sub-Tropical Summer) 
% ‘STW’ (Sub-Tropical Winter) ‘AS’ (Arctic Summer) ‘AW’ (Arctic Winter) 
  
ATMOS = 'USSA'; 
  
% Card 3a(if IATMOS = 0): TAIR, RH, SEASON, TDAY. 
% RH: Relative humidity at site level (%). 
% SEASON: Can be either ‘WINTER’ or ‘SUMMER’, for calculation of precipitable water and 
% stratospheric temperature. If the true season is Fall, select WINTER. Select SUMMER if the 
% true season is Spring. SEASON slightly affects the ozone effective temperature and the 
% aerosol optical characteristics. 
% TAIR: Atmospheric temperature at site level (°C). Acceptable range: -120 < TAIR < 50. 
% TDAY: Average daily temperature at site level (°C). For a flying object (HEIGHT > 0), this 
% is a reference temperature for various calculations, therefore it is important to provide a 
% realistic value in this case in particular. Acceptable range: -120 < TDAY < 50. 
  
RH = ''; 
TAIR = ''; 
SEASON = ''; 
TDAY = ''; 
  
%% Card 4: IH2O is an option to select the correct water vapor data. All water vapor calculations 
involve 
% precipitable water, W. The following values of IH2O are possible: 
% 0, to input W on Card 4a; 
% 1, if W is to be defaulted to a value prescribed by the selected reference atmosphere and the 
site 
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% altitude (thus if IATMOS = 1 on Card 3). If IATMOS ? 1, USSA will be defaulted for this step. 
% 2, if W is to be calculated by the program from TAIR and RH (thus if IATMOS = 0 on Card 3). 
This 
% calculation is only approximate (particularly if HEIGHT > 0) and therefore this option is not 
% recommended. 
% If IATMOS = 0 is selected, then IH2O should be 0 or 2; IO3 and IGAS should be 0. 
% If IATMOS = 1 is selected, then IH2O, IO3, and IGAS may take any value. All user inputs 
% have precedence over the defaults. 
IH2O = '1'; 
  
% Card 4a: (if IH2O = 0): W is precipitable water above the site altitude 
% in units of cm, or equivalently, g/cm2; it must be ? 12. 
W = ''; 
  
%% Card 5: IO3 is an option to select the appropriate ozone abundance input. 
% IO3 = 0 to input IALT and AbO3 on Card 5a; 
% IO3 = 1 to use a default value for AbO3 according to the reference atmosphere selected by 
% IATMOS. If IATMOS ? 1, USSA will be defaulted for this calculation. 
% If IATMOS = 0 is selected, then IH2O should be 0 or 2; IO3 and IGAS should be 0. 
% If IATMOS = 1 is selected, then IH2O, IO3, and IGAS may take any value. All user inputs 
% have precedence over the defaults. 
  
IO3 = '1'; 
  
% Card 5a (if IO3 = 0): IALT, AbO3 
% IALT is an option to select the appropriate ozone column altitude correction. 
% IALT = 0 bypasses the altitude correction, so that the value of AbO3 on 
% Card 5a is used as is. IALT = 1 should be rather used if a vertical 
% profile correction needs to be applied (in case of an elevated site when 
% the value of AbO3 is known only at sea level).  
  
IALT = ''; 
AbO3 = ''; 
  
%% Card 6 IGAS is an option to define the correct conditions for gaseous absorption and 
atmospheric pollution.  
% IGAS = 0 if ILOAD on Card 6a is to be read so that extra gaseous absorption calculations 
% (corresponding to the gas load in the lower troposphere due to pollution—or absence thereof) 
can be 
% initiated; 
% IGAS =1 if all gas abundances (except carbon dioxide, ozone and water vapor—see Cards 4a, 5a, 
% and 7) are to be defaulted, using average vertical profiles. 
% If IATMOS = 0 is selected, then IH2O should be 0 or 2; IO3 and IGAS should be 0. 
% If IATMOS = 1 is selected, then IH2O, IO3, and IGAS may take any value. All user inputs 
% have precedence over the defaults. 
  
IGAS = '0'; 
  
% Card 6a  (if IGAS = 0): ILOAD is an option for tropospheric pollution, only used if IGAS = 0. 
% For ILOAD = 0, Card 6b will be read with the concentrations of 10 pollutants. 
% ILOAD = 1 selects default PRISTINE ATMOSPHERIC conditions, leading to slightly 
% reduced abundances of some gases compared to the initial default obtained with the selected 
% reference atmosphere. 
% Setting ILOAD to 2–4 will increase the concentration of the 10 pollutants to possibly 
% represent typical urban conditions: LIGHT POLLUTION (ILOAD = 2), MODERATE 
% POLLUTION (ILOAD = 3), and SEVERE POLLUTION (ILOAD = 4). 
  
ILOAD = '1'; 
  
% Card 6b (if IGAS = 0 and ILOAD = 0): ApCH2O, ApCH4, ApCO, ApHNO2, 
% ApHNO3, ApNO, ApNO2, ApNO3, ApO3, ApSO2 
% ApCH2O: Formaldehyde volumetric concentration in the assumed 1-km deep tropospheric 
% pollution layer (ppmv). 
% ApCH4: Methane volumetric concentration in the assumed 1-km deep tropospheric pollution 
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% layer (ppmv). 
% ApCO: Carbon monoxide volumetric concentration in the assumed 1-km deep tropospheric 
% pollution layer (ppmv), Card 6b. 
% ApHNO2: Nitrous acid volumetric concentration in the assumed 1-km deep tropospheric 
% pollution layer (ppmv). 
% ApHNO3: Nitric acid volumetric concentration in the assumed 1-km deep tropospheric 
% pollution layer (ppmv). 
% ApNO: Nitric oxide volumetric concentration in the assumed 1-km deep tropospheric 
% pollution layer (ppmv). 
% ApNO2: Nitrogen dioxide volumetric concentration in the assumed 1-km deep tropospheric 
% pollution layer (ppmv). 
% ApNO3: Nitrogen trioxide volumetric concentration in the assumed 1-km deep tropospheric 
% pollution layer (ppmv). 
% ApO3: Ozone volumetric concentration in the assumed 1-km deep tropospheric pollution 
% layer (ppmv). 
% ApSO2: Sulfur dioxide volumetric concentration in the assumed 1-km deep tropospheric 
% pollution layer (ppmv). 
  
ApCH2O = ''; 
ApCH4 = ''; 
ApCO = ''; 
ApHNO2 = ''; 
ApHNO3 = ''; 
ApNO = ''; 
ApNO2 = ''; 
ApNO3 = ''; 
ApO3 = ''; 
ApSO2 =''; 
  
%% Card 7 qCO2 carbon dioxide columnar volumetric concentration (ppmv). 
qCO2 = '0'; 
  
% Card 7a ISPCTR  
% is an option to select the proper extraterrestrial 
% spectrum. This option allows to choose one out of ten possible spectral 
% files (‘Spctrm_n.dat’, where n = 0–8 or n = U).   
% -1 ‘Spctrm_U.dat’ N/A User User 
% 0 ‘Spctrm_0.dat’ N/A Gueymard, 2004 (synthetic) 1366.10 
% 1 ‘Spctrm_1.dat’ N/A Gueymard, unpublished (synthetic) 1367.00 
% 2 ‘Spctrm_2.dat’ cebchkur MODTRAN, Cebula/Chance/Kurucz 1362.12 
% 3 ‘Spctrm_3.dat’ chkur MODTRAN, Chance/Kurucz 1359.75 
% 4 ‘Spctrm_4.dat’ newkur MODTRAN, New Kurucz 1368.00 
% 5 ‘Spctrm_5.dat’ oldkur MODTRAN, Old Kurucz 1373.16 
% 6 ‘Spctrm_6.dat’ thkur MODTRAN, Thuillier/Kurucz 1376.23 
% 7 ‘Spctrm_7.dat’ MODTRAN2 Wehrli/WRC/WMO, 1985 1367.00 
% 8 ‘Spctrm_8.dat’ N/A ASTM E490, 2000 (synthetic) 1366.10 
  
ISPCTR ='0'; 
  
%% Card 8: AEROS selects the aerosol model, with one of the following twelve possible choices: 
% ‘S&F_RURAL’, ‘S&F_URBAN’, ‘S&F_MARIT’, ‘S&F_TROPO’, These four choices 
% refer respectively to the Rural, Urban, Maritime and Tropospheric aerosol 
% models (Shettle and Fenn, 1979), which are humidity dependent and common with MODTRAN.  
% ‘SRA_CONTL’, ‘SRA_URBAN’, ‘SRA_MARIT’, These three choices refer 
% respectively to the Continental, Urban, and Maritime aerosol models of 
% the IAMAP preliminary standard atmosphere (IAMAP, 1986).  
% ‘B&D_C’, ‘B&D_C1’, These two choices refer respectively to the Braslau & 
% Dave aerosol type C and C1, themselves based on Deirmendjian’s Haze L model.  
% ‘DESERT_MIN’, ‘DESERT_MAX’ DESERT_MIN corresponds to background (normal) 
% conditions in desert areas, whereas DESERT_MAX corresponds to extremely 
% turbid conditions (sandstorms).   
% 'USER' Card 8a is then necessary to input user-supplied aerosol information. 
  
AEROS = 'S&F_TROPO';  
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% Card 8a:  
% if AEROS = ‘USER’: ALPHA1, ALPHA2, OMEGL, GG These 4 variables must represent broadband average 
values only! 
% ALPHA1: Average value of Ångström’s wavelength exponent ? for wavelengths < 500 nm 
% (generally between 0.0 and 2.6). 
% ALPHA2: Average value of Ångström’s wavelength exponent ? for wavelengths ? 500 nm 
% (generally between 0.0 and 2.6). 
% OMEGL: Aerosol single scattering albedo (generally between 0.6 and 1.0). 
% GG: Aerosol asymmetry parameter (generally between 0.5 and 0.9). 
ALPHA1 = ''; 
ALPHA2 = ''; 
OMEGL = ''; 
GG = ''; 
  
%% Card 9: ITURB is an option to select the correct turbidity data input. The different options 
are: 
% 0, to read TAU5 on Card 9a 
% 1, to read BETA on Card 9a 
% 2, to read BCHUEP on Card 9a 
% 3, to read RANGE on Card 9a 
% 4, to read VISI on Card 9a 
% 5, to read TAU550 on Card 9a (new option). 
  
ITURB = '0'; 
  
%Card 9a Turbidity value 
TAU5 = '0.00'; %if ITURB == 0 
BETA = ''; %if ITURB == 1 
BCHUEP = ''; %if ITURB == 2 
RANGE = ''; %if ITURB == 3 
VISI = ''; %if ITURB == 4 
TAU550 = ''; %if ITURB == 5 
  
%% Card 10: Far Field Albedo for backscattering 
IALBDX = '38'; 
  
                        % IALBX Code, Description File name(.DAT extension), Reflection, Type*, 
Spectral range(?m), Category* 
                        % -1 Fixed broadband albedo — L 0.28–4.0 U 
                        % 0 User-defined spectral reflectance Albedo L Userdefined 
                        % U 
                        % 1 User-defined spectral reflectance Albedo NL Userdefined 
                        % U 
                        % 2 Water or calm ocean (calculated) SP 0.28–4.0 W 
                        % 3 Fresh dry snow Snow NL 0.3–2.48 W 
                        % 4 Snow on a mountain neve Neve NL 0.45–1.65 W 
                        % 5 Basalt rock Basalt NL 0.3–2.48 S 
                        % 6 Dry sand Dry_sand NL 0.32–0.99 S 
                        % 7 Sand from White Sands, NM WiteSand NL 0.5–2.48 S 
                        % 8 Bare soil Soil NL 0.28–4.0 S 
                        % 9 Dry clay soil Dry_clay NL 0.5–2.48 S 
                        % 10 Wet clay soil Wet_clay NL 0.5–2.48 S 
                        % 11 Alfalfa Alfalfa NL 0.3–0.8 V 
                        % 12 Green grass Grass NL 0.3–1.19 V 
                        % 13 Perennial rye grass RyeGrass NL 0.44–2.28 V 
                        % 14 Alpine meadow Meadow1 NL 0.4–0.85 V 
                        % 15 Lush meadow Meadow2 NL 0.4–0.9 V 
                        % 16 Wheat crop Wheat NL 0.42–2.26 V 
                        % 17 Ponderosa pine tree PineTree NL 0.34–2.48 V 
                        % 18 Concrete slab Concrete NL 0.3–1.3 M 
                        % 19 Black loam BlckLoam NL 0.4–4.0 S 
                        % 20 Brown loam BrwnLoam NL 0.4–4.0 S 
                        % 21 Brown sand BrwnSand NL 0.4–4.0 S 
                        % 22 Conifer trees Conifers NL 0.302–4.0 V 
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                        % 23 Dark loam DarkLoam NL 0.46-4.0 S 
                        % 24 Dark sand DarkSand NL 0.4–4.0 S 
                        % 25 Decidous trees Decidous NL 0.302–4.0 V 
                        % 26 Dry grass (sod) DryGrass NL 0.38–4.0 V 
                        % 27 Dune sand DuneSand NL 0.4–4.0 S 
                        % 28 Fresh fine snow FineSnow NL 0.3–4.0 W 
                        % 29 Green rye grass (sod) GrnGrass NL 0.302–4.0 V 
                        % 30 Granular snow GrnlSnow NL 0.3–4.0 W 
                        % 31 Light clay LiteClay NL 0.4–4.0 S 
                        % 32 Light loam LiteLoam NL 0.431–4.0 S 
                        % 33 Light sand LiteSand NL 0.4–4.0 S 
                        % 34 Pale loam PaleLoam NL 0.4–4.0 S 
                        % 35 Sea water Seawater NL 2.079–4.0 W 
                        % 36 Solid ice SolidIce NL 0.3–4.0 W 
                        % 37 Dry soil Dry_Soil NL 0.28–4.0 S 
                        % 38 Light soil LiteSoil NL 0.28–4.0 S 
                        % 39 Old runway concrete RConcrte NL 0.3–4.0 M 
                        % 40 Terracota roofing clay tile RoofTile NL 0.3–4.0 M 
                        % 41 Red construction brick RedBrick NL 0.3–4.0 M 
                        % 42 Old runway asphalt Asphalt NL 0.3–4.0 M 
                        % 43 Tall green corn TallCorn NL 0.36-1.0 V 
                        % 18 
                        % 44 Sand & gravel SndGravl NL 0.45-1.04 S 
                        % 45 Fallow field Fallow NL 0.32-1.19 S 
                        % 46 Birch leaves Birch NL 0.36-2.48 V 
                        % 47 Wet sandy soil WetSSoil NL 0.48-2.48 S 
                        % 48 Gravel Gravel NL 0.32-1.3 S 
                        % 49 Wet red clay WetClay2 NL 0.52-2.48 S 
                        % 50 Wet silt WetSilt NL 0.52-2.48 S 
                        % 51 Dry long grass LngGrass NL 0.277-2.976 V 
                        % 52 Lawn grass (generic bluegrass) LwnGrass NL 0.305-2.944 V 
                        % 53 Deciduous oak tree leaves OakTree NL 0.35-2.5 V 
                        % 54 Pinion pinetree needles Pinion NL 0.301-2.592 V 
                        % 55 Melting snow (slush) MeltSnow NL 0.35-2.5 W 
                        % 56 Plywood sheet (new, pine, 4-ply) Plywood NL 0.35-2.5 M 
                        % 57 White vinyl plastic sheet, 0.15 mm WiteVinl NL 0.35-2.5 M 
                        % 58 Clear fiberglass greenhouse roofing FibrGlss NL 0.35-2.5 M 
                        % 59 Galvanized corrugated sheet metal, new ShtMetal NL 0.35-2.5 M 
                        % 60 Wetland vegetation canopy, Yellowstone Wetland NL 0.409-2.478 V 
                        % 61 Sagebrush canopy, Yellowstone SageBrsh NL 0.409-2.478 V 
                        % 62 Fir trees, Colorado FirTrees NL 0.353-2.592 V 
                        % 63 Coastal seawater, Pacific CSeaWatr NL 0.277-2.976 W 
                        % 64 Open ocean seawater, Atlantic OSeaWatr NL 0.277-2.976 W 
                        % 65 Grazing field (unfertilized) GrazingField NL 0.401-2.499 V 
                        % 66 Young Norway spruce tree (needles) Spruce NL 0.39-0.845 V 
                        % *KEY 
                        % L Lambertian 
                        % NL Non-Lambertian 
                        % SP Specular 
                        % M Manmade materials 
                        % S Soils and rocks 
                        % U User defined 
                        % V Vegetation 
                        % W Water, snow, or ice 
% Card 10a: 
RHOX = ''; 
                        % Zonal broadband Lambertian ground albedo (for backscattering 
calculations); must 
                        % be between 0 and 1. 
                         
% Card 10b: ITILT is an option for tilted surface calculations.  
%Select ITILT= 0 for no such calculation,  
%ITILT = 1 to initiate these calculations using information on Card 10c. 
ITILT = '1'; 
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% Card 10c: 
% IALBDG is identical to IALBDX (see Card 10) except that it relates to the foreground local 
% albedo seen by a tilted surface. The list of options is identical to that of IALBDG and thus 
% extends from –1 to 64 (new). 
% TILT: Tilt angle of the receiving surface (0 to 90 decimal deg.); e.g. 90.0 for a vertical 
% plane. Use -999 for a sun-tracking surface. 
% WAZIM: Surface azimuth (0 to 360 decimal deg.) counted clockwise from North; e.g., 270 
% deg. for a surface facing West. Use -999 for a sun-tracking surface. 
  
IALBDG = IALBDX; 
TILT = LATIT; 
WAZIM = '180.'; 
  
% Card 10d: 
    % RHOG: Local broadband Lambertian foreground albedo (for tilted plane calculations), Card 
    % 10d (if IALBDG = -1); usually between 0.05 and 0.90. 
    RHOG = ''; 
  
%% Card 11: Spectral range for all Calculations 
    WLMN = '280'; %Min wavelength 
    WLMX = '4000'; %Max wavelength 
    SUNCOR = '1.0';  
        %Correction factor for irradiance is a correction factor equal to the inverse squared 
actual radius vector, or true Sun-Earth 
        % distance; e.g., SUNCOR = 1.024. 
        % SUNCOR varies naturally between 0.966 and 1.034, adding 3.4% to the irradiance in 
January 
        % and reducing it by 3.4% in July. It is calculated by the program if the solar position 
is calculated 
        % from date & time, i.e., if IMASS = 3 on Card 17, thus overwriting the input SUNCOR 
value on 
        % Card 11. If solar position is directly input instead (IMASS = 3), SUNCOR should be set 
to 1.0 if 
        % the average extraterrestrial irradiance (or “solar constant”, see SOLARC) is to be 
used, or to any 
        % other number between 0.966 and 1.034 to correct it for distance if so desired. 
  
    SOLARC = '1367.0'; %Solar constant 
  
  
%% Card 12: Output results selection: 
% IPRT is an option to select the results to be printed on Files 16 and 17. Only broadband 
results are 
% output (to File 16) if IPRT = 0. Spectral results are added to File 16, 
% and Card 12a is read, if IPRT = 1. Spectral results are rather printed to 
% File 17 (in a spreadsheet-like format) if IPRT = 2. Finally, spectral 
% results are printed to both File 16 and 17 if IPRT = 3. Cards  
% 12b and 12c are read if IPRT = 2 or 3 (see IOTOT and IOUT). 
  
IPRT = '2'; 
  
% Card 12a: Min, Max and Step wavelength (nm) (Output can be different than 
% calculation... 
WPMN = WLMN; 
WPMX = WLMX; 
INTVL = '.5'; 
  
% Card 12b: Total number of output variables: 
%IOTOT = XXX; %This is determined with the input of this function 
  
% Card 12c: Variables to output selection  
%(space separated numbers 1-43 according to the table below: 
%IOUT = XXXXXXX; %This IS THE INPUT OF THIS FUNCTION. 
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%% Card 13: Circumsolar Calculation 
% ICIRC is an option controlling the calculation of circumsolar radiation, which is useful when 
% simulating any type of radiometer (spectral or broadband) equipped with a collimator. 
% ICIRC = 0 bypasses these calculations. 
% ICIRC = 1 indicates that a typical radiometer needs to be simulated. The geometry of its 
collimator 
% must then defined on Card 13a. 
  
ICIRC = '0'; 
  
%Card 13a (if ICIRC = 1): SLOPE, APERT, LIMIT 
SLOPE = ''; 
APERT = ''; 
LIMIT = ''; 
  
%% Card 14 Option for using the scanning/smoothing virtual filter of the postprocessor. 
% The smoothed results are output on a spreadsheet-ready file, File 18 (‘smarts295.scn.txt’). 
This postprocessor is 
% activated if ISCAN = 1, not if ISCAN = 0. Card 14a is read if ISCAN = 1. 
  
ISCAN = '0'; 
  
% Card 14a (if ISCAN = 1): IFILT, WV1, WV2, STEP, FWHM 
IFILT = ''; 
WV1 = ''; 
WV2 = ''; 
STEP = ''; 
FWHM = ''; 
  
%% Card 15 ILLUM: Option for illuminance, luminous efficacy and photosynthetically active 
radiation (PAR) 
% calculations. These calculations take place if ILLUM = -1, 1, -2 or 2, and are bypassed if 
ILLUM = 0. 
% With ILLUM = -1 or 1, illuminance calculations are based on the CIE photopic curve (or Vlambda 
% curve) of 1924, as supplied in File ‘VLambda.dat’. With ILLUM = -2 or 2, the same calculations 
are 
% done but the revised CIE photopic curve of 1988 is rather used (from File ‘VMLambda.dat’). Note 
% that selecting ILLUM = 1 or –1 will override WLMN and WLMX (see Card 11) so that calculations 
% are done between at least 360 and 830 nm. 
% Moreover, if ILLUM = 1 or 2, luminous efficacy calculations are added to the illuminance 
% calculations. This overrides the values of WLMN and WLMX on Card 11, and replaces them by 280 
% and 4000, respectively. 
  
ILLUM = '0'; 
  
%% Card  16: Option for special broadband UV calculations. Select IUV = 0 for no special UV 
calculation,  
% IUV = 1 to initiate such calculations. These include UVA, UVB, UV index, and 
% different action weighted irradiances of interest in photobiology. 
% Note that IUV = 1 overrides WLMN and WLMX so that calculations are done between at least 280 
% and 400 nm. The spectral results are also printed between at least 280 and 400 nm, irrespective 
of 
% the IPRT, WPMN, and WPMX values. 
  
IUV = '0'; 
  
%% Card 17: 
% Option for solar position and air mass calculations. Set IMASS to: 
% 0, if inputs are to be ZENIT, AZIM on Card 17a 
% 1, if inputs are to be ELEV, AZIM on Card 17a 
% 2, if input is to be AMASS on Card 17a 
% 3, if inputs are to be YEAR, MONTH, DAY, HOUR, LATIT, LONGIT, ZONE on Card 17a 
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% 4, if inputs are to be MONTH, LATIT, DSTEP on Card 17a (for a daily calculation). 
IMASS = '3'; 
  
% Card 17a: IMASS = 0 Zenith and azimuth 
ZENITH = ''; 
AZIM = ''; 
  
% Card 17a: IMASS = 1 Elevation and Azimuth 
ELEV = ''; 
  
% Card 17a: IMASS = 2 Input air mass directly 
AMASS = '1.5'; 
  
% Card 17a: IMASS = 3 Input date, time and coordinates 
YEAR = '2014'; 
MONTH = '3'; 
DAY = '12'; 
HOUR = '7'; 
%LATIT = '32.'; 
LONGIT = '-110.92'; 
ZONE = '-7'; 
  
% Card 17a: IMASS = 4 Input Moth, Latitude and DSTEP 
DSTEP = ''; 
  
output = smartsAll(CMNT, ISPR, SPR, ALTIT, HEIGHT, LATIT, IATMOS, ATMOS, RH, TAIR, SEASON, TDAY, 
IH2O, W, IO3, IALT, AbO3, IGAS, ILOAD, ApCH2O, ApCH4, ApCO, ApHNO2, ApHNO3, ApNO,ApNO2, ApNO3, 
ApO3, ApSO2, qCO2, ISPCTR, AEROS, ALPHA1, ALPHA2, OMEGL, GG, ITURB, TAU5, BETA, BCHUEP, RANGE, 
VISI, TAU550, IALBDX, RHOX, ITILT, IALBDG,TILT, WAZIM,  RHOG, WLMN, WLMX, SUNCOR, SOLARC, IPRT, 
WPMN, WPMX, INTVL, IOUT, ICIRC, SLOPE, APERT, LIMIT, ISCAN, IFILT, WV1, WV2, STEP, FWHM, 
ILLUM,IUV, IMASS, ZENITH, AZIM, ELEV, AMASS, YEAR, MONTH, DAY, HOUR, LONGIT, ZONE, DSTEP); 
 

A.4.2.2 SMARTSRunAll 

%data = smartsAll(CMNT, ISPR, SPR, ALTIT, HEIGHT, LATIT, IATMOS, ATMOS, RH, TAIR, SEASON, TDAY, 
IH2O, W, IO3, IALT, AbO3, IGAS, ILOAD, ApCH2O, ApCH4, ApCO, ApHNO2, ApHNO3, ApNO,ApNO2, ApNO3, 
ApO3, ApSO2, qCO2, ISPCTR, AEROS, ALPHA1, ALPHA2, OMEGL, GG, ITURB, TAU5, BETA, BCHUEP, RANGE, 
VISI, TAU550, IALBDX, RHOX, ITILT, IALBDG,TILT, WAZIM,  RHOG, WLMN, WLMX, SUNCOR, SOLARC, IPRT, 
WPMN, WPMX, INTVL, IOUT, ICIRC, SLOPE, APERT, LIMIT, ISCAN, IFILT, WV1, WV2, STEP, FWHM, 
ILLUM,IUV, IMASS, ZENITH, ELEV, AMASS, YEAR, MONTH, DAY, HOUR, LONGIT, ZONE, DSTEP)   
% SMARTS Control Function 
%  
%   Inputs: 
%       All variables are labeled according to the SMARTS 2.9.5 documentation. 
%       NOTICE THAT "IOTOT" is not an input variable of the function since is determined in the 
function  
%       by sizing the IOUT variable. 
%   Outputs: 
%       data, is a matrix containing the outputs with as many rows as  
%       wavelengths+1 (includes header) and as many columns as IOTOT+1 (column 1 is wavelengths)   
% 
% Juan Russo (c) 2011 
  
function data = smartsAll(CMNT, ISPR, SPR, ALTIT, HEIGHT, LATIT, IATMOS, ATMOS, RH, TAIR, SEASON, 
TDAY, IH2O, W, IO3, IALT, AbO3, IGAS, ILOAD, ApCH2O, ApCH4, ApCO, ApHNO2, ApHNO3, ApNO,ApNO2, 
ApNO3, ApO3, ApSO2, qCO2, ISPCTR, AEROS, ALPHA1, ALPHA2, OMEGL, GG, ITURB, TAU5, BETA, BCHUEP, 
RANGE, VISI, TAU550, IALBDX, RHOX, ITILT, IALBDG,TILT, WAZIM,  RHOG, WLMN, WLMX, SUNCOR, SOLARC, 
IPRT, WPMN, WPMX, INTVL, IOUT, ICIRC, SLOPE, APERT, LIMIT, ISCAN, IFILT, WV1, WV2, STEP, FWHM, 
ILLUM,IUV, IMASS, ZENITH, AZIM, ELEV, AMASS, YEAR, MONTH, DAY, HOUR, LONGIT, ZONE, DSTEP)  
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%% Init 
  
fclose('all'); 
delete('exchange.txt'); 
delete('smarts295.inp.txt'); 
delete('smarts295.out.txt'); 
delete('smarts295.ext.txt'); 
  
fid_input_file = fopen('smarts295.inp.txt','W');     
  
IOTOT = num2str(length(str2num(IOUT))); %IOTOT gets value from the amount of inputs selected. 
  
%% Card 1: Comment 
if length(CMNT)>62 
    CMNT = CMNT(1:62); 
end 
  
CMNT = cat(2,'''',CMNT,''''); 
CMNT = strrep(CMNT,' ','_'); 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',CMNT); 
%fprintf('%s\r\n',CMNT); 
  
%% Card 2: Site Pressure 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',ISPR); 
  
%%Card 2a: 
switch ISPR 
    case '0' %Just input pressure. 
    fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s',SPR); 
  
    case '1' %Input pressure, altitude and height. 
    fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s %s\r\n',SPR, ALTIT, HEIGHT); 
  
    case '2' %Input lat, alt and height 
    fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s %s\r\n',LATIT, ALTIT, HEIGHT); 
  
    otherwise 
        %Error 
         
end 
  
  
%% Card 3: Atmosphere model 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',IATMOS); 
  
%% Card 3a: 
switch IATMOS 
    case '0' %Input TAIR, RH, SEASON, TDAY 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s %s %s\r\n',TAIR, RH, SEASON, TDAY); 
         
    case '1' %Input reference atmosphere 
        ATMOS = cat(2,'''',ATMOS,''''); 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',ATMOS); 
end 
  
%% Card 4: Water vapor data 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',IH2O); 
  
%% Card 4a 
switch IH2O 
    case '0' 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',W); 
    case '1' 
        %The subcard 4a is skipped 
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end 
  
%% Card 5: Ozone abundance 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',IO3); 
  
%% Card 5a 
switch IO3 
    case '0' 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s\r\n',IALT, AbO3); 
    case '1' 
        %The subcard 5a is skipped and default values are used from selected  
        %reference atmosphere in Card 3.  
end 
  
%% Card 6: Gaseous absorption and atmospheric pollution 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n', IGAS); 
  
%% Card 6a:  Option for tropospheric pollution 
switch IGAS 
    case '0' 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n', ILOAD); 
         
        %% Card 6b: Concentration of Pollutants 
        switch ILOAD 
            case '0' 
                fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s \r\n', ApCH2O, ApCH4, ApCO, 
ApHNO2, ApHNO3, ApNO, ApNO2, ApNO3, ApO3, ApSO2); 
            case '1' 
                %The subcard 6b is skipped and values of PRISTINE 
                %ATMOSPHERIC conditions are assumed 
            case {'2', '3', '4'} 
                %The subcard 6b is skipped and value of ILOAD will be used 
                %as LIGHT POLLUTION (ILOAD = 2), MODERATE POLLUTION (ILOAD = 3),  
                %and SEVERE POLLUTION (ILOAD = 4). 
        end 
         
    case '1' 
        %The subcard 6a is skipped, and values are for default average 
        %profiles. 
end 
  
%% Card 7:  CO2 columnar volumetric concentration (ppmv) 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n', qCO2); 
  
%% Card 7a: Option of proper extraterrestrial spectrum 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n', ISPCTR); 
  
%% Card 8: Aerosol model selection out of twelve 
AEROS = cat(2,'''',AEROS,''''); 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',AEROS); 
  
%% Card 8a: If the aerosol model is 'USER' for user supplied information 
if strcmp(AEROS,'''USER''') 
    fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s %s %s\r\n',ALPHA1, ALPHA2, OMEGL, GG); 
else 
    %The subcard 8a is skipped 
end 
  
%% Card 9: Option to select turbidity model 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',ITURB); 
  
%% Card 9a 
switch ITURB 
    case '0' 
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        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',TAU5); 
    case '1' 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',BETA); 
    case '2' 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',BCHUEP); 
    case '3' 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',RANGE); 
    case '4' 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',VISI); 
    case '5' 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',TAU550); 
    otherwise 
        %Error: This card needs to be input 
end 
  
%% Card 10:  Select zonal albedo 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',IALBDX); 
  
%% Card 10a: Input fix broadband lambertial albedo RHOX 
if strcmp(IALBDX,'-1') 
    fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',RHOX); 
else 
    %The subcard 10a is skipped. 
end 
  
%% Card 10b: Tilted surface calculation flag 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',ITILT); 
  
%% Card 10c: Tilt surface calculation parameters 
if strcmp(ITILT,'1') 
    fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s %s\r\n',IALBDG, TILT, WAZIM); 
     
    %%Card 10d: If tilt calculations are performed and zonal albedo of 
    %%foreground. 
    if strcmp(IALBDG,'-1') 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',RHOG); 
    else 
        %The subcard is skipped 
    end 
end 
  
  
%% Card 11: Spectral ranges for calculations 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s %s %s\r\n',WLMN, WLMX, SUNCOR, SOLARC); 
  
%% Card 12: Output selection. 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',IPRT); 
  
%% Card 12a: For spectral results (IPRT >= 1)  
if str2double(IPRT)>=1 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s %s\r\n',WPMN, WPMX, INTVL); 
         
        %% Card 12b & Card 12c:  
        if str2double(IPRT) == 2 || str2double(IPRT) == 3 
            fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',IOTOT); 
            fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',IOUT); 
        else 
            %The subcards 12b and 12c are skipped. 
        end 
else 
    %The subcard 12a is skipped 
end 
  
%% Card 13: Circumsolar calculations 
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fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',ICIRC); 
  
%% Card 13a:  Simulated radiometer parameters 
if strcmp(ICIRC,'1') 
    fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s %s\r\n',SLOPE, APERT, LIMIT); 
else 
    %The subcard 13a is skipped since no circumsolar calculations or 
    %simulated radiometers have been requested. 
end 
  
%% Card 14:  Scanning/Smoothing virtual filter postprocessor 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',ISCAN); 
  
%% Card 14a:  Simulated radiometer parameters 
if strcmp(ISCAN,'1') 
    fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s %s %s %s\r\n',IFILT, WV1, WV2, STEP, FWHM); 
else 
    %The subcard 14a is skipped since no postprocessing is simulated. 
end     
  
%% Card 15: Illuminace, luminous efficacy and photosythetically active radiarion calculations 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',ILLUM); 
  
%% Card 16: Special broadband UV calculations 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',IUV); 
  
%% Card 17:  Option for solar position and air mass calculations 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',IMASS); 
  
%% Card 17a: Solar position parameters: 
switch IMASS 
    case '0' %Enter Zenith and Azimuth of the sun 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s\r\n',ZENITH, AZIM); 
    case '1' %Enter Elevation and Azimuth of the sun 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s\r\n',ELEV, AZIM); 
    case '2' %Enter air mass directly 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s\r\n',AMASS); 
    case '3' %Enter date, time and latitude 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s %s %s %s %s %s %s\r\n',YEAR, MONTH, DAY, HOUR, LATIT, LONGIT, 
ZONE); 
    case '4' %Enter date and time and step in min for a daily calculation. 
        fprintf(fid_input_file,'%s, %s, %s\r\n',MONTH, LATIT, DSTEP); 
end 
  
%% Input Finalization 
fprintf(fid_input_file,'\r\n'); 
fclose(fid_input_file); 
clear fid_input_file; 
  
%% Run SMARTS 2.9.5 
[~,~] =system('smarts295bat.exe'); 
% disp('Y\n'); 
% disp('\n'); 
  
%% Read SMARTS 2.9.5 Output File 
fid1 = fopen('smarts295.ext.txt'); 
fid2 = fopen('exchange.txt','W'); 
a = fgetl(fid1); %Discard first line of jibirish 
clear a; 
while(~feof(fid1)) 
    fprintf(fid2, '%s\r\n',fgetl(fid1)); 
end 
fclose(fid1);fclose(fid2); 
clear fid1 fid2; 
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data = load('exchange.txt'); 
data = [0,str2num(IOUT);data]; %Add headers (in numeric format following Card 13c table) 
  
return; 
  
end 
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APPENDIX B: GRATING-OVER-LENS SIMULATOR SCRIPT 

Script that drives RSOFT DiffracMOD by editing the computer aid draft file (extension *.IND) 

with the grating period, thickness, slant and chirping parameters. 

% gratingOverLensSimulator script 
% Construction and Parametric Reconstruction Simulation of Holographic Materials script 
%   This script uses kVectorClosure.m to calculate the grating parameters 
%   based on construction and material conditions.  Then uses 
%   generateRSoftIndckt.m to create RSoft IND circuit representing the 
%   graing and finally uses runRSoftParametricScan.m to simulate 
%   performance.  All operations are saved on disk.  Edit the script 
%   accordingly using MATLAB or text editor.  The parameters are described 
%   as follows: 
%     Simulation details:4 
%       simulationDescription = string with description. 
%       simulationFilesPrefix = string with file prefix to use. 
%  
%     RSoft Parameters: 
%       indcktParentFilePath = string with filepath to parent *.ind ckt. 
%       outputRoute = string with route where to output files from this script. 
%       innerParam = string with parameter to iterate in DFMOD. 
%       innerParamRange = double with [start,step,end] values for innerParameter.  
%       outerParam = string with parameter to iterate with MATLAB. 
%       outerParamValues = double vector with outerParam's values. 
%       defaultTimeOut =  iteration time out in mins 
%  
%     Construction Parameters 
%       constructionWavelength = double in um   
%       constructionAngle1 = double in degs following RSoft phi 
%       constructionAngle2 = double in degs following RSoft phi 
%       constructionIndex = double background_index in IND. 
%       constructionThickness = double length in IND. 
%       reconstructionAngle = double in degs following RSoft incident_angle 
%       reconstructionWavelength = double in um free_space_wavelength in IND 
%  
%     Processing parameters 
%       processingPeriodChirp = double period chirp. USE 1e-5 FOR 0. 
%       processingIndexChirp = double index_modulation chirp. USE 1e-5 FOR 0. 
%       processingIndexModulation = double default index_modulation. 
%    
%(c) Juan Russo 2014. 
  
%% Iteration Control (Create iterationFlag in driver script) 
if exist('iterationFlag','var') == 0 
    clear; 
    verboseStepbyStep = 0;  
    verboseFinal = 1; 
    IoBBDisplayDelay = 2; 
else 
    verboseStepbyStep = 0;  
    verboseFinal = 0; 
    IoBBDisplayDelay = 0; 
end 
  
close all; 
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fprintf('Construction and Parametric Reconstruction Simulation of Holographic Materials 
running...\n'); 
clc; 
  
%% PV Cell (Bandgap) Selection 
bandgaps = 10; %5 = InGaP_2-emcore/GaAs-Alta/Si-PERL/GaAs-NM 
  
  
%% RSoft Program Location Parameters: 
indcktParentFilePath = 'D:\Rsoft7\example\juan\Phase_Grating_Slanted_2014.ind'; 
outputRoute = 'D:\Juan\Documents\PSL\SOLAR\Spectrum Splitting\GoL\Simulation Data'; %where 
geometry folder will be and final table is compiled 
summaryTableFilename = 'GoL Diffraction IoBB Analysis Summary Table.tsv'; 
  
%% Grating Parameters 
%Desired grating: Reconstruction Parameters  
photomaterial = 'DCG'; 
incidentAngle = 0; 
if exist('reconstructionAngle1','var') == 0, reconstructionAngle1 = 4.25; end%5.8+1; %degs (to 
determine grating parameters and for incident_angle in IND) 
if exist('reconstructionAngle2','var') == 0, reconstructionAngle2 = 26.75; end %degs (to 
determine grating parameters) 
if exist('reconstructionWavelength','var') == 0, reconstructionWavelength = 1.01; end %um (to 
determine grating parameters and for free_space_wavelength in IND) 
if exist('thickness','var') == 0, thickness =19; end %um (length in IND) 
material = 'BK7'; 
  
% Reconstruction:K-vector Closure 
%Get dispersion expression (since analysis is broadband) 
[reconstructionIndex, dispersion, status] = refractiveIndex(material,reconstructionWavelength); 
%(Construction Index an background_index in IND) 
dispersion = strrep(dispersion, 'x', 'free_space_wavelength'); %dispersion expression 
for a = length(dispersion)+1:5 
    dispersion{a} = '0'; 
end 
clear a; 
  
%Perform kVector Closure for grating parameters 
reconstructionGeometry = [reconstructionAngle1 reconstructionAngle2]; %from input degs 
[kVector, period, period_vector, slant, kStatus] = 
kVectorClosure(reconstructionWavelength,reconstructionGeometry, [0 0], reconstructionIndex, 
'rsoft',0); 
status = [status 'kVectorClosure: [' kStatus '] | ']; 
  
%Post-Processing parameters 
processingIndexModulation = 0.0665; 
if exist('processingSwelling','var') == 0, processingSwelling = 0.25; end %MUST NOT BE 0, use 1e-
5 
processingSlantChirp = processingSwelling; %Assume chirp of slant (straightening of the slant 
angle) is the same as the swelling 
processingIndexChirpFactor = 0.45; %Since the chip of the index is much smaller than the 
swelling, define how much as in chirp = swelling/factor  
  
%% DE Analysis Parameters 
%Inner loop: runs in DFMOD 
innerParam = 'wavelength'; %or theta or phi. 
innerParamMin = 0.34; 
innerParamMax = 1.75; 
innerParamDelta = 0.01;  
innerParamRange =[innerParamMin,innerParamDelta,innerParamMax];  
  
%Outer loop: runs in runRSoftParametricScan 
if exist('outerParam','var') == 0 
    outerParam = 'index_modulation'; 
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    outerParamValues = [0.07 0.08];%*processingIndexModulation; 
end 
defaultTimeOut = 20; %Mins 
outerParamMin = min(outerParamValues); 
outerParamMax = max(outerParamValues); 
outerParamDelta = outerParamValues(2)-outerParamValues(1);  
  
  
%% File Operations   
%Simulation details, file and folder operations 
geometryFolderPrefix = [photomaterial '-', num2str(reconstructionAngle1),'-
',num2str(reconstructionAngle2),'-',num2str(reconstructionWavelength*1e3)]; 
  
switch outerParam 
    case 'index_modulation' 
        fixParamFolderPrefix = ['[' num2str(outerParamMin) ',' num2str(outerParamMax) ']-
',num2str(thickness),'-',num2str(processingSwelling*100), '%','-',num2str(incidentAngle)]; 
    case 'length' 
        fixParamFolderPrefix = [num2str(processingIndexModulation), '-[' num2str(outerParamMin) 
',' num2str(outerParamMax) ']', '-',num2str(processingSwelling*100), '%','-
',num2str(incidentAngle)]; 
    case 'processingIndexChirpFactor' 
        fixParamFolderPrefix = [num2str(processingIndexModulation),'-',num2str(thickness),'-[' 
num2str(outerParamMin) ',' num2str(outerParamMax) ']%','-',num2str(incidentAngle)]; 
    case 'incident_angle' 
        fixParamFolderPrefix = [num2str(processingIndexModulation),'-',num2str(thickness),'-
',num2str(processingSwelling*100), '%','-[' num2str(outerParamMin) ',' num2str(outerParamMax) 
']']; 
    case 'Period' 
        fixParamFolderPrefix = [num2str(processingIndexModulation),'-',num2str(thickness),'-
',num2str(period), 'um','-[' num2str(outerParamMin) ',' num2str(outerParamMax) ']','-
',num2str(incidentAngle)]; 
    case 'slant' 
        fixParamFolderPrefix = [num2str(processingIndexModulation),'-',num2str(thickness),'-
',num2str(period), 'um','-Slant[' num2str(outerParamMin) ',' num2str(outerParamMax) ']','-
',num2str(incidentAngle)]; 
    case 'slant_Chirp' 
        fixParamFolderPrefix = [num2str(processingIndexModulation),'-',num2str(thickness),'-
',num2str(period), 'um','-Slant Chirp[' num2str(outerParamMin) ',' num2str(outerParamMax) ']%','-
',num2str(incidentAngle)]; 
    otherwise 
        fprintf('ERROR: generating fixParamPrefix: Unknown outerParam \n'); 
        status = [status ' fixParamPrefix: Unknown outerParam ']; 
        break; 
end 
         
  
simulationFilesPrefix = ['DE-' innerParam(1:3) '-' outerParam]; 
  
simulationDescription = ['DCG grating for playback at: 
',num2str(reconstructionAngle1),'/',num2str(reconstructionAngle2),'degs|',num2str(reconstructionW
avelength),'um. Period: ',num2str(period), ... 
    'um, Slant: ' num2str(slant) 'degs, Index Modulation: ',num2str(processingIndexModulation) ' 
Thickness(length): ', num2str(thickness), ' um.  Processing Chirp: ' 
num2str(processingSwelling*100) '%.  Analysis is D.E. vs ', ... 
    innerParam '[' num2str(innerParamRange(1)) ',' num2str(innerParamRange(3)) ',' 
num2str(innerParamRange(2)) '(delta)] vs ' ... 
    outerParam '[' num2str(min(outerParamValues)) ',' num2str(max(outerParamValues)) ',' 
num2str(outerParamValues(2)-outerParamValues(1)) '(delta)].']; 
  
%Folder Operations 
geometryOutputRoute = [outputRoute '\' geometryFolderPrefix]; 
simulationOutputRoute = [geometryOutputRoute '\' fixParamFolderPrefix]; 
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if exist(geometryOutputRoute,'dir') ~= 7 %If the directory doesn't exist, create it 
    system(['md "' geometryOutputRoute '"']); %Make dir for output files. 
end 
oldRoute = cd(geometryOutputRoute); %Change to output directory for work   
  
%Edit ind file for geometry and recording 
editStatus = '1111111111111'; 
editStatus(1) = generateRSoftIndCkt(indcktParentFilePath,'temp1.ind','free_space_wavelength = 
',num2str(reconstructionWavelength)); 
editStatus(2) = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp1.ind','temp2.ind','incident_angle = 
',num2str(incidentAngle)); 
editStatus(3) = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp2.ind','temp3.ind','dispersion1 = ',dispersion{1}); 
editStatus(4) = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp3.ind','temp4.ind','dispersion2 = ',dispersion{2}); 
editStatus(5) = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp4.ind','temp5.ind','dispersion3 = ',dispersion{3}); 
editStatus(6) = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp5.ind','temp6.ind','dispersion4 = ',dispersion{4}); 
editStatus(7) = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp6.ind','temp61.ind','dispersion5 = ',dispersion{5}); 
editStatus(8) = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp61.ind','temp7.ind','length_Construction = 
',num2str(thickness)); 
editStatus(9) = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp7.ind','temp8.ind','Period = ',num2str(period)); 
editStatus(10) = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp8.ind','temp9.ind','slant = ',num2str(slant)); 
editStatus(11) = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp9.ind','temp10.ind','slant_Chirp = 
',num2str(processingSlantChirp)); 
editStatus(12) = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp10.ind','temp11.ind','index_Chirp_Factor = ', 
num2str(processingIndexChirpFactor)); 
editStatus(13) = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp11.ind',['base_' simulationFilesPrefix 
'.ind'],'index_modulation = ',num2str(processingIndexModulation)); 
  
if sum(editStatus ~= '1111111111111') ~= 0 
    fprintf('ERROR: generateRSoftIndCkt creating parent \n'); 
    status = [status 'generateRSoftIndCkt: [FAILED:' editStatus '].']; 
    break; 
end 
clear editStatus; 
status = [status 'generateRSoftIndCkt: [OK] | ']; 
indcktParentFilePath = ['base_' simulationFilesPrefix '.ind']; 
system('del temp*.ind'); %clean temporary files 
  
%% Run RSOFT with outer and inner loops: runRSoftParametricScan.m 
simulationDescription = [simulationFilesPrefix ': ' simulationDescription]; 
[runStatus,outputResultsFilePath] = runRSoftParametricScan(innerParam, innerParamRange, 
outerParam,outerParamValues, simulationFilesPrefix, simulationOutputRoute, indcktParentFilePath, 
defaultTimeOut, simulationDescription); 
status = [status 'runRSoftParametricScan: [' runStatus '].']; 
clear runStatus; 
%system('del base_*.ind'); %clean base file 
  
%Save sim settings to mat file: 
settingsPath = load(outputResultsFilePath,'outputRoute'); 
settingsPath = settingsPath(1).outputRoute; 
settingsFilePath = [settingsPath '\' simulationFilesPrefix '_Settings.mat']; 
simRoute = cd(settingsPath); 
save(settingsFilePath); 
  
fprintf('\nConstruction and Parametric Reconstruction Simulation of Holographic Materials 
finished with status: \n%s \n\n',status); 
  
%% Analysis and plotting 
  
%Ideal System performance 
cd(oldRoute) 
[ssIdealIoBB, ~, ~, ~] = IoBB(bandgaps, 1); %calculates Ideal IoBB (square filters) 
ssIoBB = zeros(1,length(outerParamValues)); %Init for IoBBs for the different gratings 
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%Analysis of grating data 
ssGratingAnalysisResult = peakAnalysisRSoftData(settingsFilePath,0); %Analysis of grating data 
  
%IoBB calculation for each grating 
for indexOuterParam = 1:length(outerParamValues) %determine how many spectra 
    ssFilter = [ssGratingAnalysisResult.innerParamValues'; 1-
ssGratingAnalysisResult.T0.values(indexOuterParam,:)]; 
    ssIoBB(indexOuterParam) = IoBB(bandgaps, 3,verboseStepbyStep,ssFilter); 
    plot(outerParamValues(1:indexOuterParam),ssIoBB(1:indexOuterParam)); 
    fprintf('\nResult %i/%i | IoBB=%f Waiting... 
',indexOuterParam,length(outerParamValues),ssIoBB(indexOuterParam)); 
    pause(IoBBDisplayDelay); 
end 
  
%Determine best IoBB of the bunch 
[ssIoBBMax, ssBestIoBBIndex]=max(ssIoBB); 
ssFilter = [ssGratingAnalysisResult.innerParamValues'; 1-
ssGratingAnalysisResult.T0.values(ssBestIoBBIndex,:)]; 
  
%Perform SS analysis 
[ssBestIoBB, ssSCE, ssSpectralPower, ssSectralPowerIncident] = IoBB(bandgaps, 3, 
verboseFinal,ssFilter); 
ssIdealOverlap = ssIoBB/ssIdealIoBB; 
ssIdealOverlapMax = max(ssIdealOverlap)*100; 
ssIoBBMax = ssIoBBMax*100; 
  
fprintf('\n\nBest IoBB = %f for %s = %f and is at %f%% of the ideal. 
\n\n',max(ssIoBB),outerParam,outerParamValues(ssBestIoBBIndex),max(ssIoBB)*100/ssIdealIoBB); 
%figure(2);plot(outerParamValues,ssIoBB/ssIdealIoBB); 
     
%Save Grating and SS Analysis results 
ssResultsFilePath = [settingsPath '\' simulationFilesPrefix '_ssResults.mat']; 
save(ssResultsFilePath,'-regexp','^ss'); 
  
%% End of analysis file operations: 
  
%Rename results folder to include overlap metric. 
cd(simRoute); 
oldSettingsPath = settingsPath; 
settingsPathSuffix = ['_O=' num2str(ssIdealOverlapMax,'%0.2f') '%']; 
folderIndex = 2; 
tempSuffix = ''; 
while exist([settingsPath settingsPathSuffix tempSuffix],'dir') == 7 %if the folder exists apend 
a number and check again (avoid overwritting) 
     tempSuffix = ['(' num2str(folderIndex) ')']; 
     folderIndex = folderIndex + 1; 
end 
settingsPathSuffix = [settingsPathSuffix tempSuffix]; 
settingsPath = [settingsPath settingsPathSuffix]; 
clear folderIndex; 
[~,~] = system(['md "' settingsPath '"']); % 
[~,~] = system(['move "' oldSettingsPath '\*.*" "' settingsPath '\"']); % 
[~,~] = system(['rd "' oldSettingsPath '"']); % 
clear oldSettingsPath tempSuffix; 
  
%Fix/change variables in mat files (change folders in mat files): 
settingsFilePath = [settingsPath '\' simulationFilesPrefix '_Settings.mat']; 
simulationOutputRoute = [simulationOutputRoute settingsPathSuffix]; 
outputResultsFilePath = strrep(outputResultsFilePath,['\' 
simulationFilesPrefix],[settingsPathSuffix '\' simulationFilesPrefix]); 
save(settingsFilePath, 'settingsFilePath','simulationOutputRoute','outputResultsFilePath','-
append'); 
ssResultsFilePath = strrep(ssResultsFilePath,['\' simulationFilesPrefix],[settingsPathSuffix '\' 
simulationFilesPrefix]); 
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save(ssResultsFilePath, 'ssResultsFilePath','-append'); 
outputFilePath = outputResultsFilePath; 
temp = outputRoute; 
outputRoute = settingsPath; 
save(outputResultsFilePath, 'outputFilePath', 'outputRoute' ,'-append'); 
outputRoute = temp; 
clear temp settingsPathSuffix; 
  
%% Append to summary table 
  
cd(outputRoute); 
%Make current paramenters in memory the optimum 
switch outerParam 
    case 'index_modulation' 
        processingIndexModulation = outerParamValues(ssBestIoBBIndex); 
    case 'length' 
        thickness = outerParamValues(ssBestIoBBIndex); 
    case 'expA' 
        processingSwelling = outerParamValues(ssBestIoBBIndex); 
    case 'incident_angle' 
        incident_angle = outerParamValues(ssBestIoBBIndex); 
    case 'Period' 
        period = outerParamValues(ssBestIoBBIndex); 
    case 'slant' 
        slant = outerParamValues(ssBestIoBBIndex); 
        interBeam = reconstructionAngle2-reconstructionAngle1; 
        reconstructionAngle1 = slant-interBeam/2; 
        reconstructionAngle2 = slant+interBeam/2; 
    case 'slant_Chirp' 
        processingSwelling = outerParamValues(ssBestIoBBIndex); 
        processingSlantChirp = processingSwelling; 
    otherwise 
        fprintf('ERROR: generating fixParamPrefix: Unknown outerParam \n'); 
        status = [status ' outerParam: Unknown outerParam ']; 
        break; 
end 
  
%Construction Parameters 
constWavelengths = [0.457,0.488,0.514,0.533,0.633,reconstructionWavelength]; 
constAngles1 = zeros(1,length(constWavelengths)); 
constAngles2 = zeros(1,length(constWavelengths)); 
constructionString = ''; 
  
for indexCW = 1:length(constWavelengths) 
    constIndex = refractiveIndex(material,constWavelengths(indexCW)); 
    [constAngles1(indexCW),constAngles2(indexCW), 
status1]=braggConstructionAngles(constWavelengths(indexCW), constIndex, period, slant); 
    constructionString = sprintf([constructionString 
sprintf([num2str(constWavelengths(indexCW)),'\t',num2str(constAngles1(indexCW)),'\t',num2str(cons
tAngles2(indexCW))]) '\t']); 
end 
status = [status 'braggConstructionAngles: [' status1 '] | ']; 
clear constIndex status1; 
  
%Header block 
dateString = datestr(now, 'yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM'); 
summaryTitle = 'Grating-Over-Lens Spectrum Splitting D.E./IoBB Analysis'; 
summarySubTitle = ['Started on: ' dateString ' Photonic Systems Lab/Electrical and Computer 
Eng./The University of Arizona (c) 2014 Juan Russo']; 
summaryHeader = sprintf('Date/Time\tPhoto Material\tAngle 1\tAngle 2\tCentral 
Wavelength\tModulation\tThickness\tChirp\tIncident Angle\tOverlap\tIoBB\tEquivalent 
Material\tdispersion expression\tSim. Innner Param.\tSim. Outer Param\t(re)Const. 
Wav.\t(re)Const. Angle1\t(re)Const. Angle2\t(re)Const. Wav.\t(re)Const. Angle1\t(re)Const. 
Angle2\t(re)Const. Wav.\t(re)Const. Angle1\t(re)Const. Angle2\t(re)Const. Wav.\t(re)Const. 
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Angle1\t(re)Const. Angle2\t(re)Const. Wav.\t(re)Const. Angle1\t(re)Const. Angle2\t(re)Const. 
Wav.\t(re)Const. Angle1\t(re)Const. Angle2'); 
summaryHeaderUnits = sprintf('GMT-
0800\tadim\tdegrees\tdegrees\tum\tadim\tum\t%%\tdegrees\t%%\t%%\tadim\tadim'); 
newFile = true; 
  
%Check for existance and size of table 
if exist(summaryTableFilename, 'file') %Check summary table if exists 
    %Determine file size: 
    newFile = false; 
    FileInfo = dir([pwd,'\', summaryTableFilename]); 
    FileSize = FileInfo.bytes; 
         
    if FileSize > 5*1024*1024 %Check file Size 
        filenameIndex = 2; 
        tempfilename = summaryTableFilename; 
  
        while exist(tempfilename,'dir') == 7 %change filename. 
        tempfilename = [tempfilename '_' num2str(filenameIndex)]; 
        filenameIndex = filenameIndex + 1; 
        end 
        summaryTableFilename = tempfilename; 
        clear tempfilename filenameIndex; 
        newFile = true; 
    end  
end 
clear FileInfo FileSize; 
  
%Open the table 
fid = fopen(summaryTableFilename,'A'); 
  
while fid == -1 
    fprintf('\n Close EXCEL and press any key to try again...'); 
    pause(); 
    fid = fopen(summaryTableFilename,'A'); 
end 
  
if newFile %If the file is new, add the header and titles. 
       fprintf(fid,'%s\r\n',summaryTitle); 
       fprintf(fid,'%s\r\n',summarySubTitle); 
       fprintf(fid,'%s\r\n',summaryHeader); 
       fprintf(fid,'%s\r\n',summaryHeaderUnits);        
end 
clear newFile; 
  
simInnerParamString = [innerParam '[' num2str(innerParamMin) ',d' num2str(innerParamDelta) ',' 
num2str(innerParamMax) ']']; 
simOuterParamString = [outerParam '[' num2str(outerParamMin) ',d' num2str(outerParamDelta) ',' 
num2str(outerParamMax) ']']; 
dispersionString = [dispersion{1} '+' dispersion{2} '+' dispersion{3} '+' dispersion{4} '+' 
dispersion{5}]; 
dispersionString = strrep(dispersionString, 'free_space_wavelength', 'lambda'); 
  
fprintf(fid,'%s\t%s\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\r\n',dateString,photo
material,reconstructionAngle1,reconstructionAngle2,reconstructionWavelength,processingIndexModula
tion,thickness,processingSwelling*100,incidentAngle,ssIdealOverlapMax,ssIoBBMax,material,dispersi
onString,simInnerParamString,simOuterParamString,constructionString); 
fclose(fid); 
cd(oldRoute); 
toc; 
%END 
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B.1 Generate RSOFT ind File Script (for Grating over Lens Script) 

This script uses the parameters calculated by the driver script of the previous section and 

generates the CAD file (extension *.IND) in a format suitable for RSOFT DiffracMOD. 

function [status] = 
generateRSoftIndCkt(parentRSoftIndCktFilePath,childRSoftIndCktFilePath,parameterName,parameterVal
ue) 
  
% generateRSoftIndCkt   edit an RSoft CAD *.ind ckt file  by replacing one parameter value. 
%   status = 
generateRSoftIndCkt(parentRSoftIndCktFilePath,childRSoftIndCktFilePath,parameterName,parameterVal
ue) 
%       parentRSoftIndCktFilePath (string) is the original ind ckt filepath  
%       childRSoftIndCktFilePath (string) is the edited ind ckt filepath 
%       parameterName (string) is the parameter which value is to be changed 
%       parameterValue (string) is the new value for parameter Value 
%       status (string) is returned with messages from the file operations (in case of error)  
%       OR a count of replacements made (0 is returned if the parameter was not found) 
% 
%   (c) Juan Russo 2012. 
  
[parent,message] = fopen(parentRSoftIndCktFilePath,'r'); 
if isempty(message) == 0 
    status = ['File operation error: OPENING PARENT.' message]; 
    return; 
end 
  
[child, message] = fopen(childRSoftIndCktFilePath, 'w'); 
if isempty(message) == 0 
    status = ['File operation error: OPENING CHILD. ' message]; 
    return; 
end 
  
  
editCounter = 0; 
while(~feof(parent)) 
    parentLine = sprintf('%s\r',fgetl(parent)); %Read line 
    parameterLine = regexp(parentLine,parameterName); %Determine if this is the parameter line. 
     
    if parameterLine == 1 
        fprintf(child,'%s%s\r\n',parameterName,parameterValue); 
        editCounter = editCounter + 1; 
    else 
        fprintf(child,'%s\n',parentLine); 
    end 
end 
  
message1 = fclose(parent); 
if message1 ~= 0  
    status = ['File operation error: CLOSING PARENT. ' message1]; 
    return; 
end 
  
message2 = fclose(child); 
if message2 ~= 0  
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    status = ['File operation error: CLOSING CHILD. ' message2]; 
    return; 
end 
  
status = num2str(editCounter); 

 

B.2 runRSOFTParametricScan Script (Part of Grating Over Lens Simulator 

Script) 

This script uses the file written to disk by the script in section B.1 (that has the desired grating 

parameters) and runs RSOFT DiffracMOD (dfmod.exe) using parallel processing to simulate the 

grating represented by the parameters in the CAD file (*.IND extension).  The script waits for 

dfmod.exe to finish and retrieves the result of the simulation for the driver script of Appendix B 

to process the result (using the IoBB script of Appendix A or compare it to an experimental result 

to determine experimental parameters). 

function [status, outputFilePath] = runRSoftParametricScan(innerParam,innerParamValues, 
outerParam,outerParamValues, prefix, outputRoute, indcktParentFilePath, maxIterationTime, 
description) 
% runRSoftParametricScan   run RSoft DiffracMOD and use native parametric scan function for a two 
(nested) parameter scan. 
%   status = runRSoftParametricScan(innerParam,innerParamValues, outerParam,outerParamValues, 
prefix, outputRoute, indcktParentFilePath, maxIterationTime, description) 
%   the inner parameter of the scan is iterated using dfmod's built it 
%   scan.  The outer parameter is iterated using MATLAB. 
% 
%   Input and output parameters: 
%   innerParam (string) inner parameter: 'wavelength', 'phi' (in plane 
%       angle of incidence) OR 'theta' (ortogonal to plane of incidence angle). 
%   innerParamValues (double) inner values to iterate  
%       in the form [min increment max] 
%   outerParam (string) input outer parameter.  LIMITED to variables  
%       *.ind ckt file. 
%   outerParamValues (double) outer values to iterate (single value or 
%       vector) 
%   prefix (string) filename (no extensions allowed). 
%   outputRoute (string) complete filepath for output files with prefix. 
%   indcktParentFilePath (string) complete filepath where the parent *.ind 
%       ckt is located.  (This file will be copied and stored with the 
%       output simulation files). 
%   maxIterationTime (int) in minutes, maximum amount that script will wait 
%       for dfmod to prevent infinite loops. 
%   description (string) documentation describing the simulation. 
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%   status (string) returns messages and errors. 
%   outputFilePath (string)  
%    
%   Input and output files: (in outputRoute route) 
%   indcktParentFilePathin *.ind file containing photonic ckt to simulate. 
%   This file is copied into the output directory for archiving with the 
%   output data. 
%   prefix.mat all processed data is saved in variables in the MATLAB 
%   enviroment.  The variables enviroment is saved in a *.mat file 
%   All output files from dfmod. 
% 
%   (c) Juan Russo 2014. 
clc; 
tic; %Start counting time 
  
%Padding odd range for parallel processing: 
totalIterations = length(outerParamValues); 
  
status = ''; 
if mod(totalIterations,2) == 1  
    if totalIterations == 1 
        status = '44 Duplicated with 1.1 variation | '; 
        outerParamValues = [outerParamValues 1.1*outerParamValues]; 
        totalIterations = totalIterations + 1; 
    else         
        delta = outerParamValues(totalIterations) - outerParamValues(totalIterations-1); 
        outerParamValues = [outerParamValues outerParamValues(totalIterations)+delta]; 
        totalIterations = totalIterations + 1; 
        status = '51 Padded | '; 
    end 
end 
  
%Check ind filename 
indcktFileName = [prefix '.ind']; 
if length(indcktFileName)-4 > 25 %Check filename is not too long 
    status = [status '49 ERROR:child *.ind filename is longer than 15 characters.'];  
    return; %Quit the script 
     
end   
  
%% File Operations 
  
%Make folder 
currentSize = 0; %Start counting space on disk. 
outputExt = '.dat'; % default extension of ' ' delimited files. 
% dateString = datestr(now, 'yyyy-mm-dd-HH_MM'); 
%outputRoute = [outputRoute '\' simulationSettingsValueLabel];% '-' dateString]; 
folderIndex = 2; 
tempRoute = outputRoute; 
  
while exist(tempRoute,'dir') == 7 %if the folder exists apend a number and check again (avoid 
overwritting) 
     tempRoute = [outputRoute '_' num2str(folderIndex)]; 
     folderIndex = folderIndex + 1; 
end 
outputRoute = tempRoute; 
clear tempRoute folderIndex; 
  
[sys1, ~] = system(['md "' outputRoute '"']); %Make dir for output files. 
[sys2, ~] = system(['move /Y "' indcktParentFilePath '" "' outputRoute '"']); %Move parent ckt to 
output route. 
  
if sys1 ~= 0 || sys2 ~= 0 
    status = [status '109 ERROR: OS Command error.']; 
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    return; 
end 
clear sys1 sys2; 
  
oldRoute = cd(outputRoute); %Change working directory and remember the old one. 
  
  
%Edit ckt file for inner parameter sweep in dfmod.exe and save in working 
%directory 
switch innerParam 
    case 'wavelength' 
        innerParamStatus1 = 
generateRSoftIndCkt(indcktParentFilePath,'temp1.ind','rcwa_output_option = ','2'); 
        innerParamStatus2 = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp1.ind','temp2.ind','rcwa_variation_max = 
',num2str(innerParamValues(3))); 
        innerParamStatus3 = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp2.ind','temp3.ind','rcwa_variation_min = 
',num2str(innerParamValues(1))); 
        innerParamStatus4 = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp3.ind',indcktFileName,'rcwa_variation_step = 
',num2str(innerParamValues(2))); 
    case 'phi' 
        innerParamStatus1 = 
generateRSoftIndCkt(indcktParentFilePath,'temp1.ind','rcwa_output_option = ','3'); 
        innerParamStatus2 = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp1.ind','temp2.ind','rcwa_variation_max = 
',num2str(innerParamValues(3))); 
        innerParamStatus3 = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp2.ind','temp3.ind','rcwa_variation_min = 
',num2str(innerParamValues(1))); 
        innerParamStatus4 = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp3.ind',indcktFileName,'rcwa_variation_step = 
',num2str(innerParamValues(2))); 
    case 'theta' 
        innerParamStatus1 = 
generateRSoftIndCkt(indcktParentFilePath,'temp1.ind','rcwa_output_option = ','4'); 
        innerParamStatus2 = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp1.ind','temp2.ind','rcwa_variation_max = 
',num2str(innerParamValues(3))); 
        innerParamStatus3 = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp2.ind','temp3.ind','rcwa_variation_min = 
',num2str(innerParamValues(1))); 
        innerParamStatus4 = generateRSoftIndCkt('temp3.ind',indcktFileName,'rcwa_variation_step = 
',num2str(innerParamValues(2))); 
    otherwise 
        status = [status '75 ERROR:Wrong inner parameter.']; 
        return; %Quit the script 
end 
  
if innerParamStatus1 ~= '1' && innerParamStatus2 ~= '1' && innerParamStatus3 ~= '1' && 
innerParamStatus4 ~= '1' 
    status = [status '80 ERROR: child ind file not edited correctly: ' innerParamStatus1 
innerParamStatus2 innerParamStatus3 innerParamStatus4 '.']; 
    return; 
else 
    status = [status '83 ind edit OK | ']; 
end 
  
systemp = system('del temp*.ind'); %clean temporary files 
if systemp ~= 0 
    status = [status 'Warning: temp INDs not deleted | ']; 
end 
clear systemp innerParamStatus1 innerParamStatus2 innerParamStatus3 innerParamStatus4; 
  
%Start iterations of simulation: 
for outerParameterIndex = 1:2:length(outerParamValues) 
    currentIterationStartTime = toc; %for progress display later. 
     
    %Inner parameter iteration (by DFMOD): 
         
    %Generate filepaths and input prefixes  
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    outputFilename1 = [prefix '-' num2str(outerParamValues(outerParameterIndex))];  
    outputFilename2 = [prefix '-' num2str(outerParamValues(outerParameterIndex+1))]; 
    outputFilePath1 = [outputRoute '\' outputFilename1 outputExt]; 
    outputFilePath2 = [outputRoute '\' outputFilename2 outputExt]; 
     
    %Check length of filename and path: DFMOD fails to run when is longer 
    %than 60 characters 
    if length(outputFilename1) > 60 || length(outputFilename2) >60 
        status = [status '124 ERROR:prefix+parameterName is longer than 60 characters | '];  
        return; 
    end 
     
    %Run dfmod.exe 
    system(['cmd.exe /C start /affinity 1 dfmod.exe -min ' indcktFileName ' wait=0 prefix=' 
outputFilename1 ' scan_prefix=' outputFilename1 ' scan_output=1 scan_variable=' outerParam ' ' 
outerParam '=' num2str(outerParamValues(outerParameterIndex))]); 
    system('ping 1.1.1.1 -n 1 -w 1000 > nul'); %forces pause 
    system(['cmd.exe /C start /affinity 2 dfmod.exe -min ' indcktFileName ' wait=0 prefix=' 
outputFilename2 ' scan_prefix=' outputFilename2 ' scan_output=1 scan_variable=' outerParam ' ' 
outerParam '=' num2str(outerParamValues(outerParameterIndex+1))]); 
    system('ping 1.1.1.1 -n 1 -w 100 > nul'); %forces pause 
    clear ans; 
    fprintf('Running: %s \nWaiting for DFMOD.EXE... Iteration(outer) %d/%d. \nStatus: 
%s',description, outerParameterIndex,totalIterations,status); 
  
    %Check if simulation is complete by checking existance 
    while 1>0 
        simulation1Done = exist(outputFilePath1, 'file'); 
        simulation2Done = exist(outputFilePath2, 'file'); 
        if simulation1Done == 2 && simulation2Done == 2 
            break; 
        end 
        pause(0.05); %Reduces CPU utilization 
        if toc-currentIterationStartTime > maxIterationTime*60  %Makes sure DFMOD doesn't take 
too long according to user input. 
            status = [status '145 ERROR:DFMOD.EXE is taking too long. | ']; 
            cd(oldRoute); 
            return; %Quit the script 
        end 
    end 
    clear simulation1Done simulation2Done; 
     
    %Import ASCII file to temporary Structure Arrays 
    outputFileData1 = importdata(outputFilePath1, ' '); 
    outputFileData2 = importdata(outputFilePath2, ' '); 
     
     
    %Extract inner parameter values and label from *.dat file 
     
    if outerParameterIndex == 1 
        eval([outputFileData1.colheaders{1} '= outputFileData1.data(:,1)']); 
        eval([outputFileData1.colheaders{1} '_range' '=innerParamValues']); 
        outputParamLabels = outputFileData1.colheaders; 
        clear innerParamValues; 
    else 
        %Check for scan consistency 
        sameInnerLabel = eval(['exist(''' outputFileData1.colheaders{1} ''')']); % = 1 if the 
same parameter is being swept. 
        sameInnerValues = eval([outputFileData1.colheaders{1} '==outputFileData1.data(:,1)']); % 
returns a vector of 1s if the axis is the same as before 
         
        if min([sameInnerLabel;sameInnerValues]) == 0 
            status = [status '170 ERROR:inner parameter label or values not consistent.'];  
            return; 
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        end 
          
    end 
     
    %Extract output parameters and labels 
    if outerParameterIndex == 1 %Initialize matrix 
        for labelIndex = 2:length(outputFileData1.colheaders) 
            label = outputFileData1.colheaders{labelIndex}; 
            label = strrep(label, '-', '_'); 
            label = [label(length(label)) label(1:length(label)-1)]; 
            outputParamLabels{labelIndex} = label; 
            eval([label '=[outputFileData1.data(:,' num2str(labelIndex) ') 
outputFileData2.data(:,' num2str(labelIndex) ')]']);    
        end 
    else 
        %Accumulate into matrix 
        for labelIndex = 2:length(outputFileData1.colheaders) 
            if exist(label,'var') == 0 
                status = [status '189 ERROR:outer parameter label or values not consistent.'];  
                return; 
            end 
             
            label = outputFileData1.colheaders{labelIndex}; 
            label = strrep(label, '-', '_'); 
            label = [label(length(label)) label(1:length(label)-1)]; 
            eval([label '= [' label ' outputFileData1.data(:,' num2str(labelIndex) ') 
outputFileData2.data(:,' num2str(labelIndex) ')];']);             
        end 
   end 
   % clear outputFileData1 outputFileData2; 
     
    %Display progress, size, time, etc. 
    iterationTime = toc - currentIterationStartTime; 
    outputFile1Attributes = dir(outputFilePath1); 
    outputFile2Attributes = dir(outputFilePath2); 
     
    currentSize = currentSize + outputFile1Attributes.bytes + outputFile2Attributes.bytes; 
    percentComplete = (outerParameterIndex+1)/(length(outerParamValues))*100; 
    timetoComplete = iterationTime/2*(length(outerParamValues)-outerParameterIndex)*(1-
percentComplete/100); 
    clc; 
    fprintf('%1.2f%% Completed, %1.3f mins. of computation time remaining. \nSize on disk: %1.2f 
of %1.2f KB  
\n\n',percentComplete,timetoComplete/60,currentSize/1024,currentSize/1024/(percentComplete/100)); 
     
    clear iterationTime a percentComplete outputFile1Attributes outputFile2Attributes 
timetoComplete; 
      
end 
  
%Evaluate and rename parameters for archiving 
  
eval([outerParam '= outerParamValues;']); 
  
%Clean workspace up 
clear delta currentIterationStartTime dfmodRoute indcktRoute outputExt parameterIndex 
maxIterationTime; 
clear outputFileData1 outputFileData2 outputFilename1 outputFilename2 outputFilePath1 
outputFilePath2 totalIterations; 
clear label labelIndex sameInnerLabel sameInnerValues; 
outputFilePath = [outputRoute '\' prefix '_Results.mat']; 
  
status = [status 'Elapsed time: ' num2str(toc/60) ' mins, Space on disk: ' 
num2str(currentSize/1024) ' KB. | Done OK.']; 
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save([prefix '_Results.mat']); 
clear Currentsize; 
cd(oldRoute) 
  
return; 

APPENDIX C: HOLOGRAPHIC ABERRATION COMPENSATION SCRIPTS 

This collection of scripts simulate the holographic aberration compensation (HAC) in the 

grating over lens (GoL) spectrum splitting system (SSS). 

C.1 aberrationAnalysisHAC: Main Driver Script 

The HAC driver script first performs a construction operation (Figure 36 (a) highlighted in 

red) to obtain the K-vector matrix (Figure 39 (a) and (b)).  Second, the script performs a 

reconstruction operation, corresponding to solar illumination in a 0.35-1.2m wavelength range.  

Last, the script computes for the 0th and the 1th diffracted order: 

 Ray fans (ray errors) 

 Centroid Position 

 RMS Spot Size 

 Encircled energy vs radius from centroid  

 Spot diagram 

 Plots: 

o 3D models of construction and reconstruction geometries 

o K-Vector Matrix 
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Ray tracing was performed using Optometrika [36], a Fresnel and Snell Laws ray based ray tracing 

package for MATLAB 8.4 and higher. 

% HAC Aberration Analysis 
  
%% Init 
%clc; 
fprintf('\nHAC Aberration Analysis'); 
close all; 
tic; 
  
%% Constants 
nano = 1e-9; 
  
%% Control Variables 
%Iteration Control Notes 
% Variables marked with %%ITERATION on the right and the IF sentence should 
% preserve the iteration value. User aberrationAnalysisDriverHAC for iterations. 
  
%Steps, Divisions, Iterative steps and points of interest 
nPupilSteps = 30; %# of Positions Along Xp and Yp to sample 
nPolarSteps = 5; % Degrees of each step for polar sources 
encQRadiiDivs = 200; 
encQInterestPoints = [0.5 0.7 0.9 0.95 0.99]; 
radiiInterestPoints = [2 sqrt(2)]; %in mm 
  
%Ray Numbers 
if exist('nRaysforConstruction','var') == 0, nRaysforConstruction = 20000; end %%ITERATION 
CONTROL 
nDisplayRays = 500; 
nQuiverRays = 2000; 
if exist('nRaysCummulativeEnergy','var') == 0, nRaysCummulativeEnergy = 10000; end %%ITERATION 
CONTROL 
nRaysSpotDiagram = 500; 
  
%Plotting Options 
if exist('plottingSelection','var') == 0, plottingSelection = 1; end %%ITERATION %0 turns all 
plotting OFF  
deltaPlot  = 20; 
spotPattern = 'hexagonal'; 
screenSelection = [1920*0+50 30]; %Laptop LCD = [75 0], attached LCD to the right = [25+1920 300] 
figurePositionRow1 = [screenSelection(1) screenSelection(2)+595]; 
figurePositionRow2 = screenSelection - [0 deltaPlot]; 
  
%% Geometry Definitions 
%Construction 
if exist('constructionWavelength','var') == 0, constructionWavelength = 533; end %%ITERATION 
if exist('constructionGeometry', 'var') == 0, constructionGeometry = 'point sources (conic)'; end 
%%ITERATION 
  
%Reconstruction 
sourcePos = [0 0 0]; 
sourceDir = [1 0 0]; 
sourceDia = 45;%25.4*1.5; 
  
if exist('reconstructionWavelength','var') == 0, reconstructionWavelength = 1000; end %ITERATION 
%in nanometers 
sourceColor = spectrumRGB(reconstructionWavelength); 
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%% Construction 
fprintf('\nComputing K vector: '); 
warningSeparation = 0.01*sourceDia; %Determines if the rounding error of the K vector is too high 
if exist('K','var') ~= 0 %Reuses K to avoid unnecessary computation. 
    if strcmp(constructionGeometry,K.constructionGeometry) ~= 1 || nRaysforConstruction < K.nRays 
|| constructionWavelength ~= K.constructionWavelength %Checks the recycled K has the same 
geometry. 
        K = 
constructionHAC(constructionGeometry,constructionWavelength,nRaysforConstruction,warningSeparatio
n);close all; % Function takes care of geometry. 
    else 
        fprintf('SKIPPED: No need to recalc.  K-vector in memory is appropriate for re-use.'); 
    end 
else 
    K = 
constructionHAC(constructionGeometry,constructionWavelength,nRaysforConstruction,warningSeparatio
n);close all; % Function takes care of geometry. 
end 
  
%% Reconstruction Geometry 
reconstructionGeometry = strfind(constructionGeometry,'conic'); 
if isempty(reconstructionGeometry) %Reconstruction will always be planar, but conic? 
    reconstructionGeometry = 'planar'; 
else 
    reconstructionGeometry = 'planar (conic)'; 
end 
  
[bench, ~, ~, raySetNumH] = geometriesForHAC(reconstructionGeometry,reconstructionWavelength,1); 
%Setups geometry, bench (lenses) and number of H plane surface ... discard rays. 
onAxisImageSurfaceNum = length(bench.elem)-1; %Surface number in bench of the on Axis image 
offAxisImageSurfaceNum = length(bench.elem); %Surface number in bench of the off Axis image 
sourceRays = Rays( nDisplayRays, 'collimated', sourcePos, sourceDir, sourceDia, 
'hexagonal','air',reconstructionWavelength*nano,sourceColor); % Place holder ray class object 
  
% Display bench and diffracted rays 
if plottingSelection == 1 
     
    %Display the construction geometry 
    fprintf('\nDisplay Geometry: '); 
    fig = figure('name','Construction Geometry and Rays'); 
constructionHAC(constructionGeometry,constructionWavelength,nQuiverRays,warningSeparation); 
    [X,Y,V] = colorMapHAC(K.r(:,2),K.r(:,3),-atand(K.kVector(:,3)./K.kVector(:,2)),200); 
    subplot(2,2,2);hold on; contourf(X,Y,V,'EdgeColor','none'); colormap('Jet'); 
    figSize2 = [650 500]; set(fig, 'Position', [figurePositionRow2 figSize2]); 
     
    figurePositionRow2 = figurePositionRow2 + [figSize2(1) 0] + [deltaPlot 0]; figSize2 = [300 
500];  
    [X,Y,V] = colorMapHAC(K.r(:,2),K.r(:,3),K.period*1e6,200); 
    fig = figure('name','Period/Slant vs Pupil'); subplot(2,1,1); 
surfc(X,Y,V,'EdgeColor','none');title('Period');xlabel('x_p (mm)');ylabel('y_p 
(mm)');zlabel('Period (um)'); 
    [X,Y,V] = colorMapHAC(K.r(:,2),K.r(:,3),K.slant,200); 
    subplot(2,1,2); surfc(X,Y,V,'EdgeColor','none');title('Slant');xlabel('x_p (mm)');ylabel('y_p 
(mm)');zlabel('Slant (degs of Z axis)'); 
    set(fig, 'Position', [figurePositionRow2 figSize2]); 
     
    %Display operation 
    displayIncidentRays = bench.trace( sourceRays ); %Trace source rays incident on H plane 
(surfaceNumH) 
    [displayDiffractedOffAxisRay,displayZerothOrderOffAxisRay,~] = 
reconstructionHAC(K,displayIncidentRays(raySetNumH),nDisplayRays);  %K-vector closure 
    displayThruOnAxis = bench.trace( displayZerothOrderOffAxisRay ); %Trace 0th order rays 
    displayThruOffAxis = bench.trace( displayDiffractedOffAxisRay ); %Trace diffracted order rays 
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    fig = figure('name','Reconstruction Geometry'); bench.draw( displayThruOnAxis, 'lines' );  
%Draw traced 0th order rays 
    hold on; bench.draw( displayThruOffAxis, 'lines' ); %Draw traced diffracted rays 
    figSize1 = [300 300];  
    set(fig, 'Position', [figurePositionRow1 figSize1]); 
    clear fig displayIncidentRays displayDiffractedOffAxisRay displayZerothOrderOffAxisRay 
displayThruOnAxis displayThruOffAxis X Y V; 
end 
  
clear nRaysforConstruction nDisplayRays sourceRays nQuiverRays;  
  
%% Ray Fans 
if plottingSelection == 1 %Only used if plotting 
    rayFanStepsPupil = nPupilSteps; 
    fprintf('\nComputing Ray Fans: '); 
    figurePositionRow1 = figurePositionRow1 + [figSize1(1) 0] + [deltaPlot 0]; figSize1 = [600 
300]; 
elseif plottingSelection == 0; 
    rayFanStepsPupil = 5; 
    fprintf('\nComputing Ray Fans: (Only reference points)'); 
    figurePositionRow1 = [0 0]; figSize1 = [0 0]; 
end 
crossedHairsSource = 
polarSource(sourcePos,sourceDia,sourceDir,'air',reconstructionWavelength,sourceColor,90,rayFanSte
psPupil); %Polar Source for Ray Fans 
crossedHairsSourceIncident = bench.trace( crossedHairsSource ); 
[crossHairsDiffracted,crossedHairsTransmitted,~] = 
reconstructionHAC(K,crossedHairsSourceIncident(raySetNumH),warningSeparation); 
  
[~, ~, OnAxisRefPoint, ~] = rayFansHAC(crossedHairsTransmitted, bench, 
onAxisImageSurfaceNum,[figurePositionRow1 figSize1]); 
[~, ~, OffAxisRefPoint, ~] = rayFansHAC(crossHairsDiffracted, bench, 
offAxisImageSurfaceNum,plottingSelection*[1 1 1 1]); 
  
clear crossedHairsSource crossedHairsSourceIncident crossHairsDiffracted crossedHairsTransmitted 
rayFanStepsPupil; 
  
%% Encircled Energy 
fprintf('\nComputing Encircled Energy: '); 
encQSource = Rays( nRaysCummulativeEnergy, 'collimated', sourcePos, sourceDir, sourceDia, 
'hexagonal','air',reconstructionWavelength*nano,sourceColor); %ACADEMIC REF FOR HEXAGONAL PATTERN 
SELECTION 
encQRays =  bench.trace(encQSource); 
[encQRaysDiffracted,encQRaysTransmitted,reconstructionPosError] = 
reconstructionHAC(K,encQRays(raySetNumH),warningSeparation); 
  
[onAxisRMSRadius,onAxisCentroid,onAxisEncQSpots] = 
spotDiagramHAC(encQRaysTransmitted,bench,OnAxisRefPoint,onAxisImageSurfaceNum,[0 0 0 0]); 
[offAxisRMSRadius,offAxisCentroid,offAxisEncQSpots] = 
spotDiagramHAC(encQRaysDiffracted,bench,OffAxisRefPoint,offAxisImageSurfaceNum,[0 0 0 0]); 
  
% Adds RMS spot size to radii of interest 
if exist('radiiInterestPoints','var') 
    onAxisradiiInterestPoints = [sqrt(onAxisRMSRadius(2)^2+onAxisRMSRadius(3)^2) 
radiiInterestPoints]; 
    offAxisradiiInterestPoints = [sqrt(offAxisRMSRadius(2)^2+offAxisRMSRadius(3)^2) 
radiiInterestPoints]; 
else 
    onAxisradiiInterestPoints = sqrt(onAxisRMSRadius(2)^2+onAxisRMSRadius(3)^2); 
    offAxisradiiInterestPoints = sqrt(offAxisRMSRadius(2)^2+offAxisRMSRadius(3)^2); 
end 
  
figurePositionRow1 = figurePositionRow1 + [figSize1(1) 0] + [deltaPlot 0]; figSize1 = [400 300]; 
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[onAxisSpotRadii, onAxisEncQ, onAxisInterestRadii, onAxisInterestEncQ] = 
encircledQ(onAxisEncQSpots, onAxisCentroid, encQRadiiDivs, encQInterestPoints, 
onAxisradiiInterestPoints, [figurePositionRow1 figSize1]); 
figurePositionRow1 = figurePositionRow1 + [figSize1(1) 0] + [deltaPlot 0]; figSize1 = [400 300]; 
[offAxisSpotRadii, offAxisEncQ, offAxisInterestRadii, offAxisInterestEncQ] = 
encircledQ(offAxisEncQSpots, offAxisCentroid, encQRadiiDivs, encQInterestPoints, 
onAxisradiiInterestPoints, [figurePositionRow1 figSize1]); 
  
%Plot Errors: 
if plottingSelection == 1 
    figurePositionRow2 = figurePositionRow2 + [figSize2(1) 0] + [deltaPlot 0]; figSize2 = [300 
500];  
    [X,Y,V] = colorMapHAC(K.r(:,2),K.r(:,3),K.posError,200); 
    fig = figure('name','K-vector Errors vs Pupil'); subplot(2,1,1); 
surfc(X,Y,V,'EdgeColor','none');title('Construction Pos. Error');xlabel('x_p (mm)');ylabel('y_p 
(mm)');zlabel('Pos. Error (mm)'); 
    [X,Y,V] = 
colorMapHAC(encQRaysDiffracted.r(:,2),encQRaysDiffracted.r(:,3),reconstructionPosError,200); 
    subplot(2,1,2); surfc(X,Y,V,'EdgeColor','none');title('Reconstruction Pos. 
Error');xlabel('x_p (mm)');ylabel('y_p (mm)');zlabel('Pos. Error (mm)'); 
    set(fig, 'Position', [figurePositionRow2 figSize2]); 
    clear X Y V fig; 
end 
  
clear fig X Y V encQSource encQRays encQRaysDiffracted encQRaysTransmitted offAxisEncQSpots 
onAxisEncQSpots figurePosition nRaysCummulativeEnergy; 
    
%% Spot Diagram 
if plottingSelection == 1 
    fprintf('\nComputing Spot Diagram: '); 
    switch spotPattern %Generate spotDiagramSource 
        case 'polar' 
            spotDiagramSource = 
polarSource(sourcePos,sourceDia,sourceDir,'air',reconstructionWavelength,sourceColor,nPolarSteps,
nPupilSteps); fprintf('Polar'); 
        case 'hexagonal' 
            nRaysSpotDiagram = max([nRaysSpotDiagram,360/nPolarSteps*nPupilSteps]); 
fprintf('Hexagonal'); 
            spotDiagramSource = Rays( nRaysSpotDiagram, 'collimated', sourcePos, sourceDir, 
sourceDia, 'hexagonal','air',reconstructionWavelength*nano,sourceColor); 
        case 'random' 
            nRaysSpotDiagram = max([nRaysSpotDiagram,360/nPolarSteps*nPupilSteps]); 
fprintf('Random'); 
            spotDiagramSource = Rays( nRaysSpotDiagram, 'collimated', sourcePos, sourceDir, 
sourceDia, 'random','air',reconstructionWavelength*nano,sourceColor); 
    end 
  
    spotDiagramSource = bench.trace( spotDiagramSource ); %Trace source rays incident on H plane 
(surfaceNumH) 
    [spotDiagramDiffractedSource,spotDiagramTransmittedSource,~] = 
reconstructionHAC(K,spotDiagramSource(raySetNumH),warningSeparation);  %K-vector closure 
  
    figurePositionRow2 = figurePositionRow2 + [figSize2(1) 0] + [deltaPlot 0]; figSize2 = [400 
500]; 
    
spotDiagramHAC(spotDiagramTransmittedSource,bench,OnAxisRefPoint,onAxisImageSurfaceNum,[figurePos
itionRow2 figSize2]); 
    
spotDiagramHAC(spotDiagramDiffractedSource,bench,OffAxisRefPoint,onAxisImageSurfaceNum,plottingSe
lection*[1 1 1 1]); 
    clear spotDiagramSource nRaysSpotDiagram spotDiagramDiffractedSource 
spotDiagramTransmittedSource figurePosition spotPattern nPolarSteps nPupilSteps; 
    pause(0.2); 
end 
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%% Workspace Clean-up 
clear nano surfaceNumH raySetNumH offAxisImageSurfaceNum onAxisImageSurfaceNum plottingSelection 
screenSelection sourceColor warningSeparation;  
clear sourceDia sourceDir sourceI sourcePos radiiInterestPoints; 
clear figSize1 figSize2 figurePositionRow1 figurePositionRow2; 
fprintf('\nHAC is [DONE].  '); toc; 
fprintf('\n\n'); 

C.2 constructionHAC: 

This script uses incoming rays from two sources to generate the K-vector matrix. 

K = constructionHAC(geometry,constructionWavelength,nRays) 
%constructionHAC: Holographic Aberration Compensation Construction Script Driver 
%this function uses Optometrika to trace TWO ray sets through an optical 
%system and calculate the K vector at an intersecting surface 
%   Inputs: 
%       geometry name of geomtery selected: 'point source', 'planar' 
%       constructionWavelength construction wavelength in nm 
%       nRays number of rays for Ray class objects 
%       warningSeparation maximum allowed distance between two points to be 
%       considered equal 
%   Outputs: 
%       K k vector (Ray class object) 
% 
%(c) Juan Russo 2014 
  
function K = constructionHAC(geometry,constructionWavelength,nRays,warningSeparation) 
  
%% Init 
fprintf ('\n HAC [Construction]...'); 
  
%% Geometry 
[bench, raysSourceOnAxis, raysSourceOffAxis, surfaceNum] = 
geometriesForHAC(geometry,constructionWavelength,nRays); 
  
%% Tracing Kernel 
raysThroughOnAxis = bench.trace( raysSourceOnAxis ); %trace ON AXIS (transmitted) rays 
raysThroughOffAxis = bench.trace( raysSourceOffAxis ); %trace OFF AXIS (diffracted) rays 
  
%% Holographic Construction 
if isempty(strfind(geometry,'hybrid')) ~= 1 %Hybrid construction needs modifications to the 
positions of the hybrid source 
    raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum) = raysThroughOffAxis(surfaceNum); %Gives hybrid ray correct 
position but wrong directions 
    raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).n = [ones(raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).cnt,1) 
zeros(raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).cnt,2)]; 
end 
  
K = 
rayTraceKvectorClosure(raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum),raysThroughOffAxis(surfaceNum),warningSepara
tion,raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).nrefr(1),constructionWavelength); 
K.constructionGeometry = geometry; 
K.constructionWavelength = constructionWavelength; 
K.nRays = nRays; 
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%% Plotting 
if nRays <= 2000 
    titleString = ['Construction Geometry: ' geometry]; 
    
subplot(2,2,3);quiver(raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).r(:,2),raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).r(:,3),r
aysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).n(:,2),raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).n(:,3)); axis equal; ... 
        xlabel('x_p (mm)'); ylabel('y_p (mm)'); title('k_1 x-y components'); 
    
subplot(2,2,4);quiver(raysThroughOffAxis(surfaceNum).r(:,2),raysThroughOffAxis(surfaceNum).r(:,3)
,raysThroughOffAxis(surfaceNum).n(:,2),raysThroughOffAxis(surfaceNum).n(:,3)); axis equal; ... 
        xlabel('x_p (mm)'); ylabel('y_p (mm)'); title('k_2 x-y components'); 
    subplot(2,2,2);quiver(K.r(:,2),K.r(:,3),K.kVector(:,2),K.kVector(:,3)); axis equal;... 
        xlabel('x_p (mm)'); ylabel('y_p (mm)'); title('K-vector x-y components (arrows), Skew 
angle in degrees (color)'); colorbar; 
     
    if isempty(strfind(geometry,'hybrid')) ~= 1 
        subplot(2,2,1);bench.draw( raysThroughOffAxis, 'lines' );title(titleString); 
    elseif isempty(strfind(geometry,'point source')) ~= 1 
        subplot(2,2,1);bench.draw( raysThroughOffAxis, 'lines' );hold on;bench.draw( 
raysThroughOnAxis, 'lines' );title(titleString); 
    elseif isempty(strfind(geometry,'planar')) ~= 1  
        benchPlanar = Bench; 
        benchPlanar.append( { bench.elem{1},bench.elem{2}, bench.elem{bench.cnt-1}, 
bench.elem{bench.cnt} }); 
        displayOnRays = benchPlanar.trace( raysSourceOnAxis ); 
        displayOffRays = benchPlanar.trace( raysSourceOffAxis ); 
        subplot(2,2,1);benchPlanar.draw( displayOffRays, 'lines' );hold on;benchPlanar.draw( 
displayOnRays, 'lines' );title(titleString); 
           
    end 
     
    k = 2*pi*raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).nrefr(1)/(constructionWavelength); 
    scale = 0.2; 
    
figure(20);quiver3(K.r(:,1),K.r(:,2),K.r(:,3),K.kVector(:,1),K.kVector(:,2),K.kVector(:,3),scale,
'Color','r');hold on; 
    
quiver3(raysThroughOffAxis(surfaceNum).r(:,1),raysThroughOffAxis(surfaceNum).r(:,2),raysThroughOf
fAxis(surfaceNum).r(:,3),k*raysThroughOffAxis(surfaceNum).n(:,1),k*raysThroughOffAxis(surfaceNum)
.n(:,2),k*raysThroughOffAxis(surfaceNum).n(:,3),2*scale,'Color','g'); axis equal; ... 
    
quiver3(raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).r(:,1),raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).r(:,2),raysThroughOnAx
is(surfaceNum).r(:,3),k*raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).n(:,1),k*raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).n(:,
2),k*raysThroughOnAxis(surfaceNum).n(:,3),2*scale,'Color','g');  
    axis equal; 
    pause 
end 

 

C.3 reconstructionHAC 

This script uses the incident ray angle and wavelength and the K-vector matrix to compute the 

diffracted ray angle, efficiency (modified scripts in Appendix B) and the transmitted ray (0th order). 

%raysOut = reconstructionHAC(K,raysIn,maxSeparation) 
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%reconstructionHAC: Holographic Aberration Compensation Construction Script Driver 
%this function uses Optometrika to trace TWO ray sets through an optical 
%system and calculate the K vector at an intersecting surface 
%   Inputs: 
%       K K-vector (Ray class object) 
%       raysIn incident rays (Ray class object with K.cnt = raysIn.cnt) 
%       maxSeparation max distance allowed for interpolation 
%   Outputs: 
%       raysT transmitted rays 
%       raysD diffracted rays (notice that raysD.cnt not necessarly equal to raysT.cnt) 
% 
%(c) Juan Russo 2014 
  
function [raysOutD,raysOutT,minL] = reconstructionHAC(K,raysIn,maxSeparation) 
  
%% Init 
fprintf('\n HAC [Reconstruction]...'); 
  
raysOutD = raysIn; 
  
raysOutD.r = [0 0 0]; 
raysOutD.n = [0 0 0]; 
raysOutD.w = 0; 
raysOutD.I = 0; 
raysOutD.nrefr = 0; 
raysOutD.att = 0; 
raysOutD.color = raysIn.color(1,:); %Keep color 
raysOutD.cnt = 0; 
  
raysOutT = raysIn; 
  
fprintf('Running for %i positions: [',raysIn.cnt); 
for index = 1:raysIn.cnt %Find one K-vector per ray 
     if isnan(raysIn.r(index)) ~= 1 %Make sure the ray exists 
        y1 = raysIn.r(index,2); 
        z1 = raysIn.r(index,3); 
        y2 = K.r(:,2); 
        z2 = K.r(:,3); 
        l = sqrt((y1-y2).^2+(z1-z2).^2); 
        [minL(index),minIndex]=min(l); 
         
        %K-vector Closure reconstruction 
        raysOutD.cnt = raysOutD.cnt + 1; 
        k = 2*pi*K.nrefr(minIndex)/raysIn.w(index); 
        raysOutD.r(raysOutD.cnt,:)=raysIn.r(index,:); 
        raysOutD.n(raysOutD.cnt,:)=raysIn.n(index,:)-K.kVector(minIndex,:)/k; 
        raysOutD.w(raysOutD.cnt,1)=raysIn.w(index,:); 
        raysOutD.nrefr(raysOutD.cnt,1)=K.nrefr(minIndex); 
        raysOutD.I(raysOutD.cnt,1) = 1; 
        raysOutD.att(raysOutD.cnt,1)=1; 
        raysOutD.color(raysOutD.cnt,:) = raysIn.color(index,:); %Keep Color 
         
        %Diffraction Efficiency Module: 
        raysOutT.I(index) = (1-DE)*raysIn.I(index); %Reduce intensity due to diffraction 
        raysOutT.color(index,:) = [0 0 0]; %Change color of rays that have lost intesity due to 
diffraction, if no diffraction (DE = 0) then keep color. 
     
     end 
     progressIndicator(index,raysIn.cnt,20); 
end 
    
fprintf(']'); 
meanL = mean(minL); 
varL = var(minL); 
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fprintf('[DONE] Error Avg: %0.3f, Var.: %0.3f || ',meanL,varL); 
if meanL > maxSeparation 
    fprintf(' WARNING: Separation: %0.3f > %0.3f',meanL,maxSeparation); 
end  
minL = minL'; 
 

C.4 Support Functions 

C.4.1 rayTraceKVectorClosure:  

Script to approximate construction ray locations and compute K-Vector closure  

%[K] = rayTraceKvectorClosure(rays1, 
rays2,maxSeparation,constructionIndex,constructionWavelength) 
%Using two ray sets, find the closest pairs of rays between the two sets to 
%use them as construction beams for k vector closure. 
%   Inputs: 
%       rays1 and rays2 on and off axis ray sets RESPECTIVELY (must be on the same surface or 
have equal rays#.r(1:rays1.cnt)). 
%       maxSeparation maximum allowed distance between two points to be 
%       considered equal 
%       constructionIndex refractive index for prop vector calculation 
%       constructionWavelength wavelength in nm for prop vector calculation 
%   Outputs: 
%       K k vector (structure lossely ressembling a ray class object) 
% 
%(c) Juan Russo 2014 
  
  
function [K] = 
rayTraceKvectorClosure(rays1,rays2,maxSeparation,constructionIndex,constructionWavelength) 
%% Init 
nano = 1e-9; 
fprintf('Running for %i positions: ',rays1.cnt); 
  
%Check for ray errors 
test1 = rays1.r(:,1); test1(isnan(test1(:,1)),:)=[]; test1 = round(100*mean(test1))/100; 
test2 = rays2.r(:,1); test2(isnan(test2(:,1)),:)=[]; test2 = round(100*mean(test2))/100; 
if test1 ~= test2 
    fprintf(' WARNING: Ray sets at different mean optical axis locations %0.2f <> %0.2f', 
test1,test2); %(Rounding or geometry error, or curved surface?) 
end 
  
fprintf(' ['); 
  
K.cnt = 0; 
k = 2*pi*constructionIndex/(constructionWavelength*nano); 
for index = 1:rays1.cnt 
    if isnan(rays1.r(index,1)) ~= 1 && isnan(rays1.r(index,2)) ~= 1 && isnan(rays1.r(index,3)) ~= 
1 %Make sure the ray exists 
        K.cnt = K.cnt + 1; 
        y1 = rays1.r(index,2); 
        z1 = rays1.r(index,3); 
        y2 = rays2.r(:,2); 
        z2 = rays2.r(:,3); 
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        l = sqrt((y1-y2).^2+(z1-z2).^2); 
        [minL(K.cnt),minIndex]=min(l); 
        ray2Exists = 0; %Make sure ray two exists too... 
        while ray2Exists == 0    
            if isnan(rays2.r(minIndex,1)) == 1 && isnan(rays2.r(minIndex,2)) == 1 && 
isnan(rays2.r(minIndex,3)) == 1 
                %If the ray does not exist... 
                l(minIndex) = max(l); %Kill the NaN value... 
                [minL(K.cnt),minIndex]=min(l); %Do it again and check again 
            else 
                ray2Exists = 1; 
            end         
        end 
        %K-vector closure calculations 
        k1 = k*rays1.n(index,:); 
        k2 = k*rays2.n(minIndex,:); 
        tempR(K.cnt,:) = (rays1.r(index,:)+rays2.r(minIndex,:))/2; 
        tempK(K.cnt,:) = k1-k2; 
        tempSlant(K.cnt) = 90-acosd(tempK(K.cnt,1)/norm(tempK(K.cnt,:))); %Assumes that the 
hologram is in the plane defined by vector z (x-y plane) in [z x y] coordinates. 
        tempPeriod(K.cnt) = 2*pi()/norm(tempK(K.cnt,:)); 
        tempPeriodVector(K.cnt,:) = tempPeriod(K.cnt)*tempK(K.cnt,:)/norm(tempK(K.cnt,:)); 
    end 
    progressIndicator(index,rays1.cnt,20); 
     
end 
  
%Build K-vector as a Ray class object 
K.kVector = tempK; 
K.slant = tempSlant'; 
K.period = tempPeriod'; 
K.periodVector = tempPeriodVector; 
K.r = tempR; 
K.w = ones(K.cnt,1)*constructionWavelength*nano; 
K.nrefr = ones(K.cnt,1)*constructionIndex; 
K.att = ones(K.cnt,1); 
K.color = zeros(K.cnt,3); 
K.posError = minL'/2; 
  
fprintf(']'); 
meanL = mean(minL/2); 
varL = var(minL/2); 
fprintf('[DONE] Error Avg: %0.3f, Var: %0.3f ||',meanL,varL); 
if meanL > maxSeparation 
    fprintf(' WARNING: Separation %0.3f > %0.3f',meanL,maxSeparation); 
end  
 
 

C.4.2 spotRMS:  

Script to compute RMS spot size parameters 

%spotRadiusRMS = spotRMS(spotSet, spotCenterX, spotCenterY) 
%Using a spot set (ray class object) calculate the cummulative power vs 
%increasing size of spot radius. 
% 
%   Inputs: 
%       spotSet ray class object that contains positions of the each ray 
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%       that comprises the spot.  spotSet.r and spotSet.I are used. 
%       spotCenterX, x coordinate of center of spot in [z x y] space. 
%       spotCenterY, y coordinate of center of spot in [z x y] space. 
%   Outputs: 
%       spotRadiusRMS vector with the RMS spot radius in [Z X Y] 
%       centroid, 3-column vector with centroid coordinates [Z X Y] 
%        
%(c) 2014 Juan Russo 
  
function [spotRadiusRMS, centroid] = spotRMS(spotSet, refPoint) 
  
%Ray selection based on existance 
index = 1; 
for indexRaySet = 1:spotSet.cnt 
    if isnan(spotSet.r(indexRaySet,2)) ~= 1 && isnan(spotSet.r(indexRaySet,3)) ~= 1 && 
isnan(spotSet.r(indexRaySet,1)) ~= 1%Must Exist 
        posX(index) = spotSet.r(indexRaySet,2); 
        posY(index) = spotSet.r(indexRaySet,3); 
        posZ(index) = spotSet.r(indexRaySet,1); 
        index = index + 1; 
    end 
end 
  
%Centroid 
centroid = [mean(posZ) mean(posX) mean(posY)]; 
  
%Invidual Ray Error 
eX = posX-refPoint(2); 
eY = posY-refPoint(3); 
eZ = posZ-refPoint(1); 
  
%Average Error 
eX_Avg = mean(eX); 
eY_Avg = mean(eY); 
eZ_Avg = mean(eZ); 
  
%RMS calculation 
eX_RMS = sqrt(mean((eX-eX_Avg).^2)); 
eY_RMS = sqrt(mean((eY-eY_Avg).^2)); 
eZ_RMS = sqrt(mean((eZ-eZ_Avg).^2)); 
  
spotRadiusRMS = [eZ_RMS eX_RMS eY_RMS]; 

C.4.3 spotDiagramHAC:  

Script to plot spot diagram and calculate spot positions 

%[spotRadiusRMS,centroid,spotDiagram] = 
spotDiagramHAC(spotDiagramSource,bench,refPoint,imagePlaneNum,figurePosition) 
%Using a spotDiagramSource (ray class object) trace rays thru bench, 
%calculate centroid and RMS spot radius 
% 
%   Inputs: 
%       spotDiagramSource ray class object of a source 
%       bench optical system 
%       refPoint vector with reference (chief ray spot) coordinates 
%       imagePlaneNum surface number in bench that contains the image 
%       plane. 
%       figurePosition 2-column vector with pixel position for figure 
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%       display ([0 0] avoids plotting); 
%   Outputs: 
%       centroid, vector with centroid coordinates (using ray fan data) 
%       spotDiagram spot set (ray class object) with the spots comprisng 
%       the spot diagram. 
%       spotRadiusRMS vector with the RMS spot radius in [Z X Y] 
% 
%(c) 2014 Juan Russo 
  
function [spotRadiusRMS,centroid,spotDiagram] = 
spotDiagramHAC(spotDiagramSource,bench,refPoint,imagePlaneNum,figurePosition) 
  
color = spotDiagramSource.color(1,:); %Use color of source for spot diagram 
spotSetNum = imagePlaneNum+1; 
spotDiagramSets = bench.trace( spotDiagramSource ); %Trace 0th order rays 
spotDiagram = spotDiagramSets(spotSetNum); 
  
%Retain Intensities since Bench and Surface make intensities zero. 
spotSetIntensitiesNum = length(spotDiagramSets)-2; 
spotDiagram.I = spotDiagramSets(spotSetIntensitiesNum).I; 
  
% Centroid Calculation 
[spotRadiusRMS, centroid] = spotRMS(spotDiagram, refPoint); 
  
%% Plotting 
if figurePosition ~= [0 0 0 0] 
    if figurePosition == [1 1 1 1] % Hold plot or make a new one? 
        hold on; 
    else 
        fig = figure('name','Spot Diagram'); set(fig, 'Position', figurePosition); 
    end 
    scatter(spotDiagram.r(:,2),spotDiagram.r(:,3),'x','MarkerEdgeColor',color);axis equal; hold 
on; 
    scatter(refPoint(2),refPoint(3),'o','MarkerEdgeColor',[1 0 0]); %Mark Ref Point 
    scatter(centroid(2),centroid(3),'o','MarkerEdgeColor',[0 1 0]); %Mark Centroid 
end 

C.4.4 rayFansHAC:  

This script plots ray Fans and calculate centroids of the 0th and 1st diffracted orders 

%[eX_RayFan, eY_RayFan, refPoint, centroid] = rayFansHAC(crossedHairsSource, bench, 
imagePlaneNum,figurePosition) 
%Using a crossed-hairs Source (ray class object) calculate the tanential 
%and sagital ray errors (only for collimated source with where all rays are parallel to the chief 
ray) 
% 
%   Inputs: 
%       crossHairsSource ray class object of a polar source at the pupil (must 
%       include chief ray) 
%       bench optical system 
%       imagePlaneNum surface number in bench that contains the image 
%       plane. 
%       figurePosition 4-column vector with pixel position and dimensions for figure 
%       display ([0 0 0 0] avoids plotting and [1 1 1 1] superimposes on the same plot); 
%   Outputs: 
%       eX_RayFan, 2 column array with eX (Sagital) ray fan vs pupil positions 
%       eY_RayFan, 2 column array with eY (Tangential) ray fan vs pupil positions 
%       refPoint, vector with reference (chief ray spot) coordinates 
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%       centroid, vector with centroid coordinates (using ray fan data) 
% 
%(c) 2014 Juan Russo 
  
function [eX_RayFan, eY_RayFan, refPoint, centroid] = rayFansHAC(crossedHairsSource, bench, 
imagePlaneNum,figurePosition) 
color = crossedHairsSource.color(1,:); %Use color of source. 
  
sourceRay = crossedHairsSource; %Place holder 
imageRaySet = imagePlaneNum+1; 
  
% Find Reference Point (Chief Ray) 
[~,refPointIndex]=ismember([0,0],crossedHairsSource.r(:,2:3),'rows'); 
refPoint = crossedHairsSource.r(refPointIndex,:); 
  
chiefRay = crossedHairsSource; %Place holder 
chiefRay.r=refPoint; 
chiefRay.n=crossedHairsSource.n(refPointIndex,:); 
chiefRay.w=crossedHairsSource.r(refPointIndex); 
chiefRay.I =1; 
chiefRay.nrefr = crossedHairsSource.r(refPointIndex); 
chiefRay.att = 1; 
chiefRay.color = crossedHairsSource.r(refPointIndex,:); 
chiefRay.cnt = 1; 
  
chiefRay = bench.trace( chiefRay ); 
chiefRay = chiefRay (imageRaySet); 
refPoint = chiefRay.r; 
  
indexX = 1; 
indexY = 1; 
for indexRayFan = 1:crossedHairsSource.cnt %Index Source Rays 
    currentPos = crossedHairsSource.r(indexRayFan,:); %Placing the probe ray at the pupil 
position for ray fan 
    currentDir = crossedHairsSource.n(indexRayFan,:); 
    sourceRay.r=currentPos; 
    sourceRay.n=currentDir; 
    sourceRay.w=crossedHairsSource.w(indexRayFan); 
    sourceRay.I =crossedHairsSource.I(indexRayFan); 
    sourceRay.nrefr = crossedHairsSource.nrefr(indexRayFan); 
    sourceRay.att = crossedHairsSource.att(indexRayFan); 
    sourceRay.color = crossedHairsSource.color(indexRayFan,:); 
    sourceRay.cnt = 1; 
     
    %Trace single source  
    imageRays = bench.trace( sourceRay ); 
    imageSpots = imageRays(imageRaySet); 
     
    if isnan(imageSpots.r(2)) ~= 1 && isnan(imageSpots.r(3)) ~= 1 %Rays must exist 
        if currentPos(2) == 0 % This is the Ey Ray Fan 
            eY_RayFan(indexY,:) = [sourceRay.r(3) imageSpots.r(3)-refPoint(3)]; 
            indexY = indexY + 1; 
        elseif currentPos(3) == 0 %This is the Ex Ray Fan 
            eX_RayFan(indexX,:) = [sourceRay.r(2) imageSpots.r(2)-refPoint(2)]; 
            indexX = indexX + 1; 
        end 
    end 
        
     
end 
  
eX_RayFan = sortrows(eX_RayFan,1); 
eY_RayFan = sortrows(eY_RayFan,1); 
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% Centroid  
tempX = eX_RayFan(:,2); tempX = mean(tempX)+refPoint(2); 
tempY= eY_RayFan(:,2); tempY = mean(tempY)+refPoint(3); 
centroid = [refPoint(1) tempX tempY]; 
  
if figurePosition ~= [0 0 0 0] 
    if figurePosition == [1 1 1 1] % Hold plot or make a new one? 
        subplot(1,2,1);hold on; 
        subplot(1,2,2);hold on; 
    else 
        fig = figure('name','Sagital and Tangetial Ray Fans'); set(fig, 'Position', 
figurePosition); 
    end 
     
    subplot(1,2,1);plot(eX_RayFan(:,1),eX_RayFan(:,2),'b+-
','Color',color);xlabel('x_p');ylabel('e_x');title('Sagital Ray Fan (e_x)'); axis equal; 
    subplot(1,2,2);plot(eY_RayFan(:,1),eY_RayFan(:,2),'b+-
','Color',color);xlabel('y_p');ylabel('e_y');title('Tangential Ray Fan (e_y'); axis equal; 
     
end 

C.4.5 encircledQ:  

This script calculates and plots the encircled energy vs the spot radius. 

%[spotRadius, cummulativePower] = encircledQ(spotSet, spotCenterX, spotCenterY, divSpotRadius) 
%Using a spot set (ray class object) calculate the cummulative power vs 
%increasing size of spot radius. 
% 
%   Inputs: 
%       spotSet ray class object that contains positions of the each ray 
%       that comprises the spot.  spotSet.r and spotSet.I are used. 
%       spotCenter, 3-column vector with coordinates of center of spot in [z x y] space. 
%       divSpotRadius resolution on radius for spotRadius and cummulativePower outputs. 
%   Outputs: 
%       spotRadius vector with spot radius segements (lesser of equal) 
%       encQ vector with cummulative power corresponding in radius segements lesser or equal. 
% 
%(c) 2014 Juan Russo 
  
function [spotRadii, encQ, radiiOfInterest, encQOfInterest] = encircledQ(spotSet, spotCenter, 
divSpotRadius, encQInterestPoints, radiiInterestPoints, figurePosition) 
  
spotCenterX = spotCenter(2); 
spotCenterY = spotCenter(3); 
  
for indexRaySet = 1:spotSet.cnt 
    if isnan(spotSet.r(indexRaySet,2)) ~= 1 && isnan(spotSet.r(indexRaySet,3)) ~= 1 %Must Exist 
    radii(indexRaySet) = sqrt((spotSet.r(indexRaySet,2)-
spotCenterX).^2+(spotSet.r(indexRaySet,3)-spotCenterY).^2); 
    powers(indexRaySet) = 1;spotSet.I(indexRaySet); %Pick it up at lens 
    end 
end 
  
radii = radii - min(radii); %Translate positions so center is at zero. 
power_v_Radii = [radii' powers']; 
  
spotRadii = 0:max(power_v_Radii(:,1))/divSpotRadius:max(power_v_Radii(:,1)); 
encQ = zeros(length(spotRadii),1); 
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parfor indexRadii = 1:length(spotRadii) 
    for indexPowerVradii = 1:length(power_v_Radii) %For each section of radius check all the 
power vs radii vector for matches 
        if power_v_Radii(indexPowerVradii,1) <= spotRadii(indexRadii) %If within the range of the 
section of radius add to the power accumulator of the section 
            encQ(indexRadii) = encQ(indexRadii) + power_v_Radii(indexPowerVradii,2); 
        end 
    end 
end 
encQ = encQ/sum(power_v_Radii(:,2)); %Normalize over total power of spot 
encQ = encQ'; 
  
parfor indexQofInterst = 1:length(encQInterestPoints) 
    for indexQ = 2:length(encQ) 
     if encQ(indexQ-1) < encQInterestPoints(indexQofInterst) && encQ(indexQ) >= 
encQInterestPoints(indexQofInterst) 
         tempY = [spotRadii(indexQ-1),spotRadii(indexQ)]; 
         tempX = [encQ(indexQ-1),encQ(indexQ)]; 
         radiiOfInterest(indexQofInterst) = 
interp1(tempX,tempY,encQInterestPoints(indexQofInterst)); 
     end 
    end 
end 
  
encQOfInterest = interp1(spotRadii,encQ,radiiInterestPoints); 
  
%% Plotting 
  
if figurePosition ~= [0 0 0 0] 
    if figurePosition == [1 1 1 1] % Hold plot or make a new one? 
        hold on; 
    else 
        fig = figure('name','Encircled Energy vs. Radii'); set(fig, 'Position', figurePosition); 
    end 
  
    plot(spotRadii,encQ); title('Encircled Energy from Centroid');hold on; 
     
    for indexRadii = 1:length(radiiOfInterest) 
        tempX = radiiOfInterest(indexRadii); 
        tempY = encQInterestPoints(indexRadii); 
        labelString = ['  ' num2str(tempY,2) '@' num2str(tempX,2) 'mm']; 
        plot(tempX,tempY,'o','MarkerEdgeColor',[0 0 0]);  
        text(tempX,tempY-0.02,labelString); 
    end  
    for indexQ = length(encQOfInterest):-1:1 
        tempX = radiiInterestPoints(indexQ); 
        tempY = encQOfInterest(indexQ); 
         
        if indexQ == 1 
            labelString = ['  ' num2str(tempY,2) '@' num2str(tempX,2) 'mm (RMS)']; 
            text(tempX,tempY-0.02,labelString, 'BackgroundColor', [1 1 1], 'Color', [1,0,0]); 
            plot(tempX,tempY,'o','MarkerEdgeColor',[1 0 0]);  
        else 
            labelString = ['  ' num2str(tempY,2) '@' num2str(tempX,2) 'mm']; 
            text(tempX,tempY-0.02,labelString); 
            plot(tempX,tempY,'o','MarkerEdgeColor',[0 0 0]);  
        end 
         
         
    end 
    axis([min(spotRadii),max(spotRadii), min(encQ),max(encQ)]); 
         
end  
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